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“We must begin to think like a river if we are to leave a legacy of beauty and life for future
generations”
― David Brower
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Abstract
This thesis looks at the various impacts that the process of modernisation has on countries,
with particular attention to the social impacts of hydropower activity. The social impact is
addressed by two questions, namely ‘how people do things’ and ‘who they are’? These
questions were investigated through both quantitative and qualitative methods of research in
the form of surveys and interviews, respectively. Combining the empirical data with an
extensive overview of current scientific literature, this thesis concludes the following: that
hydropower activity does indeed not only have a severe impact on the environment, but also
on economic development and especially on social structures of surrounding communities.
These communities become subject to a wide range of social impacts, such as dispossession
and loss of land, discrimination, cultural alienation, and mental and physical health issues. It
is argued therefore that, while hydropower is still presented as a ‘green’ and ‘clean’ energy
source, it needs a serious re-examination of its impact on the world; a serious re-examination
of the profound willingness to adopt hydropower plants without considering the short – but
especially long-term implications and consequences.

Keywords: modernisation, liberal modernisation theory, hydropower development, social
impact assessment, Albania
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Preface
When I first entered Tropoja through the Kosovar border in north-eastern Albania, I was yet
unaware of the profound change the land would have on me in the years to come. At first, I
was, like anyone else entering this forgotten place, enamored by its rugged beauty, its
seemingly timeless villages with its suspicious but oh so hospitable people. Sitting on a bench
in the boulevard of Bajram Curri, preparing for the admission interview for this very master
in Human Geography, I happened to be addressed by a young man who took me to the office
of TOKA, a local NGO taking action against the ongoing invasion of construction companies
and their insatiable greed for more. I found myself in a rather small space, a bit hidden
between two cafés, with creaking wooden floors and quite a few layers of hair shed by more
than one dog. After polite introductions, it was agreed that I could use their office for the
interview the next day (as it was the only place with wifi that was not a café), in exchange for
some help with their numerous projects. At first, I was most excited about being able to roam
the mountains at will and contributing to the maps they were making for tourists, exploring
small valleys, rocky avalanches, waterfalls, and many, many wild tracks.
As time progressed however, I became more and more involved in the main project,
which is the fight against the hydropowers. By and by I had gathered some information,
learning about false permits, public hearings that were held unknowingly to the public, the
public secret of corruption, the absence of justice and much more. I also learned about the
Kanun, an old system of governance, that is still present in some respects. I became intrigued
by the shift in mentality taking place as Tropoja, and Albania in general, was rapidly
modernising in the direction of Western states. However, by not only adopting modern
technology – which can be beneficial, especially for very remote communities – but also
‘modern’ norms and values and mindsets, I was starting to think about the many things
Western, ‘modern’ nations have long lost over the centuries. A sense of community, for
example, is clearly lacking as the individual remains central. Materialism, too, is a clear sign
that one has come to adopt capitalistic policies, the one thing that apparently does trickle
down. I could see an enormous wealth that was still present in Tropoja, both in nature and in
people, that would eventually fade with time as has happened in so many other places that
caught up with the ‘modern’ world.
This thesis deals with the social impact of hydropower activity, looking at the various effects
of such construction projects on the communities living in its vicinity, taken into the context
of the general effects that modernisation has on countries. I tried to let the people speak their
minds, while not imploring too many of my own ideas into the text. I must acknowledge
immediately, however, that I have not entirely succeeded in keeping this slab of a text
completely objective, as one will notice. However, I do hope that it will serve its purpose,
raising scientific awareness on the impact of modernisation and hydropower in particular.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction to the case
Tropoja is a rugged and mountainous municipality tucked away in the north-east of Albania,
bordering both Kosovo and Montenegro. Home to many historical and natural sites, it is
extremely rich in culture and tradition, where people express their ties to their land with the
number of generations of their family that have lived there before them, often going back
multiple centuries at least. A place very remote and closed, with every advantage and
disadvantage that comes with it. The main attraction is the beautiful Valbona Valley national
park, part of the Albanian Alps, known for its pristine landscape and very well-preserved
ecosystems (Lushaj, 2008).
Since 2016, however, it has also come to be the home of many new trucks and
excavators. As local communities had not received any notice of the oncoming construction
in their home, people started asking questions and slowly some plans came to light. No less
than fourteen hydropower plants are planned on the Valbona River, many of which are inside
the national park. Two plants are currently under construction, with a third on the way. From
here, numerous issues became apparent when a newly found NGO called ‘TOKA’ (the
Albanian word for ‘land’ or ‘earth’ but with deep undertones of connectedness) became
active in asking for information and subsequently taking judicial action against both the
construction company and the government. Seeing how the valley slowly succumbed to
heavy construction and the infrastructure and traffic that comes with it, motivated many
people to participate in demonstrations, both local and national, appear on live television and
advocate for the preservation of the Valbona Valley national park, and even organizing
meetings with (inter)national politicians, other communities facing similar problems, and
international organisations such as the World Wildlife Fund. As of 2021, however,
construction still continues despite several judicial cases, nation-wide media coverage, and
many concerned voices. For detailed maps see the annexes.
Lastly, parts of this thesis will also appear in a report for the World Wildlife Fund,
written by myself, as a part of their action plan to acquire more knowledge on Albanian
hydropower activity. Multiple reports are written for that cause, some focussing on the
economic impacts and some, like this one, on the social impacts.

1.2 Societal relevance
Due to the alarming, exponential rate at which hydropower plants are being constructed in the
Balkans, with 2,796 hydropower plants (including small plants with a capacity of 0-1 MW)
projected to be built over the next few years (Balkan River Defence, n.d.), there is an urgent
need for research regarding the social, ecological and economic impact of such widespread
constructions. Small hydropower projects have already given rise to numerous conflicts
across the region (Milieukontakt Albania, 2017), making it necessary to not only further
11

develop our understanding of the impact of such projects, but also to play a role in cancelling
projects if the implications seem likely to prove too severe.
Regarding such implications, there is a growing concern, and growing body of
literature, arguing that both large and small hydropower activity has a severe impact on the
environment, the local communities and the economic activities and opportunities of those
communities (Ahlers et al., 2015). It is of great importance therefore to carefully and
meticulously assess the environmental, social and economic impact these planned
hydropower plants may have on their surroundings. According to European law, such impact
assessments are obligatory, and require the government to properly assess the situation before
giving concession contracts or building permits to development companies (Directive
85/337/EEC, 1985). As Albania is not part of the European Union, these laws are not
applicable. Yet, the Albanian government had a national law (Law No. 8990 on
Environmental Impact Assessment, 2003) which required an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) for all projects. This law, however, was repealed, and replaced with a new
law that merely ‘aims at ensuring a high level of environmental protection’ (Law No. 10440,
2011).
Regardless, there have been no proper impact assessments conducted for the
hydropower activity on the Valbona River, neither social nor economic. One rather cursory
EIA has been done by the construction company, and subsequently accepted by the Albanian
Government, but was of abysmal quality: a review of this EIA by Integra Consulting showed
that all parts of the report ‘provide very poor information with major gaps or weaknesses
which would prevent the decision process proceeding and require major work to complete’
(Integra Consulting, 2016).
The lack of decent impact assessments makes it impossible to gauge if and how
hydropower plants damage their surroundings, and to react accordingly should they do so.
Quality impact assessments would not have allowed concessions or permits to be granted if
the perceived impact would be too great, and, by having provided comprehensive baseline
data, should have provided a framework in which ongoing monitoring (defined in the EIA)
would aid in the prevention of construction proceeding should the actual impact be greater
than was initially anticipated. Additionally, the lack of such impacts assessments can be
disastrous for the communities in areas where such hydropower plants are being constructed,
as they are confronted with many impacts on their daily lives due to the destruction of their
habitat, devaluation of land, loss of access to drinking and irrigation water, disruptions
(sometimes extremely dangerous) created by the construction of hydropower plants, and a
lack of public participation in decision making, creating a feeling that they have no control
over what is happening to them (Milieukontakt Albania, 2017). In addition, those who speak
up against the constructions may be subjected to systemic harassment by the companies
and/or government institutions (Justice Defenders Program, 2019). When the developers and
even the government authorities fail to recognize the socio-ecological implications of
hydropower construction, the affected communities typically don’t have the resources to push
their concerns and gain the care and attention they need. Rural people depend directly on
their rivers being clean and free-flowing, either for drinking and irrigation water, or tourism
income.
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Considering these general implications of hydropower plants on local communities,
this thesis attempts to provide clarity on how local people actually experience the
construction and operation of hydropower plants on their river, and what effects and
influences it has on them. Additionally, this research can be used to stimulate further
considerations on the pros and cons of hydropower plants by providing an account of the
social impact and highlighting the importance of a full assessment of hydropower plants,
showing how important it is to take all effects into consideration, without neglecting the
environmental, social or economic impact.

1.3 Scientific relevance
Given the fact that this research concerning the social impact of hydropower activity can be
placed in a wider theoretical framework or contextualization, there is a double importance of
this study. This research attempts to contribute to both the academic literature regarding the
social impact of hydropower plants, and the literature regarding the broader systemic changes
of modernisation and globalisation that take place around the globe, and help make such
hydropower plants possible. These systemic changes have a considerable effect on rural,
traditional communities and developing countries, especially their economies, and can be
considered as main causes of severe alterations in norms and values of such communities.
The scientific relevance as such, then, becomes twofold.
First, there is abundant literature to be found on modernisation and globalisation, and
in particular the impacts they have on traditional, rural, and sometimes indigenous
communities across the world. Modernisation in its theoretical form means, as Max Weber
originally put it in his modernisation theory, the transition from traditional or ‘pre-modern’
societies to ‘modern’ societies (Kumar, 2020). Logically, it can be derived from this that the
society itself undergoes distinct alterations, losing norms and values and replacing them with
new ones. When adding the process of globalisation, it means that various societies across the
globe, with a wide variety of traditional customs, norms and values, all replace those with the
same ‘modern’ set of norms and values (Cole, 1998). Whether this is positive or negative
remains a subject of eager discussion among those who perceive the various benefits and
detriments.
The second segment of the scientific relevance however, concerning the social impact
of hydropower plants, has rather little information. Given the tremendous amount of
hydropower plants in the world, one would expect to find considerable studies regarding its
various impacts on social, economic and ecological spheres. The ecological footprint of
hydropower plants seems to be thoroughly investigated, yet analyses of the social and
economic impact of the implementation (i.e. the construction and operation) of hydropower
plants are significantly lacking (Couto & Olden, 2018; Kibler & Tullos, 2013). As mentioned
previously, neither the government nor construction companies conducted proper impact
assessments, yet there are some academics that generally agree that there are numerous
negative social impacts; not all agree, however, that these are significant enough to cancel
construction plans. Sgarbi et al. (2019), for example, find that there are negative
socio-economic consequences of hydropower activity, such as a drop in education and
fertility, but these do not have a considerable long-term effect. They do argue, however, that
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appropriate measures need to be taken to prevent or mitigate the negative impacts. This is
similar to the message of the International Hydropower Association (2019), which argues that
the existing risks are manageable. Instead of dwelling on these negative impacts they rather
focus on the positive effects, such as an increase in economic activity, the creation of jobs
during the construction period, and a rise in income and number of enterprises. Ultimately,
they conclude that the negative socio-economic and ecological impacts of the implementation
of hydropower plants do not justify abandoning plans to generate electricity from
water-related resources.
On the other hand, there are those who show a multitude of negative social impacts,
such as displacement, cultural alienation, physical and mental health issues, and
discrimination (Namy, 2007). Others concur with the degrading manner of the
industrialisation of traditional communities and their cultures, which typically have a strong
connection to their land, arguing that economic development causes a loss of identity, cultural
heritage and sense of control (Sassen, 2014; Sousa et al., 2019). Tabi and Wüstenhagen
(2017) point out that the social acceptance of hydropower plants in the vicinity of local
communities is of high relevance, as it provides them with a sense of control and attachment.
This research then, contributes to the large body of literature regarding the general impact of
modernisation and globalisation, as well as to the small body of literature regarding the social
impact of hydropower plants on local communities, investigating whether there is an effect
on the people’s identity, culture, norms and values, etc. By conducting this research, more
light will be shed on the effects of modernisation and industrialisation in general, the
particular impact of hydropower plants, and cultural and societal changes in traditional
communities. The results are expected to show a significant influence of hydropower plants
on the local communities, both in a positive and negative sense, yet with a stronger emphasis
on the negative aspects. The creation of temporary jobs and higher salaries is not expected to
outweigh the loss of identity, cultural heritage and even displacement.
Ultimately, this line of research is meant to contribute to the currently rather limited
scientific debate by addressing the social impact of hydropower plants on local communities
directly, and by giving the communities themselves the opportunity to speak out.

1.4 Research objective & questions
Addressing the social aspect of the hydropower plant-related conflict, the main research
objective is to ascertain whether or not hydropower activity on the Valbona River and the
plants have a social impact on the community and, if so, whether this impact is positive
and/or negative.
The following questions are meant to explore the various aspects of ‘the social’, and
are then used to answer the main question.
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1.4.1 Main question
“What is the social impact of hydropower activity on the communities located in the vicinity
of the Valbona River?”
The term hydropower activity implies any activity related to the construction and operation of
hydropower. It therefore also includes the preparatory activities that took place before the
first construction, such as community meetings or hearings, public participation gatherings,
and legal trajectories related to the hydropower projects, but also possible threats made
against civilians because of activism against the hydropower companies. The specific social
impacts that are generally mentioned in scientific literature as possible consequences of
hydropower activity are quite broad. Namy (2007) categorizes them as the recurring patterns
of discrimination, dispossession, cultural alienation, and health issues.
1.4.2 Sub questions
“What is the impact on who they are?”
This question asks who the members of the local communities are, how they see themselves.
It asks what their dreams are, what they see as their opportunities and challenges, what their
strengths and weaknesses are, and if and how all these are different from their parents and
children. To analyse the impact of the hydropower plants on who they are, they will be asked
how they see these plants and whether it has had an influence on them.
“What is the impact on how they do things?”
This question asks how they have traditionally organized themselves as a community for
centuries, also relating it to their customary law: the Kanun, how they go about and create a
living for themselves, how they as individuals relate to each other and behave. It asks how
they make decisions together and how they view and manage their natural resources,
particularly water. The impact of the hydropower plants will be analysed similarly to the first
sub-question.
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Framework
2.1 Modernisation
Given the rather limited body of research regarding the social impact of hydropower plants, a
broader perspective is employed to explore also the social impact of modernisation in
general. Modernisation as a concept implies a shift in economic and social structures and
values, as it considers ‘traditional’ societies to be in an earlier stage of development and
bound to undergo similar structural changes as more developed societies (O’Brien &
Williams 2010; Hess & Fenrich, 2017). Modernisation can thus be seen as a development
theory, and is in fact one of the four major theories of development (Reyes, 2001).
The theory of modernisation originated from the German sociologist Max Weber, and
assumes that, with assistance, ‘traditional’ countries can be brought to development in the
same manner more developed countries were. The ‘unilinear evolutionary perspective’ that is
adopted by this theory, as Dunn (2013: 1) calls it, defines civilisations that are supposedly
less developed as being at an earlier stage of development, and assumes that these
‘traditional’ societies would undergo the same type of nation-building as the one undergone
by more developed countries if they would adopt similar economic and social structures
(O’Brien & Williams, 2010). Walt Rostow, an eminent theoretician from the twentieth
century, provided a definitive accord as to how societies were to evolve in order to become
modern, presenting five different stages of development. These five stages – traditional
society, preconditions for take-off, take-off, drive to maturity, and age of mass high
consumption – would guide civilisations from their ‘traditional’ roots, characterised by the
family as the main institution and agricultural production, to ‘modernity’, characterised by an
urbanised population enjoying comfortable lifestyles of mass consumption (Rostow, 1960;
Dunn, 2013).
The idea of civilisations that, although widely different, are following a similar
developmental pattern calls into question the variety of outcome of such a development.
Modernisation as seen as a development theory is, according to Reyes (2001), a
homogenizing process. This means that the process of modernisation produces a certain
convergence amongst the developing civilisations. Thus, as more and more countries
‘develop’ in the same direction of modernity, differences they once had among them are lost.
Societies and civilisations that were once as widely different as the species roaming the earth,
would, at some point in the future, be quite the same (Gavrov & Klyukanov, 2015). Another
implication of the theory of modernisation is that civilizations are, in fact, to develop, and
that it is in their interest to do so. Helped by the Industrial Revolution during the 19th and
20th century, Western Europe and northern America became modern in the sense of areas of
development and the application of certain values and variables relating to institutional,
social, and economic processes (Dunn, 2013). The fact that Western countries were and are
the dominant countries in the modernisation transformation has greatly influenced what is
perceived as ‘modern’. Due to this unequal growth or development of the world, the process
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of modernisation has sometimes been named ‘Westernisation’, as the West formed an
example of what ‘modern’ and ‘developed’ were supposed to be.
The two factors or structures that are key in the modernisation process are typically said to be
the economic and political structures (Reyes, 2001). Economic prosperity following the
capitalistic and neoliberal system of the free market, together with the process of
democratisation and strengthening democratic institutions, are the main pillars of what
civilisations are measured by when assessing their ‘modernity’. Again, one can see the
imbrication of modernisation and Westernisation, as Western nations are seen to have
unmatched economic prosperity and political stability, which is causing an attitude of
complacency towards these countries (Tipps, 1976).
Yet, there are instances of civilisations that took a trajectory different from the five stages of
Rostow, and where the development theory of modernisation is unsustainable. A most
striking example is China. While China has been and is industrialising at an extraordinary
rate, and its economic development has long since equalled or even surpassed that of Western
countries, its social and political development has not progressed in the direction that the
development theory of modernisation would predict (Dunn, 2013). It has not adopted any
(neo)liberal policies, nor does it seem to be inclined to do so. Rather, it follows its own
course as the Chinese Communist Party leads on. So, on the one hand China can be described
as a ‘modern’ civilisation when purely looking at its economic and industrial development,
yet it has not ‘modernised’ in the social and political sense, as seen by Western development
theories (Karbon, 2008). In other words, to declare modernisation and Westernisation as one
and the same thing is a flawed vision. Yet, looking at the world, all countries are developing,
as no country stops transforming, and, statistically, most countries are following a
Westernised pattern of development (Dunn, 2013).
2.1.1 Liberal modernisation
The relation between modernisation and Westernisation can be seen in a particular approach
to modernisation, namely the liberal modernisation theory, which regards how modernisation
processes, particularly economic growth, relate to the democratisation of the state and is
based on a consensus that the most desirable systems for modernisation are liberal
democratisation and capitalist models of development (Johannessen, 2009). This liberal type
of free-market society has been steadily spread over the world, mostly through Western
international state-building efforts and its liberal peace theory, with the idea that ‘modernity’
is best achieved through introducing capital and investment from the West, acceptance of
Western institutions, and export to Western states (Rostow, 1960; Knudsen, 2010; Dunn,
2013). Such capitalist models of development are characterised by their neoliberal identity,
promoting policies such as the privatisation of state-owned enterprises and the deregulation
of the market (Pikkety, 2014; Sassen, 2014).
2.1.2 Neoliberalism
The neoliberal identity of Western development models is of high importance here, as it
(re)defines the representation of economic development and democracy. The realisation of
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the neoliberal economic policies resulted in highly impactful social changes, particularly
inequality, which is ironic as the theory of modernisation predicts an increasing equality of
nations as they generalise in the same direction (Sassen, 2014; Shcherbak, 2018).
Western states came to adopt neoliberal policies en masse in the early 1980s, as
conservative politicians and thinkers such as Reagan, Thatcher and Friedman advocated
neoliberalism as the only way for Western states to keep up an economic growth comparable
to those of rapidly developing nations such as China (Sassen, 2014). Furthermore, they
thought the Keynesian regulation that had guided the welfare states of Western nations to be
insufficient in dealing with the ‘new world’ that had emerged; instead going for a neoliberal
way with nil regulation (Cheng, 2019). The neoliberal policies mostly known are the
deregulation of the market, privatization of state enterprises, cuts in social spending and tax
reforms – all part of the so-called Washington Consensus: a set list of ten policies aimed at
reconstructing ‘crisis-wrecked’ countries, set up by the World Bank and the IMF
(Williamson, 1990). It was believed that the adoption of a free market – a self-regulatory
system – would result in economic growth; first for a select few at the top, later for all when
it ‘trickled down.’ This argued ‘trickle down’ effect has long since been disqualified by
numerous authors, however; most famously by Piketty (2014), who, in his extensive work
Capital in the Twenty-First Century, showed that these effects are historically non-existent
and that inequality has risen dramatically since the 1980s, when these policies were being
implemented across the world for the first time. The Washington Consensus is now generally
considered a failure (Cheng, 2019).
2.1.3 The Liberal Peace theory
Despite the increasing calls for a change in policies, neoliberalism seems to be quite
ineradicable, as there are no alternatives offered and, as has become its infamous
characteristic, is even called hegemonic (Monbiot, 2016). Not only is it still the dominant
policy in its countries of origin, it is also still deployed in the dominant state-building efforts
of these countries.
The liberal peace thesis argues that liberal democracies are less likely to be involved
in a violent conflict (Doyle, 1983). Throughout the years, this idea has been nuanced slightly,
with critics rephrasing that liberal democracies are only less likely to be involved in a violent
conflict with other liberal democracies (Knudsen, 2010; Lemay-Hebert & Murshed, 2016).
Based on this notion, liberal peacebuilding projects (another name for international
state-building projects) intervene in the above mentioned ‘crisis-wrecked’ states in order to
decrease the security risk they pose; not only to surrounding states, but especially to the states
leading the intervention. Subsequently, the liberal peace theory holds that the best chance for
global peace can only be achieved when democratic and peaceful nations accept their
obligations in ‘transferring’ peace to the rest of the world through intervention (Chandler,
2004).
When an intervention through the liberal peace theory takes place, the main points are
to advocate and improve liberal democratic institutions and market-oriented growth. Key
implementations here are a focus on the legislation of human rights, organising fair elections,
deregulating the market, and building good governance and the rule of law (Chandler, 2010;
Paris, 2010). Following these principles one can see that international state-building through
18

the liberal peace theory has two major elements, namely a political and economic one, with
every intention of the intervention leaning on them. This follows naturally from the idea that
economic and political liberalism are able to effectively handle a variety of issues, varying
from violent conflict to famine (Lemay-Hebert & Murshed, 2016; Paris, 2010).
2.1.4 Social impact of modernisation
Liberal modernisation and the liberal peace theory, both intrinsically connected to
neoliberalism, are not without criticism. In general, modernisation practices, in all forms,
have always been subject to detailed scrutiny amongst scientists and politicians alike.
One of the main criticisms of the liberal modernisation theory is the rising inequality.
The rising inequality both between and within borders is regarded as one of the impacts of
neoliberal policies, and therefore linked with contemporary modernisation (Sassen, 2014;
Pikkety, 2014). Inequality – defined as a difference in how income is divided amongst
individuals (OECD, 2015) – is nothing new in society, and has been around ever since there
were any differences to be found. The main issue with contemporary inequality is that it has
been steadily increasing since the late 1980s, particularly since politicians and political
thinkers such as Reagan, Thatcher and Friedman saw the neoliberal ideology as the only
answer to the weakened Keynesian welfare state that had boosted Western nations since the
end of World War II (Piketty, 2014; Sassen, 2014).
Closely linked to rising inequality is the effect of ‘social expulsion’, brought about by
the extremely fast pace by which the world is modernising, and especially through the
neoliberal policies imposed by state-building actors, opting in the modernisation theory
(Sassen, 2014). With these social expulsions, Sassen describes the occurrence of a system
that transgresses geographical or even ideological boundaries. This system is thus not bound
to any particular country or economic system, but has rather been enabled by specific
policies, such as the deregulation of the market and the privatisation of state-owned
enterprises (Sassen, 2014). These policies have created new dynamics that have pushed
people ‘out’ rather than pulled them ‘in’, leading to these so-called ‘social expulsions’.
Another impact that has been linked with modernisation is displacement or dispossession.
‘Land grabbing’, as it is sometimes called, is a common practice, especially in developing
countries, with which companies, sometimes aided by governments, attempt to remove local
communities from their land in order to start the construction of specific projects.
Hydropower plants are an example of instances where local communities have been driven
off their land (Delang & Toro, 2011; Crowdhury & Kipgen, 2014), but it also happens with
other developmental projects, such as mining (Askland, 2018; Owen & Kemp, 2015),
agricultural expansion (Hurtado et al., 2017), deforestation (Yates, 2014), and oil-drilling
(Terminski, 2013). Similarly, displacement or dispossession can be the consequence of
developmental projects not directly linked to the exploitation of resources, such as expansion
of transportation links, urbanisation or urban re-organisation, and even the conservation of
nature, albeit that this is rather rare (Terminski, 2013). All these developments, whether
economic or not, are intended to help modernise a society, increasing the exploitation of
resources, localizing the population in urban areas, and speeding up the (inter)national
transport system.
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Finally, cultural alienation is also an impact of modernisation where local communities face a
loss of cultural and traditional norms, values, practices, and beliefs (Namy, 2007). Especially
economic development is related to rather pervasive cultural and societal changes; bringing
about this shift in the organisation of society arguably has a strong social impact. Inglehart
and Baker (2000) show that economic development, modernisation and industrialisation do
transform societies away from traditional value systems. Some communities specifically
mention that the ‘assimilation’ of their country (read: the liberal modernisation) into another
society means a loss of identity and a crippling of their being (Tabi & Wüstenhagen, 2017).

2.2 Hydropower activity
This section will discuss very briefly what is meant by hydropower activity, the general
opinions concerning it, and the current situation regarding hydropower activity around the
world. More importantly however, are the social impacts of hydropower activity, which will
be discussed in the next section.
2.2.1 Hydroelectricity
A hydropower plant is a well-known energy generating system where the power is derived
from water-based sources, such as fast-falling water. It has been used since ancient times, but
since the Industrial Revolution its most common purpose is to generate electricity. During the
twentieth century this energy generation system has seen a big rise in popularity, mostly
because it is a renewable energy source, meaning that the resource used to generate power is
not finite (like gas or coal), but also partly due to its ‘clean’ nature, meaning that electricity
can be generated without releasing substantial amounts of carbon in the atmosphere (Moran
et al., 2018). Ever since, hydropower plants are generally associated with a ‘green’ or ‘clean’
energy generation, giving the impression that they are environment-friendly. Hydropower
plants nowadays are the leading source of renewable energy around the world, making up
71% of this supply as of 2016 (Moran et al., 2018), and 16% of all electricity (Alley, 2011).
In the late twentieth century however, Western nations stopped building new
hydropower dams and plants, as most of the sites had already been developed. Companies
then started to search elsewhere, and found that developing countries across the world made a
perfect place to continue the construction of hydropower plants. As of 2020, the number of
hydropower installations is still rising globally, yet Western nations are mostly deconstructing
their hydropower plants, as more and more attention is brought to their destructive nature
(Moran et al., 2018).
2.2.2 The impacts of hydropower activity
As Western nations slowly begin to realise that hydropower is not all that ‘green’ or ‘clean’,
other countries around the world are still subject to the same problems that once hurt Western
nations and that come with the construction and operation of hydropower plants and dams
(Moran et al., 2018). Ranging from deforestation and loss of biodiversity to displacement and
a loss of livelihoods, the impacts of hydropower activity are multi-fold. Generally, the
impacts are divided in three segments: environmental, economic, and social impacts.
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Naturally, this thesis will focus at large on the social impacts, yet in order to provide a more
holistic and comprehensive idea of the effects of hydropower activity, both the environmental
and economic impacts will be analysed briefly before continuing with the social impacts.
2.2.2.1 Environmental and economic impacts
The environmental impact of hydropower activity has been extensively studied, yet there
remains some debate on whether the negative consequences of hydropower activity outweigh
the positive, mostly pointing at the growing need of electricity due to a rising population
(Chen et al., 2015; Moran et al., 2018). When addressing the positive environmental impact
of hydropower activity, one often looks at the means of regulating the irrigation waters, the
regulation of water levels and agricultural expansion (Rashad & Ismael, 2000). The ability to
control the water level allows a control over possible flooding on one side, but also to prevent
droughts on the other.
In studies where the positive impacts mentioned above are notably addressed, the
negative impacts are often rather neglected (Rashed & Ismael, 2000). Yet, the negative
environmental impacts are multi-fold. First, there is the destruction of habitat of aquatic life
as well as terrestrial life around the river. They disrupt the food-chain of both aquatic and
terrestrial life, and affect their breeding grounds (Moran et al., 2018; Faizal et al., 2017).
Hydropower plants inhibit the migration of fish, and disrupt the ecology of the river. Most
importantly, all this causes a severe and significant loss of biodiversity, which in itself causes
a whole range of new issues, ranging from climate change and global warming to the
extinction of entire species (Kahn et al., 2014). Moreover, they cause a drop in the
water-level downstream of the river and erosion along the river banks, leading to
sedimentation. They degrade the quality of the water, often showing a significant
deterioration over the years, and when industrialisation and an increase of population occur,
this deterioration will even increase further (Moran et al., 2018; Faizal et al., 2017; Rashad &
Ismael, 2000; Chen et al., 2015).
Additionally, the economic impacts are often taken together with the social impacts, as the
socio-economic impact. The most common economic justifications of hydropower operations
are the creation of jobs, irrigation water, increasing development, and reducing poverty,
which can be found in many studies on hydropower activity (Sgarbi et al., 2019; De Faria et
al., 2017). De Faria and his colleagues, however, have shown in an extensive study on the
construction and operation of hydropower plants in Brazil, covering the years 1991 to 2010,
that the economic benefits are only short-lived (lasting less than fifteen years). While regions
that build hydropower plants had a short increase in development (most likely due to the
temporal benefit of additional jobs), there were no significant differences with those regions
that did not build hydropower plants.
A negative side effect of the construction of hydropower plants is that, after the initial
increase of jobs during the construction phase, there is a decrease shortly afterwards, which
Sgarbi and his colleagues ascribe to the loss of productive land on which people can work
(Sgarbi et al., 2019). Therefore, they argue, similar to De Faria et al., while hydropower
plants may have a positive economic impact on the short term, they generally lead to a
decrease of economic development due to the loss of productive land, and a loss of tourism
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exploitation opportunities, both of which severely impact the local economy. The commonly
argued economic justifications mentioned above thus become rather questionable.
2.2.2.2 Social impact of hydropower activity
Most importantly to this thesis is the third set of impacts of hydropower activity, namely the
social impacts, which are often the most overlooked. Where both the environmental and –
although slightly less – the economic impact have received generous attention from
researchers over the years, the social impact remains a blurred subject of study (Harlan et al.,
2021; Couto & Olden, 2018; Kibler & Tullos, 2013). There is some consensus among
scientists, however, on certain negative social impacts of hydropower activity.
The social impacts are numerous, ranging from displacement to loss of livelihoods,
covering quite a number of various topics. Namy (2007) creates four categories of social
impacts. These four categories are dispossession, discrimination, cultural alienation, and
health issues.
The first category, dispossession, regards the impact of the loss of property, often land or
homes, which are taken away, or the act of taking them away. People that are living in the
vicinity of designated areas where hydropower plants are to be constructed, especially
communities situated in between the intake and outflow of the hydropower plant (Harlan et
al., 2021), often face a significant loss of agricultural land, fishing areas, forests, grazing land
and other resources, on which the communities often rely for their livelihoods and cultural
practices (Altieri, 2009; Watkin et al., 2012; Fung et al., 2018). An even more extreme form
of dispossession is displacement, where local communities are forced off their lands and are
to live in an entirely other place, which can cause severe trauma among other things
(Crowdhury & Kipgen, 2013).
As we have seen earlier, the construction of hydropower plants means a short-term
creation of jobs, which quickly vanishes as the construction phase is completed. In its wake,
not only the land on which the plant was built is lost, but also surrounding lands become
unworkable (Moran et al., 2018). There is often a lack of irrigation water, especially when the
hydropower plants use pipes through which the water is led, causing the river to dry out in
some places (Altieri, 2009). Also, sedimentation or erosion are possible. Dispossession or
loss of land due to hydropower is not an issue that stands alone. As we have seen earlier, land
grabbing is one of the social impacts of modernisation in general, where it stems from
capitalist social relations, often found in countries eager to develop (Hall, 2013).
Discrimination, the second category, concerns the discriminatory acts that local communities
are very often subjected to. The World Bank argues that it is often the poorest and most
vulnerable communities that suffer disproportionately from the negative impact, while being
excluded from receiving any benefits (Namy, 2007). This discrimination can range from
smaller acts such as name-calling by construction workers to local residents, to bigger acts
such as shutting down electricity or running water for locals, threatening to take away jobs or
pay-checks, or even physical assault (ABA, 2019). Additionally, local communities are often
excluded from decision-making processes regarding construction plans or other participation
procedures regarding their own living situation (ABA, 2019).
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Thirdly, the category of cultural alienation also stems from an impact we have seen earlier as
a general impact of modernisation. Cultural alienation means a loss of traditional or cultural
values, norms, practices, and/or beliefs (Namy, 2007). As the physical landscape is often very
strongly linked with the cultural identity – even becoming a part of them and receiving moral
values (Dukpa et al., 2019) – communities are particularly alienated when faced with
dispossession or even displacement, losing traditional knowledge and kinships, as well as
their cultural heritage and identity (Cernea, 2004; WCD, 2000). Such a loss of cultural
identity can have a severe impact on the mental and even physical health of people subject to
cultural alienation (Namy, 2007; Hartland, 2019). Sassen (2014) reflects upon the degrading
aspect of the eviction of rural communities, arguing that evictions from land and the
subsequent occupation of and construction on that land not only degrade the meaning of
citizenship for local people, but also degrades their water and earth, issues that lie very close
to the foundations of those people.
The fourth category, health impacts, regards physical as well as mental health problems, both
of which are significantly lacking in scientific research (Hartland, 2019). First, physical
health problems due to hydropower activity can occur due to contamination of the water
through chemicals dropped into the river, such as mercury poisoning, which happens quite
frequently as construction sites become breeding grounds for water-related illnesses (Adams,
2000; Hylander, 2006). Additionally, construction works, but also operational works of the
hydropower plants can cause extremely loud noises, an increase in heavy traffic on (often)
small roads, and an increase of dumped materials and garbage, all of which can contribute to
more accidents and aggravations (Hartland, 2019). Next, hydropower activity can decrease
the overall mental well-being of the local communities, with increased levels of stress and
feelings of uncertainty (Hartland, 2019). Hartland (2019) shows that the process of the
approval, construction and eventual operation of hydropower plants is often accompanied by
poor communication from government officials, sometimes even misinformation, which
generates feelings of doubt and fear amongst the local population, not in the least for the
sustainability of their livelihoods, emphasizing the sense of a lack of control. Moreover,
Hartland mentions that, although difficult to measure, there is evidence that the aesthetic,
cultural heritage and spiritual values provided by ecosystem services improve overall
well-being, including mental and physical health (Daniel et al., 2012). The issue of degrading
mental health is particularly affecting women, who are often marginalized individuals in
already marginalized communities, as they carry the weight of displacement more heavily
(Namy, 2007).
Both the general impacts of modernisation and more specific impacts of hydropower activity
will be used to guide the later analysis. They form the theoretical framework through which
the research questions were set up, and will be used later in the discussion to see if and how
the empirical data shows an overlap with these theoretical concepts.
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Chapter 3. Methodology & Data Collection
3.1 Research methodology
For a number of reasons the choice has been made to use both a qualitative and quantitative
methodology. First, opting for both methodologies, one can get a comprehensive and detailed
account of the research topic, in this case the social impacts of the hydropower plants in
Valbona. Second, the combination of the two provides both large-scale information for the
whole of the region, and small-scale, in-depth data from a number of informed locals.
Additionally, a mixed research methodology or approach is known for its stability, reliability
and validity (Verschuren et al., 2010).
3.1.1 Quantitative methodology
The main reason for choosing quantitative research methods was to be able to make
deductive conclusions for the whole of Tropoja. It allows the researcher to interpret the
retrieved data in numbers and ciphers, and make generalisations for the population
(Verschuren et al., 2010). Naturally, quantitative methods are necessary in targeting as many
respondents as possible. Another reason to opt for quantitative methods was to contribute to
the very slim body of literature that exists using quantitative methods on the social impacts of
hydropower activity, as most are of qualitative nature.
3.1.2 Qualitative methodology
The addition of qualitative methods was to make the research more personal, allowing the
communities to express themselves, as they have not had many chances to do so. It enables
the exploration of the respondents’ beliefs, attitudes, and meanings (Owens et al., 2016).
Moreover, qualitative methods are an excellent way to create a much more detailed and
in-depth study, delving into the superfluous topics addressed by the quantitative methods.
The main idea behind the qualitative methodology is that of theoretical saturation,
where semi-structured, in-depth interviews will be conducted until respondents start to repeat
the same information and the topics meant for research are exhausted (Decorte & Zaitch,
2016; Creswell & Poth, 2018).

3.2 Research methods
3.2.1 Quantitative methods
The method used to acquire quantitative data was the survey. The surveys were conducted
through a series of 39 multiple-choice questions, handed out in paper format, thus not
limiting responses to those with access to modern technology. Important with quantitative
data collection is that the respondents are randomly selected in order to generalise the
conclusions of the sample to the larger population. However, as Tropoja is quite a remote and
sparsely populated region, this proved to be quite difficult to achieve, although a few ways
were found.
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The surveys were handed out in ways that were Covid proof, in order to maintain
social distancing. The first way implemented was to set up a desk in the pedestrian area of
Bajram Curri and ask passers-by to take a minute to fill in the surveys. In this way a random
sample was obtained, as on any given day passers-by in Bajram Curri include not only
residents of the city/town, but people from outlying villages of Tropoja coming into the town
for social and economic pursuits. Second, surveys were collected through the regional high
school. As all students from Tropoja visit the same high school, it forms a representative pool
of (young) respondents for all of Tropoja. We asked the students to fill in these surveys in our
presence, and also to take some home to their families. The next day they brought the
filled-in surveys back. These responses were examined to ensure that they varied; i.e., none
filled out surveys with their own opinions duplicated. Finally, a small number of random
surveys were collected by going door to door in directly affected villages. In the end, a total
of 81 surveys were collected, forming a sufficient sample size to draw conclusions
generalisable to the population of Tropoja consisting of approximately 20,000 people
(Population and Housing census, 2011).
3.2.2 Qualitative methods
The method used to acquire qualitative data was the interview. The interviews were
conducted in order to get in-depth information from people who have specific knowledge
regarding the research topics, particularly social customs and historic patterns, as well as
selecting acknowledged representatives of key stakeholder groups (tourism operators,
sportsmen, etc). Thus, respondents were selected on the criteria of having such specialized
and in-depth knowledge and not ad random. Half of the respondents are from the Valbona
Valley, the other half from greater Tropoja. Interviews were held in a comfortable
environment, either in the community centre of TOKA, at the respondents’ homes or in a
local cafe or restaurant, and often lasted for two to three hours. One interview was done
through email, as the respondent was not physically present in Tropoja at the time. A total of
twelve respondents were interviewed over the course of eight interviews, given that some
respondents arrived with concerned companions, also eager to be heard.
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Chapter 4. Analysis
4.1 The perception of nature, water & its purposes
In this first section, we examine how communities in Tropoja perceive nature in general, with
specific attention to the perception of water, and the value that it has for them.
Water is, as the World Health Organization describes it, the only natural resource
which affects every aspect of human civilisation, ranging from agriculture and
industrialisation to culture and traditions (WHO, 2005). Access to water, and especially clean
drinking water, is not an equally distributed right around the world (WHO, 2019), conveying
a more resonating importance for those who live close to water sources, and who are
reminded every day of its fluidity and fragility. For those who live in modern, well-developed
cities with a perceived unlimited supply of water pouring down from their faucets, it is
sometimes easy to forget that water is coming from the earth and is, in fact, not an infinite
resource. Those who live close to the source are continuously confronted by their dependency
and by the fact that should the water stop flowing, life itself will become impossible.
Along the Valbona River many people still live like they did one hundred or two hundred
years ago, working the fields and tending to their livestock as they directly take the water
from the river to provide for themselves, their cattle and their fields. Without the river to
provide them with water, life along its banks is not imaginable.
4.1.1 Statistical analysis
Water is not something that exists in isolation. There is a strong conviction among the
respondents that the whole of nature, including water, provides us with what is needed to live.
Displayed in the following Charts 1 to 4, the results of the survey support the idea that nature
is essential to the people of Tropoja, showing that 88.3% of the respondents think the river is
‘very’ important in its practical uses, such as for drinking and irrigation purposes, and 78.2%
believe the river has a cultural importance as well, showing its significance in collective
poetry, stories and songs, which are generally strong adhesives in a community (Oostdijk,
2017). Additionally, when asked how the respondents perceive nature, ranging from
‘harmful’ to ‘to be protected’, 92.6% conceives nature in a positive way, at least in its beauty,
and over half, 56.6%, believes nature should be protected. Indeed, the importance of the river
becomes clear too when people are asked whether or not they feel they should be involved in
the management of water resources, with 82.5% arguing they should be involved, and 75%
that they should be involved ‘strongly’.
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Chart 1: Do you think that the hydropowers will affect
your daily use of the river?

Chart 2: You perceive nature as something…?

Chart 3: Does the river play an important
role in your culture? (e.g. songs, poetry)

Chart 4: How strongly do you feel people should
be involved in water management?

4.1.2 Discussion of the interviews
The statistics show that a large part of the community feels closely tied to nature and the
river. The interviews provide more in-depth information regarding how this connection takes
form, as respondents explained their own personal experiences and relationships regarding
nature. A primary remark stresses the point of the dependency on water for those living close
to its source. “I am starting this answer with a phrase, ‘the river is life’. Our lives depend on
water, not only ours but the animals, plants and underwater animals that come to life from
water. Even before I was born, my father, my grandfather and great-grandfather, as well as
other generations … the Valbona River gave life to each of us, we drank from its water, we
washed from its water, we watered the lands from its water … so the river for us has been and
is life.” (respondent XII)
One of the most recurring and obvious responses to the question whether nature is something
the respondents value and why, was the practical use of nature. One respondent said: “It
provides life to those who live here; if there was no river, there would be no reason to live
there.” (respondent XI) Another mentioned that “water is the most important thing for people
who live in rural areas ... here [in rural areas] it’s more important because they use it for
irrigation, for cleaning, for people, for livestock. Even for bees it’s important … People will
settle and live in places because of the water.” (respondent VI) “Nature is relaxing, it gives
you breath … nature has a lot of medical plants that can help with illnesses … nature has
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oxygen ... it’s life. If you don’t have clean nature, you have nothing. Nature makes everything
for people, it protects them.” (respondent IV) It used to be a main drinking source for the
people too, as mentioned by multiple respondents. “We could take our drinking water from
the river, there was no black water or waste water going in … The beautiful nature … it has
affected the life of people, their health … it has fed us with organic things.” (respondent VIII)
“Before we could drink from the water without fear, it was safe, as if it was filtered.”
(respondent VII)
Closely related to the practical uses of nature is biodiversity. This too was often mentioned to
be of high value for the people living here, as it is an indicator that the land is healthy.
Healthy nature is not only beneficial for those living in it, it also provides recreational
purposes, such as fishing and swimming, as well as tourism opportunities like bird-watching.
“First [nature] is important for biodiversity. It’s important for the people who want to relax or
do an activity, like fishing or swimming, such as we have done for hundred or two hundred
years.” (respondent III)
Yet, it is not only the practical use of nature and water and its biodiversity that makes it
valuable. The land one is born with, also gives a strong sense of identity. When your family
has been living in a place for a long time, there is a sense of belonging, related to the land.
One respondent said: “The land is my father … The identity is really the land … So, the land
is the reality, but the signs of belonging to that land are language and faith and costumes.”
(respondent VI) This cultural importance was also mentioned by another respondent, who
said that “the most important role [in our culture] is for nature. Nature is the base of the
people.” (respondent IV)
When asked how people continue to interact with nature after learning of its importance,
information came forth concerning nature and its connection to the people of Tropoja, namely
that there appears to be a change in mentality regarding nature among both locals and people
coming from outside. One respondent said that “Nature is life … but they don’t [interact with
it] it’s a scandal, they don’t value it … they destroy the trees, the river, they break the virginity
of Valbona.” (respondent IV) This discrepancy between the importance of nature and the
destructive behaviour, as the respondent explains it, is not because they don’t know the value
of nature, but because they have a different mentality towards it. “They know the importance
of nature but they have a different or wrong mentality about it. They are mistaken. They see
the private interest rather than the common interest. They don’t leave the river in its own
bed.” (respondent IV)

4.2 Water & hydropower: the perceived effects of hydropower activity
When the river has such an important role in the community, we must wonder what the
effects might be of industrial developments, such as hydropower plants, on the river and
communities. Given the fact that the construction company failed to produce any viable form
of impact assessment, whether it be economic, social or environmental (Integra Consulting,
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2016), we are left with the impressions of the local communities and their assessment of what
the hydropower plants might have done to the river. The social impact here is ‘perceived’,
because it is subjective and it has been done after the construction company started building
the hydropower plants – given the advance of hydropower plants construction, it is not
possible to capture a ‘before’ baseline social perception.
4.2.1 Statistical analysis
The most basic question is whether people think that the hydropower plants will affect the
river and the possibility of making use of it. Charts 5 to 10 show that 81.8% of the
respondents think that the hydropower plants will indeed affect their ability to use the river,
with 66.2% of them believing that the river will be affected strongly. Additionally, when
asked whether their quality of life will improve if all 14 hydropower plants are built, 64.6%
answered negatively, compared to only 15.2% who answered positively. However, when
looking selectively at the answers from the respondents who live in the Valbona Valley and
who have already experienced the first three hydropower plants being built, the percentage of
a negative prediction regarding quality of life increases to 92.3%. When asked whether or not
nature was still enjoyable after the construction of the first three hydropower plants, 55% still
said that they affect it negatively. Furthermore, 80.5% of the respondents mention that
hydropower activity has increased thashetheme, or ‘bad gossip’. This is seen as intentionally
black-mouthing someone else, and can be highly damaging to small and closed communities.
Finally, when asked whether hydropower activity in general is mostly positive or mostly
negative, 65.8% answered negative, and only 7.6% positive.

Chart 5: Do you think that the hydropowers will affect
your use of the river in daily life?

Chart 6: How do you think your quality of life
will be after if 14 hydropower plants are built
and operating (in all Tropoja)
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Chart 7: How do you think your quality of life will
change after 14 hydropowers plants are built and
operating(in Valbona)

Chart 8: Has the construction of hydropowers
changed your ability to enjoy nature?

Chart 9: Do you think the hydropower plants
have increased bad gossip?

Chart 10: Do you think hydropower activity have a
mostly negative or mostly positive impact on you?

4.2.2 Discussion of the interviews
During the interviews, a strong perception emerged regarding the impact of the hydropower
plants on the river and its communities. It is interesting to see that people do acknowledge a
rising demand for energy, and that the government is right in looking for ways to answer this
demand, yet they criticize the way it is being done now. One respondent said the following:
“We cannot say that hydropower plants are unnecessary, but they have designated places
where they can be built and how. There is no convention or law in any European republic that
allows an intervention in a National Park in order to build a hydropower plant and destroy
the structure of the National Park or disrupt the life and way of life of that Park and its
inhabitants. Because when you build a hydropower plant, you have to realize that it has
consequences, you also destroy the way of life of the inhabitants, you destroy their business,
their profits for a living, you destroy the life there and many other things which cannot even
be thought of in a National Park, where the development of life is left just to Nature.”
(respondent XII)
This strong statement shows how involved and informed the people of Tropoja are. They are
not against hydropower plants as such, but they are against the rampant destruction that is
caused by them, and the negligence of the government and construction companies. “Today
we have a need for renewable energy, but they don’t do studies, they don’t look for the right
place where it won’t damage things, they don’t plan them well.” (respondent VII) Likewise,
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another respondent said: “If you’re going to make one, make a big one that is really efficient
and works well. Because even Fierza damages the ecosystem, but it makes 500 times more
development for people, while these ones [in Valbona] just take the water and dump it further
down, so the people in Dragobi are without water. The Fierza generates enough to feed so
many. And what they destroyed they rebuilt, they built new houses for the people and
employed them. So, they destroyed but also gave back to the people, whereas these little ones,
they are directly affecting the water of life … it damages the ecosystem severely.” (respondent
VI)
Additionally, when looking at the direct effect the hydropower plants have on the river,
respondents expressed equally despondent feelings. The respondents feel and see that the
construction does severe damage to the river, its water and the ecosystem. “But I, as a citizen,
think that this economic value can’t compare with what has been lost in nature. The trout of
Valbona are unique, they exist only here. But now it’s destroyed, biodiversity is lost. It’s
outside of the imagination.” (respondent V) “[When] you put the river in a tube, all the living
things in the area will die, even the frogs and worms. It will break the ecosystem, it will turn
into a dead zone.” (respondent VI)
Respondents’ words are strong and the emotions are visible when this topic is
addressed during the interviews. Again, it is clear that the river is close to the hearts of the
people living next to it. “The biggest scandal is here. You see the dam, and this three-km long
tunnel, the river of Valbona is going to go underground. And that is going to damage the
animals, all the fish … It will have a great effect. All of this work that has been done is a
scandal against nature, the beautiful nature.” (respondent IX) “The network of water in all
the world is life. And it’s a massacre to do this. For nature and the people.” (respondent VI)
“Every Tropojan is proud. If you ask a Tropojan ‘what is your pride?’, the answer is Valbona.
And now Valbona is a woman that has lost her virginity.” (respondent VII)

4.3 An analysis of the provisions regarding water in the Kanuni i Leke
Dukagjinit
In this section, the customary law system called the ‘Kanun’ is discussed. First through the
book itself, specifically why it exists and its particular rules regarding water management.
Next, through the perceptions of the respondents: how do they perceive the Kanun and what
does it mean to them? Lastly, a glance is given to what value the Kanun might have today.
4.3.1 Kanuni i Lekë Dukagjinit
First collected and written down during the early twentieth century, the Kanuni i Lekë
Dukagjinit is a version – and the only written one – of a collection of laws and customs that
evolved over multiple centuries and were traditionally passed down orally from generation to
generation (Gjeçov, 1989; Cook, 2014; Arsovska, 2006). The exact origin of these laws and
customs is unknown, with some authors suggesting that they date back to the Illyrian culture
or even further to the pre-Indo-European era (Gjeçov, 1989). Regardless, the laws of Kanun
served as the foundation for social behaviour and self-government for the clans inhabiting the
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northern mountainous regions of Albania, regardless of whether the region was officially
under Ottoman, or even Roman rule (Cook, 2014). To this day, the laws of the Kanun
continue to take an important part in the daily lives of people, exerting great influence on
how people live in significant parts of Albania, Kosovo and other regions (Arsovska, 2006).
The laws and customs of the Kanun are meant as a basis for everyday social
interaction and behaviour, which is why the Kanun covers all social functions in its various
books and accompanying chapters. A total of 1,262 articles collected in numerous books and
chapters cover economic regulation, family organisation, territorial boundaries, marriage,
livestock management and many other aspects of daily life (Gjeçov, 1989; Cook, 2014;
Arsovska, 2006). Additionally, they are often best known for the rules of the gjakmarre or
blood feud. Often misunderstood as barbaric retaliatory killings, they were actually meant as
a punitive measure, a means to prevent people from killing. It included options such as
self-imprisonment, as well as regulations for how to resolve conflicts (Cook, 2014).
4.3.2 Irrigation Water in the Kanun
Most relevant for this research is chapter LXXI – ‘Irrigation Water’ – of Book 5, ‘Work’,
which addresses the laws and customs regarding irrigation water in a total of 36 articles.
The Valbona River is one of the largest and most common sources of irrigation water
in Tropoja, springing in the so-called accursed mountains and flowing through Valbona
Valley into the greater Tropojan valley, until it eventually feeds into the river Drin near
Fierza, a journey of about 50 kilometres. Numerous villages are located along the river and
the people have created canal systems that divert the water in such a way that it becomes
easily accessible and can be used for drinking water, to irrigate farms and provide for cattle.
Some of the canals that are still being used today are over two hundred years old. Very
important here to note is the fact that these canals typically provide water for an entire
village, and sometimes even more than one village, making clear rules regarding the use of
water essential for the mechanism to work properly. One example is ‘Kanali Krasniqi’, a
canal coming off of the Valbona River and responsible for feeding and watering the area
directly below the mountains.
Article 351, the first of chapter LXXI, reads that “The channels of the field are not to
be diverted or blocked”, which continues in article 357, stating that “The channel has its
course and has produced its bed … therefore, it must flow, it must run, and it must work”.
Further, in article 366, it says that “… the channel may not be blocked: it is needed for the
common good…” These articles show that the unhindered flow of the water is of prime
importance to the community, since a blockage of the water by someone or something can be
disastrous for those others who also depend on it. The Kanun recognizes this possibility in
article 368, stating “The Kanun does not permit the water channel to be diminished, because
if it becomes lower than its free level, it may cause drought in other fields.”
The Kanun reads that the water and its free course serve the ‘common good’. It is not
only you as an individual that depends on the free flow of the water; it is also your neighbour
and the other village members that use the same channel. The importance of the ‘common
good’ is repeated throughout the chapter. Article 360, for example, reads: “For a single
house, a village is not permitted to starve” and “The common good overrides special
interest.” Similarly, article 362 deliberately puts the common good above the individual,
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stating that “Because it functions for the common good, where the channel has a purpose, it is
there that it must pass…”
While these articles show that water and its free flow is highly important for the people and
their livelihoods, and that it serves the community and not the individual, it does not mean
that no one should work on the channels. The Kanun prescribes strict rules that govern
maintenance of the channels, and states the punishments that one is to suffer when breaking
these rules. So reads article 369: “If someone does work in the bed or the property of the
channel, he will either destroy it, lower it or raise it”, which is immediately followed by
article 370: “The Kanun does not permit either destruction or lowering of the channel; it
must, therefore, be raised.” This again addresses and emphasizes the importance of a
continuous flow of the channel, which may by no means be diminished, as stated in article
367: “Work may increase the water channel, but it may not be diminished”, and article 371:
“The Kanun does not forbid someone from touching the property of the channel for the good
of his household, but he must see that he does not harm someone else by diminishing the
water or preventing it from flowing properly in its course in the future.”
If, however, someone was to diminish or block the water channel, he is liable to the
community for damages. As per article 365: “… If you do [block it], you are liable to the
community for damages: your water rights may be revoked or you may have to pay a fine, or
you may have to give up another piece of land.” Similarly, article 372 reads that “If someone
moves the property of the channel for his own benefit, he is obliged to restore it with his own
work…”, and article 375: “If someone deliberately destroys another person’s channel, he is
obliged not only to repair it, but he must pay for all damages and be fined in proportion to
the gravity of his act.”
4.3.3 Statistical analysis
The fact that rules or laws are written down in a book does, however, not guarantee an
upholding of such laws (see, for example, the numerous environmental protection laws
Albania has in place, yet are ignored by the responsible agencies). Therefore, it is important
to look at whether people still value the Kanun, or parts of it, and if so, how and what they
value. And if they have dismissed it, how and why they have done so.
Four items in the survey addressed the Kanun. Charts 11 to 14 illustrate the results.
First, people were asked what system they feel offers them the best ability to make decisions
regarding their own lives (self-determination), with the options of Kanun, communism and
capitalism. The choice was made to label the contemporary system in function as ‘capitalism’
rather than ‘democracy’, as the current system shows few democratic characteristics or
features; a view supported by respondents during the interviews. However, either term was
used by respondents when referring to the existing system which shows attempts to adopt
global principles. Only 9.6% believes that the Kanun was the best system, while 83.6% thinks
capitalism serves them best. Next, when asked whether people still refer to the Kanun
regularly, over half, 51.9%, answered ‘not at all’ or only a ‘little’, while 41.9% answered they
refer to it ‘sometimes’ or ‘often’.
Finally, two more questions were asked about whether the Kanun contains more
specific rules, such as about water management, and common interest versus private interest.
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About the rules for water management, 42.3% answered negatively, meaning that they
believe the Kanun does not have any or only a very few rules, while 39.7% answered
positively. As for the rules regarding common versus private interest, the distribution was
equal, with both 50% answering positively and negatively.

Chart 11: What system do you believe offers
you the best ability to make decisions over
your own life?

Chart 12: Do people still refer to the Kanun
regularly?

Chart 13: Does the Kanun have good rules
regarding private vs common interest?

Chart 14: Does the Kanun have good rules
regarding water management?

These numbers suggest that the Kanun does not take a prominent place in today’s society. A
large percentage of the people prefer the contemporary capitalist system, and about half of the
respondents or even less refer to the Kanun or are aware of the various rules and laws it
contains.
4.3.4 Discussion of the interviews
While all the respondents knew about the Kanun, not all could tell something about it. Five
respondents, however, did shed light on how the Kanun was and is perceived in the
community.
First, as respondents pointed out, the law of the Kanun existed in the absence of a
state. It served the role of constitution for the communities. “It [the Kanun] had its own
temporal context, it came from a place in time … it was like a constitution because it filled
the void of the law. It was a group of rules that has made the communities; people respected it
because it was the basis of their lives.” (respondent V) “As there was no state, there was
nobody to protect you, you had to do it yourself … it was kind of like a constitution.”
(respondent VI) “Everything was protected, because the understanding between the people
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functioned even if the state didn’t.” (respondent VIII) This shows that the Kanun existed out
of necessity, since there was no alternative to govern the people and create order.
Furthermore, since it served as a kind of constitution, and as it became a ‘basis of [the
people’s] lives’, i.e. was self-administered, the rules became deeply integrated in the culture
and traditions of the communities. It became the basis of the people, because it created an
understanding between the people that this was the way things were done. “There was a
unique system where the people had an understanding … When laws don’t work, we need the
functioning of the understanding between people.” (respondent IX) “If you broke the Kanun
… you broke the understanding of the people.” (respondent VI) “It has become an integrated
sense of how to behave … like a mentality of the people.” (respondent IV)
This understanding between the people, as documented in the transcribed Kanun of
Lek Dukagjinit, governed every imaginable aspect of the daily lives of the communities. “It
was mainly involved with how to regulate rural areas. It was tied to earth, to water, and with
the relationships between people. It includes marriage, family relations. Conflict resolution.”
(respondent V) “Everything was defined … economic rules, how to sell cows and for how
much, how to get divorced … everything was there.” (respondent VI)
The interview respondents (NB: chosen for having more specialized knowledge than
average citizens) confirm that the Kanun had solid rules regarding water management. There
was an understanding between the people that everybody needed water, and that the water
was there for everybody. “The understanding between neighbourhoods … was for water, for
irrigation, drinking water, for grazing the livestock. Drinking water, we could take from the
river, but now we can’t.” (respondent IX) “[There were rules] about everything! You know the
[irrigation canals], everything was exact in the canal ... there was a water level, and if the
level was where I was taking my water … and if someone else would take water when they
weren’t supposed to, the level would go down, and you would see it and know. There is no
discussion. When it’s your turn it’s your turn; if not, you go home and wait for your turn. If
the water was taken without permission, you would denounce [them], because you need the
water to grow crops. Beans, corn, animals. You had to secure the food, and as there wasn’t
too much water so you had to regulate it.” (respondent VI)
This indicates that the responsible use of the water was equally as important as the
fair distribution of that water. It shows that the people understood that the Kanun worked for
them all together: it served not just one single person, but the entire community. This is the
strongest argument to say that it really was an understanding between the people, because it
arose from the people, for the people. “The irrigation water was gathered for the
neighbourhood and then shared equally between the community. This was the Kanun … this
was the understanding. I grew up with this, my mother and grandmother. They would carry
the water from the river and we’d drink it.” (respondent IX)
Nowadays, however, as there is not an absence of a state, there is no void left for the Kanun
to fill. It is thus not so remarkable that the Kanun has become history. “So, the Kanun is
important to understand and how it affects, but you can’t say it’s functioning today.”
(respondent V)
Yet, as some respondents mention, there are still elements of the Kanun that became
so integrated in the culture that they are still being used today. “The Kanun is now like a
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document in a library, it’s historic, yet elements of that book are still taken and included in
our daily lives.” (respondent V) “... people have it in them that this is how you behave. Not
because somebody is telling you or because the Kanun is telling you … It started in Kanun
but now it is in [the] culture.” (respondent IV) “As for the water rules, people today don’t use
the rules that were part of the Kanun anymore, but they still use elements of it … special
elements of the Kanun, which were positive in some aspects, are saved or protected in very
rural places and are still used there. Not all the rules but just some elements, the things that
worked are still functioning in the culture.” (respondent IV)

4.4 How the construction of hydropower plants is perceived to be redistributing
natural resources for the benefit of private interests
We can see quite clearly now that water, the river, and nature in general have strong cultural
ties to communities living on the banks of the Valbona River. Similarly, there was a strong
sense of shared responsibility for the maintenance of the river’s long-term health and its
many canals that are being used mostly for agricultural purposes. This sense of shared
responsibility, not only for the river but also for each other, survived throughout centuries of
communal living, simply because it was necessary for the survival of oneself to look after the
other. Only by supporting each other could people live in such remote and hard landscapes.
Natural resources, thus, were not meant for the benefit of any one individual, but for the
community, for the common good.
A change in mentality, however, is observed. This was mentioned earlier, when
respondents stated that values that were once the foundation of society are being replaced by
different values that focus more on the individual rather that the community, and more on
personal interest rather than the common good. A belief that many locals now have, which
came forth from the results of both the interviews and the surveys, is that natural resources,
and in particular water, are increasingly being taken for personal interest by a select few
rather than being used for the common good.
4.4.1 Statistical analysis
As seen in Charts 15 and 16, when asked whether or not people think that water from the
river is being taken from them for the benefit of private interest, over two-thirds of the
respondents, namely 67.5%, answered positively, compared to 23.8% who answered
negatively. When we look at the respondents who live in the Valbona Valley however, close
to the hydropower plants, we see that number increases to 77% of the respondents who
believe that the water is being stolen from them for private benefits, and only 15.4% believe
that this is not the case.
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Chart 15: Do you feel that the water is stolen
from you by private interest? (all respondents)

Graph 16: Do you feel that water is stolen from
you by private interest? (in Valbona)

4.4.2 Discussion of the interviews
Similar remarks were made in the interviews. The respondents were almost unanimously of
the opinion that the hydropower plants are co-opting natural resources for the benefit of
private interests. They see no need for more hydropower plants in the area, as they get all
their energy from the hydropower plant that was built in Fierzë during the 1970s under the
communist regime, which provides energy for the entire area. And in their opinion, while the
argument used by the government for more hydropower plants is valid, namely that the
energy demand rises and more energy has to be generated, these plants will not provide the
necessary energy; for several reasons. First, it is a seasonal project, meaning that the plants
can only operate in the spring and autumn when the snow is melting and/or there is sufficient
rainfall. The rest of the year they will not provide anything (Gener2, n.d.). Second, because of
the changing climate, there will be less and less snow- and rainfall, resulting in even less
generated power from the hydropower plants, which was already very low (Hamududu &
Killingtveit, 2012). These facts make the argument that hydropower stations are necessary in
response to the rising energy demands look questionable at best.
These doubts are mirrored by the respondents. “We don’t need these small
hydropowers because in Tropoja is the biggest hydropower in Albania, in Fierza, so it wasn’t
necessary … They are not built for the people … it’s not for our needs. [So why are they
built?] Just for their [the businessmen’s] interests and for them to make money, for the
government.” (respondent I) “It’s not about the community … they think to earn money just
for business, not for the people who live here.” (respondent III) “It is more the pattern to give
one private business man the right to build something small that doesn’t even do much, and
just profits him and some politician … and they are not held to production, it doesn’t matter if
it works or not. They destroy a lot but they don’t care, they just want to make some money …
And there are some who say ‘okay, make one big one that provides a lot’, but all these small
ones that are destroying everything will destroy Albania and just for private interest.”
(respondent VI) And, as seen previously: “They know the importance of nature but they have
a different or wrong mentality of it. They are mistaken. They see more the private interest
than the common interest.” (respondent IV)
A 2020 Eco-Albania report on the economic impact of small hydropower plants in Albania
supports these remarks. While not providing absolute proof of specific corruption, the report
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shows the various legalities of obtaining construction permits in Albania, the flow of the
money involved, and the means of making a profit from these construction projects.
Additionally, the report shows that hydroelectricity has a ‘low socio-economic justification’
and ‘ha[s] not brought any change in terms of social or economic benefits, apart from
increased social conflicts among local authorities, habitants, companies, and civil society’.
(Bankwatch, 2019; WWF Adria, 2020) What the people experience in their daily lives is
beginning to show in official data, too.

4.5 How disputed and/or inadequate public consultations have challenged
customary values on water management
As we have seen, for a long time up till recently, the common good was more important for
local people than the personal interest of any single individual, and this was reflected in the
way decisions were made. As the interviews show, the people living in the communities
around the Valbona River had a specific way of making decisions regarding many things,
including the management of natural resources. Appointed representatives of villages would
come together, often those who were considered to have the most integrity, to be honest and
kind, and they would discuss together with the Bajraktar (the head of the clan, usually
encompassing several villages) about the issues at hand. People were and felt represented,
they knew their interests were considered and thought of.
This stands in stark contrast with the current situation regarding the decision-making
process. In theory and on paper, the democratic process should include all stakeholders in any
given issue. In addition, the people should be represented by someone they elected, and who
subsequently makes decisions representing their stated interests. Yet, this is only in theory, as
the current situation in Tropoja shows that people do not feel represented, do not feel they can
participate and do not even have the necessary information needed to join in or contribute to
the democratic process. The ongoing voting reform in Albania – a key condition to start
negotiations to join the European Union – could be a first step towards a system where its
people are and feel represented.
4.5.1 Statistical analysis
A number of questions, illustrated in Charts 17 to 22 below, addressed the issues of
participation in decision-making processes, access to the information needed for
participation, and satisfaction with any such participation. When asked, for example, whether
or not the respondents felt that they had all the information regarding the hydropower plants
in the area, only 42.9% answered affirmatively, against 53.2% who answered negatively.
(There is an important difference to note here between the feeling that you have all the
relevant information and actually having it. Even if people feel they have all the information,
it might still not be the case.) The fact that over half of the respondents felt that their
information was insufficient or incomplete might be due to the fact that only 17.9% of the
people acquired their information from legally official sources, namely the government and
the developers’ required public consultations. The large majority, 80.6%, gained their
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information from either hearsay through the community (46.3%) or through the NGO TOKA
(34.3%).
Similarly, while quite a large percentage, 65%, of the respondents do feel in some way
that they are properly equipped to participate in public decision-making processes, only 15%
of the respondents feel satisfied with their participation regarding the decision to construct
the hydropower plants. 77.2% do not feel satisfied with their participation. And, when asked
whether they had a chance to object to the decision to construct the hydropower plants, or a
chance to object to the construction itself, 75% answered negatively. Lastly, when asked
whether the decision to build the hydropower plants was good, 86.7% answered negatively.

Chart 17: Do you believe you have
all the information regarding the hydropower
plants? (e.g. how many and where)

Chart 18: Who was you main source of
information regarding the hydropower plants?

Chart 19: Do you feel you that you are
properly equipped to participate in official
public decision-making?

Chart 20: Are you satisfied with your participation in
the decision-making process regarding hydropower?

Chart 21: Have you had the chance to

Chart 22: Was the decision to build the
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object the hydropower plants?

hydropower plants good?

4.5.2 Discussion of the interviews
During the interviews, the respondents clarified why and how most of them did not feel
well-informed or involved, at the same time that they know how important it is to have
transparency and be informed. “It’s good to be very transparent here. The point of public
consultations or communities where people can talk is that you have information … Now [the
fact that] we don’t have any information is significant.” (respondent IX) “What I know is that
the people were not informed about the hydropowers … and the people didn’t know about
what destroys nature.” (respondent III) “I am convinced they did not organize public meetings
to communicate with the community … we were not involved.” (respondent V) “They didn’t
ask us, we found out after everything was said and done … we don’t have anything to say or a
chance to say it.” (respondent XI)
Instead of informing the local communities about the plans or decision, authorities
appear to have used a different strategy to obtain proof of an approval by the locals. “They
wrote falsified documents for their own interest, they have their own interests and profits …
They didn’t ask the community, they asked dead people … they used and included dead people
who had died before the meeting, they put in people that were denounced in court.”
(respondent IX) “These falsified documents were especially bad because they were supported
by the local government … They didn’t ask local people, it was just one family and some dead
people, it was nepotism. There was no understanding with the larger community.”
(respondent X)
Some of them were even threatened and attacked for speaking out against the process
and addressing its lack of any democratic principles. “We were not involved … when I tried to
object, I was sent to the police, to court.” (respondent II) “Because of the way they do things
… they pressure you, and you don’t have the right to say what you feel. And when you do say
something, you are making a problem and they will find a way to attack you.” (respondent
XI) “Everybody was called in to the courts, to the prosecutor’s office … they dealt with it
violently, and everybody was repeatedly threatened.” (respondent X)
A further, disturbing tool for pressuring local people trying to participate or voice
objections is the perception that laws are only selectively applied, not as universal rules that
everyone should adhere to. “If we don’t have the right permit to build a shed, they come and
give you a huge fine and threaten to knock it down. But hydropower plants destroy half a
national park without a permit at all, so the rule isn’t being applied, only when it suits them
to put pressure on somebody. So, they are not being used as laws, they are being used as tools
for pressure.” (respondent XI)
These practices are far from how decisions were once made among the people. Many
respondents can still remember or explain how the communities would come together when
decisions had to be made. They explain how the elders would come together when there were
problems to solve. “When families had a problem, they would bring the elders together, and
they would solve the problem between them … it was something like a commission.”
(respondent III) “The elders would form a council under the Bajraktar, and the elders would
each represent a different village. They would be intelligent, honourable people, they need to
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be known to have these qualities. Because then when they spoke, you would believe them, you
would take their word. This is how issues were resolved.” (respondent VI) “Often people think
that the Kanun supports individuals, but in fact the Kanun has a structure like a council, a
group where everyone can speak. The intelligent people were included. People that were
ethical. Smart people, good and gentle. They hear each other speak and listen. Then together
they make a decision. This is how democracy is supposed to function. This was functioning …
but it can come back today too.” (respondent V)
It was felt that in the past these decisions were made by and for the community, as the
elders that represented the communities were part of those communities. “Before there was a
unique system where the people had an understanding, and now those rules are broken.
[Decisions were made] with the understanding of everybody, of the community and
neighbourhood. The understanding of everybody together. Everybody respected and protected
those decisions correctly.” (respondent IX) “Decisions were made by the community and for
the community, like everyone was represented and agreed.” (respondent X) “It was much
more transparent.” (respondent III)
As we have seen, however, the Kanun as such does not have a prominent role in Tropojan
society anymore, except through the elements which have become integrated into the culture.
This illustration of how the two systems, Kanun and democracy, function and differ should
not be seen as an argument to go back to the times and system of the Kanun, but rather sheds
light on the extent to which the current decision-making process contravenes the cultural
norms of the area. We have seen earlier in the surveys that the vast majority of the people
believe that capitalism (democracy) is the best system for them today. These comparisons and
contrasts, as shown in this thesis, should be seen as an illustration of what is lacking in the
current system, and what lessons we can learn from the past, as well as how important it is to
integrate the cultural norms which reinforce ‘modern’ standards of public participation. It
shows how specific democratic values such as public participation and involvement in the
decision-making process are nowhere to be found in the current ‘democratic’ (aka: capitalist)
system, but were historically the main pillars of community life. People, too, have said this
during the interviews. “The roads are very open today, there are many possibilities but there
are also lots of problems. So, progress is possible, to develop, it’s there. But the voice of the
people doesn’t go to the right place, to the right people.” (respondent V) “I want people to be
involved with everything, they must know what is going on. Because it is the right thing, they
have to come together and make things because they are living there, they have to make the
decisions and choose who has the right to represent.” (respondent XI) “We have to choose the
right people, [now] we don’t choose the right people, but this is a problem in many places.”
(respondent V) “We should choose the members of the council of our municipality, they are
our representatives to make decisions. But they are not always decisions that are in our
interest. This is the reality.” (respondent IV)
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4.6 Possible future trajectories seen by communities as options in preserving
their river
Finally, respondents were asked whether they had any ideas on how to continue from here, or
what they would like to see changed. The information that came forth from both the surveys
and interviews regarding possible future trajectories are used as a base for the
recommendations given at the end of the thesis. These recommendations are an attempt to
address the sentiments of the population, and the things they want to see changed. The
recommendations include a number of concrete actions that could be undertaken, in addition
to contributions to the scientific debate.
4.6.1 Statistical analysis
The survey asked no direct questions about the personal recommendations people have on
how to continue or advance. Some questions however, illustrated in Charts 23 to 25, inquired
indirectly about the future people perceive as possibilities for themselves. While only 31.3%
of the people have ever left Tropoja to work or study, 70.5% indicate that they want to leave.
Yet, people do feel rather positive, as 65% does feel hopeful that the future can bring them
something. However, almost a third, 32.5%, has but a little or no hope.

Chart 23: Have you lived
outside of Tropoja?

Chart 24: Do you consider leaving Tropoja for
another country?

Chart 25: Do you feel hopeful
about the future?
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4.6.2 Discussion of the interviews
Why people feel this way, what they see as the key issues and what they would like to see
changed, became clear during the interviews. One respondent, whose three children had all
left Albania, said: “If I could, I would change the hydropowers … They have a big impact on
my children’s lives, they have changed the climate here. I want to leave something for them,
so they can live here too, but I am afraid that if I build something, the government will not
approve it … because I fought against the hydropower plants.” (respondent I) From the
interviews it also became clear that it is mostly younger people who feel hopeful and yet wish
to leave. This seems to fit the trend where, all across Europe, rural villages are emptying out
because young people are seeking ‘better chances’ in the big cities or abroad (Bock et al.,
2016).
When asked concretely about their ideas of how to continue, what should be done or what has
to change, the answers varied. “But what can we do? It is done, they are built ... and we have
come to the point where they will arrest us and nothing has changed. We can’t do anything
else. And on the basis of the character of this place ... If you try and stop them they will make
it personal ... they will attack you personally.” (respondent VIII) “They have money, they
have power, and they will make conflicts with the individuals, with the small ones. They won’t
fight equally with everybody, they will pick people to attack. Everything we have done and
said, the protests, they still haven’t put an end to it. They haven’t stopped … Where and what
is the problem now?” (respondent IX)
Others agree. “People have to be informed, the government has to inform us … we
feel without any power … we have to try with other courts, outside Albania, it’s the only way
we can hope to change something … because here [the courts] don’t work.” (respondent I)
“The government has to ask its own population about what it is planning to build. The central
role is also for civil society. NGOs have to teach people how to use their rights, and what
rights they have. Using this civil society, we can know how to react to the government.”
(respondent IV) “Civil society is an example of how to make a member of parliament come
down and talk to the people. This is how it should function. Civil society steps in and brings
the politician to talk to the people.” (respondent V) “We need functioning justice, without it
there is no hope, there is no other road.” (respondent VII) “We have to do something, we
can’t let them make more … let them destroy everything.” (respondent VIII) “What more can I
do as a person? I risked being arrested. I risk my job. I risk being in prison. But I want to
fight the way it is supposed to happen in a democracy, what else can I do? They are not
stopping. I will let all these things happen to me just to see nature not being destroyed.”
(respondent IX) “In order to change the situation, we have to find the right person to rule this
place … if you find the right person to be in charge, then the whole place will change … But
it is hard to find the right people, those who want to do it for the country. We say that the fish
rots from the head, so you have to change the head and then things will change for sure.”
(respondent XI)
This analysis was looking solely at the empirical data collected throughout the research.
Many issues have come forth from this analysis, some of which are quite recognisable in the
theoretical framework, others perhaps less so. In the next section, both the concepts from the
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theoretical framework and from the analysis will be put together, to see whether there are any
connections that can be made, or if they differ significantly.
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Chapter 5. Discussion
From the first section of the analysis several points are of particular interest. One is that
nature, water, and the river are very important to the communities living in Tropoja, both
practically and culturally, and that the large majority perceives nature favourably, even as
something to be protected. This practical and cultural importance of the river goes beyond
watering crops and singing songs: the people are aware of the unique biodiversity and the
health impact it has on their lives, providing them with the resources they need. The land is
their identity, and thus roots deeply in the being of the people. Moreover, people declared the
desire to be involved in the management of water. Yet, a change in mentality that has been
mentioned by various respondents is taking place among some people of the communities,
where the value of the river is becoming more and more menial, and the personal, economic
interest is on the rise.
For many traditional or indigenous communities around the world nature is often
closely linked with their identity, and shapes many of their customs, values, and practices
(Acuña, 2015; Clayton, 2003). The case study shows that this too is the case in Tropoja, and
yet again stresses the importance of nature as a social cohesive, in addition to its obvious
environmental importance (Weinstein et al., 2015). Given this cultural and practical
importance of nature – particularly water – it is perhaps rather obvious too that the Tropojan
communities express a desire to be involved in its management. Again, this desire is very
common in communities around the world, yet is, unfortunately, only rarely listened to
(Castles et al., 2014). This can be linked to modernisation, as one of the impacts of
modernisation is the general assimilation of a society into another society, or rather a society
with very different norms and values. Kerkhoff and Pilbeam (2017) mention this too, and add
that the changes in modernising societies, especially the growth of transnational society
through international institutions, give rise to new challenges, not in the least regarding
spheres of decision making (Castles et al., 2014).
Second, the hydropower plants are perceived to create significant impacts on the river. Not
only do they diminish the practical use of the river, they devalue the quality of life and make
nature in general less enjoyable. They destroy the biodiversity of the valley, the way of life of
the people, their businesses and means of profit, while giving nothing substantial in return.
Hydropower plants are also known to increase the risk of involuntary displacement or
dispossession, where the hydropower plants are causing the loss of agricultural land, fishing
areas, forest and grazing land, and thus indirectly forcing people to leave their homes. As we
have seen earlier, these social and environmental impacts of hydropower activity are quite
common and taking place on a global scale (Namy, 2007; Moran et al., 2018; Faizal et al.,
2017). The case study confirms yet again that hydropower activity does have a severe impact
on local communities living in the vicinity, and can be extremely damaging to a wide range
of factors.
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Third, the articles shown in the section on the Kanun present a number of principles that did
guide local people (and still do) when working with the water that flows from the river into
the channels. Essential is an unhindered free flow of the water for the maintenance of
livelihoods and subsequently the lives of them and their family members, and must therefore
be maintained. Moreover, water channels serve multiple people in their livelihoods and not
only one person or household. All people using the channel have equal rights, which make
the channels serve the common good, not any single personal interest. Furthermore, working
on the channel is not prohibited, yet bound to strict rules in order for the water channel not to
be blocked or diminished, lest the free flow of the water be obstructed or altered. Severe
punishment can follow in the form of fines, a retraction of water rights or even the
confiscation of a piece of land.
Additionally, from the data presented, a number of elements become apparent. First of
all is the temporal context of the Kanun. It is an old system, and, while strictly followed and
respected back in the day, it has become historical. New systems took its place, with
centralized communist and later capitalist systems providing the higher authority that was
previously absent. This explains why people refer less frequently to the Kanun or are less
familiar with specific rules contained therein. Systems have changed, and there is no longer
any need for a system like the Kanun to govern the people. The elements that have survived
are so integrated into the culture that not all people are aware they originated from the Kanun.
These elements do, however, provide something that is still beneficial for the communities,
and perhaps survived because of that. Its message of shared use of natural resources and a
responsibility for those resources and each other still lives through those elements. There was
an understanding between the people, and this understanding was the basis of their lives. It
governed them through all walks of life, and bound them more tightly as communities.
Yet, with the fading of the Kanun, so too has this understanding between the people
begun to fade. Less people are aware of each other’s needs, or they prioritize other values
(i.e. personal success) above those values that were once needed to survive. This degradation
of values is not unique to Valbona or hydropower. As discussed earlier, modernising countries
have an economic development that is related to pervasive cultural and societal changes;
bringing about this shift in the organisation of society arguably has a strong social impact.
Inglehart and Baker (2000) show that economic development, modernisation and
industrialisation do transform societies away from traditional value systems. This
transformation, however, which is generally seen as negative, sees a rising resistance amongst
communities against it. Norberg-Hodge (2019) has studied the relation between this
resistance against the globalizing economy and the issues that follow from it (ranging from
economic inequality to climate crisis), and has concluded that when communities remain
local rather than becoming global, and maintain their cultural values and traditions, the
negative impacts on these communities are far less, and they score much better on global
indexes, such as the Global Happiness Index.
The fourth section shows the general opinion of the people regarding the question of private
interest, which is that most of them do not believe that either the government or the
construction company has the interest of the communities at heart, but rather see this as an
opportunity for them to fill their own pockets. The people don’t feel they gain anything from
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the hydropower plants, and are very aware of the un-democratic nature of all steps in the
development process. Though these statements do not form any proof of specific corruption,
it is definitely an alarming and worrisome trend where the people have little faith in their
political leaders and representatives. Moreover, no steps have been taken to reassure the
people, or prove their beliefs wrong. A rather large body of literature has indicated that
modernisation and (rapid) economic development tend to increase corruption, as they bring
along new sources of wealth and power, in addition to the new dynamics of politics, where
traditional norms make way for new forms of government, which take a while to become
accepted by all groups in a society (Huntington, 2002). Andvig (2006) adds to this by arguing
that with a faster modernisation process, there will be a larger space in which norms and
values contradict each other, and thus create more room for (possible) corruption.
In addition, similarly with previous subjects, respondents mention a change in
mentality among local people, where values such as solidarity and community cohesion are
dissolving and people are becoming more and more focused on themselves and their own
interests. We have seen how modernisation can thoroughly alter societies, and subsequently
influence the mindset of the people (Inglehart & Baker, 2000). The mindset that is quite
commonly associated with ‘modern’ societies is individualistic and materialistic (Poornima,
2012), which is mirrored amongst some of the people in Tropoja.
Finally, looking at the two trajectories or processes of decision-making, one can see quite
clearly here how different they are. On the one hand, there is the current ‘democratic’
situation, where people are not included in the process, people are not informed by the
responsible authorities, participation is extremely low, and there are hardly any implemented
chances to object to decisions. The representatives are not chosen by or for the people. We
have seen, however, that modernisation can give rise to specific issues regarding
decision-making processes and in the surrounding spheres (Kerkhoff & Pilbeam, 2017). And
again, the current voting reform, required to enter the process of EU admission, is a first step
in answering this issue. In addition to the lack of adherence to the most basic democratic
principles, we see that the processes now include fraud, open hostility and even physical
violence, falsification of documents, refusing to adhere to court decisions and plainly going
against the national rule of law (ABA, 2019).
The old way of coming to decisions, it seems, has more democratic elements than the
current application of democracy. People were and felt represented by their elders, who came
together, selected by the community and based on positive characteristics, such as integrity,
honesty and kindness. These elders came directly from the community, and had no higher
status other than being an elder. They worked the fields and tended to their animals just like
the other villagers. The decisions they made were for the benefit of all and not only
themselves, because they knew that to advance the community would be beneficial for all.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion
This research’s main objective was to analyse the social impact of hydropower plants on the
Valbona River on Tropojan communities. This was done by asking two questions, namely
‘what is the impact on who they are?’ and ‘what is the impact on how they do things?’ Since
no adequate social impact assessments had been conducted as part of any of the granted
hydropower concessions, this research can be seen as an attempt to address that void. Over
the course of three months, the people of Tropoja were asked to fill in surveys which captured
their opinions regarding their lives in general, the impacts of hydropower activity, and their
access to democratic participation. Additionally, a cross-section of carefully selected people
was asked to grant lengthy interviews to elucidate the survey data, going deeper into the
issues. Ultimately, this thesis can be seen as an attempt to capture the voice of the people of
Tropoja in writing, where they were enabled to speak freely on important matters, addressing
what they value and hold dear, their concerns, their thoughts about hydropower and what it
does and can do to both the river and community, and the ideas and recommendations they
have for the future.
The central conclusion is that the hydropower developments on Valbona River create a
significant social impact on the communities living in Tropoja. Respondents professed a great
dependency on the river for their everyday lives, where they use it for drinking water,
irrigation water, etc. and have done so for generations. Additionally, a sense of belonging and
identity is derived from the land and its features. Exceeding mere practical importance, the
land and the river are part of the people, and give them a shared appreciation and
understanding of who they are and where they belong. They also see the value of the river for
the rest of nature, creating and sustaining a precious biodiversity that should be protected and
maintained.
The hydropower plants, and the manner of their implementation, are seen as an attack
on all this, a massacre even, and there is a sense that the river is being destroyed, and with it,
the people, their identity, and future. The hydropower projects have a strong impact on the
river and the potential use thereof. They disrupt and even destroy natural life in the area and
the lives of the people living here. Their manner of development directly contradicts the
people’s way of life, as they have lived for generations. The water they have lived with for
generations is seen as being taken from them and put in underground tubes. Their nascent
businesses and profits are being ruined, and their quality of life is already severely decreased.
Moreover, the river and its ecosystem are perceived as being at risk of being lost, together
with the unique biodiversity that they host.
This illustrates that the consequences of the hydropower plants on the communities
surrounding the Valbona River have not been thought through, and that not enough care has
been taken regarding the impact the plants have on their social surroundings.
Further results from the analysis show several things. First is the notion that now natural
resources, and particularly water, are being stolen from the people for the benefit of private
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interests. People see the hydropower plants as means to an end, where that end is profit for a
select few, most notably the development and construction companies, as well as the
government. The people themselves do not believe that they gain anything from these
hydropower plants, as they will generate minimal electricity, while destroying ‘everything.’
Next is that the customary law system called the ‘Kanun’ had strong rules regarding
water management and local decision-making. The Kanun affirmed that everyone has equal
rights regarding the use of water, and that natural resources should and will thus be shared
equally and accordingly. Similarly, when decisions in the community had to be made, every
village had a representative or an elder, and these would come together to debate and come to
rational decisions for the benefit of the majority. These elders were chosen based on their
‘integrity, honesty and kindness.’ Yet they had no special status, they did the same work as
everyone else. This system ensured that everyone both effectively was and experientially felt
represented in local decision-making and the system was, in fact, of a democratic nature.
The contemporary local decision-making process has shown to be perceived as the
opposite of how a democracy should function and what it should be. When planning and
building the hydropower plants, neither the government nor construction companies have
properly informed the local communities of their plans, nor have they involved them in the
decision-making process. Instead they presented falsified documents using dead people’s
signatures. When finally learning about the decision to construct hydropower plants, the
people had no way of formally objecting to them, and, despite many protests and
demonstrations, have had no success in stopping or adapting the construction. To the
contrary, many people who protested or publicly objected reported threats and even physical
abuse. The accumulation of (physical) threats, no chances to object, increased ‘bad’ gossip
among community members, lacking political representation, and general disruption of life,
make for a severe social impact.
Finally, the conclusions drawn in this study are not of a unique or solitary nature. Close to
4,000 hydropowers in the Balkan are being or presumably will be constructed, and are
accompanied by the same concerns and criticisms as those on the Valbona River. A study in
Montenegro shows, for example, that ‘encouraging small hydropower produces
immeasurable damage to nature and local communities, together with large financial losses
for the Montenegrin people’ (WWF Adria, 2020). Another study shows similar remarks for
Croatia and Macedonia, where communities have faced related struggles in maintaining their
livelihoods among the banks of their rivers (Vejnovic, 2017).
An awareness of the severe impact of hydropower activity is not new however, as
studies from as early as the 1950s addressed the environmental, social and economic
consequences of hydropower plants. Communities all around the world face dispossession,
cultural alienation, health impacts and discrimination due to hydropower plants (Namy,
2007). Here, in the blue heart of Europe, people too will lose their land and homes, will lose
their connection to their culture and traditions, will see a degradation of their lives’ quality,
and will too often see no support or aid in their struggle.
We can, however, learn from the past, by looking at the way things were done when people
regulated themselves which in the end is the essence of democracy. And while the Kanun has
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become history, we can learn valuable lessons of inclusivity, hospitality, and a shared
responsibility and agreement on matters that involve all of us. The land and the river provide
all of our most basic needs, and to understand that we have a shared responsibility in taking
care of them is to understand that we all can and should have a strong voice in the direction
of our own lives.
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Chapter 7. Recommendations
The analysis and discussion show that the people do have strong ideas of what they need and
what they think needs to change. Respondents pointed out how hydropower activity on the
river has not only diminished possibilities for young people, contributing to a wave of
emigration, but it has also exposed some fundamental issues regarding local politics and
decision-making processes. Instead of feeling involved and empowered to participate, people
often feel threatened and even attacked. They often forcefully expressed their feelings of
despair and hopelessness, of not knowing what else could be done. This is a far cry from how
a democracy should aim to function. Listed below are both practical and concrete
recommendations, as well as recommendations for further scientific research.

7.1 Recommendations for the praxis
7.1.1 Increasing practical function of democratic values and existing laws
The focus of the main and most prominent recommendation is on basic, yet fundamental
democratic principles. These include the right to information, participation in local elections
and decision-making, and access to justice. The main recommendation is to strengthen these
principles in local and national government, giving people the chance to become actively
involved in the democratic process, ‘taking back’ government. An important step is to
increase awareness among the local people regarding basic laws, procedures and authority
chains. This could be accomplished by creating and distributing brief printed booklets
containing basic information. As traditional culture in Tropoja was more oral than written,
this should be supported by small public meetings in which people can present their issues
and be actively guided in how to use the law in practise.
Next, supporting local civil society, strengthening their connection and relation with
both the local population and local and national government could be beneficial in
establishing a healthy and reciprocal relationship between citizens and government.
A necessary and concrete example is working to improve the practical functioning of
participation mechanisms – i.e. Law no. 146/2014 on Notification and Public Consultation –
such as participation in development planning as well as participation in monitoring of
on-going activities. A responsible and accountable local authority is, naturally, required,
which can be ensured by the new voting reform and returning (local) elections to core
democratic values. Instances such as the case in Valbona, where public consultations were
technically held, but where no-one was properly informed so that people only found out
about the hydropower plants too late and its statute of limitations had passed, meaning that a
complaint could no longer be filed. Functioning grievance mechanisms of companies are also
essential in transparent business.
7.1.2 The Aarhus Convention
The Aarhus Convention, signed in 1998, aims to enhance the opportunities for citizens to
access environmental information, and ensures that a transparent and reliable regulation
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procedure is secured (Aarhus Convention, 1998). The Albanian government ratified it in
2001, meaning that Albania is an official party to the convention and is, consequently, legally
bound by it (UNECE, 2012). Its main objective is to ensure that the public, both in the
present and in future generations, have the right to live in a healthy environment. This is
expanded through three pillars that seek to aid the public. These are, a) access to information,
b) public participation in decision-making, and c) access to justice. In short, the Aarhus
Convention ‘grants the public rights regarding access to information, public participation and
access to justice, in governmental decision-making processes on matters concerning the local,
national and transboundary environment’ (Aarhus Convention, 1998).
Since Albania is a party to the convention, its government should uphold these
principles. Yet, when it does not, either the party itself, another party, the Convention
Secretariat, or the public can file a complaint. Most relevant for the case of Valbona is the
latter, where the public, often in collaboration with civil society, can file a complaint to the
Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee (Aarhus Convention, 1998).
This committee, however, does not have any judicial powers. It is therefore limited in
its options of action when it finds a party that does not comply with the convention. The best
it can do is to suspend that party of its special rights and privileges accorded by the
convention. A full list can be found in the convention itself.
While the Aarhus Convention is definitely a useful tool to make the Albanian
government aware of, and comply with the basic democratic principles, it is perhaps not
enough. As mentioned, the compliance committee does not have any judicial powers, and
can’t therefore force the government into action. The next recommendation seeks to provide
this legal force.
7.1.3 European Court of Human Rights
The third recommendation is to file an appeal to the European Court of Human Rights in
Strasbourg, France. Any individual, group of individuals or NGO can appeal against
contracting states, alleging that the state violates their rights under the European Convention
of Human Rights (European Convention on Human Rights, 1950). Albania is – as with
Aarhus – a contracting party to the convention. The case in Valbona possibly transgresses
regular environmental rights, since the government has continuously neglected the political
rights of the people, and locals have even been threatened and in some instances physically
attacked.
Since Albanian courts have failed to make the government or development/
construction company comply with national law, an appeal to the European Court of Human
Rights could force the Albanian government to act, providing international pressure to the
country that is simultaneously in dialogue with the European Union regarding possible entry
to said union.
7.1.4 Customary Law
As we have seen, the customary law system called the Kanun has a highly democratic
character, with laws and rules ensuring equal representation and an equal share of natural
resources. It has already been concluded in this thesis that the current ‘democratic’ system
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can learn a lot from past practices and values. Transposing some of the elements of the Kanun
which have endured culturally could prove beneficial to the democratisation of the state, as it
encourages the three main points addressed above, namely increased participation in local
decision-making, better access to information, and justice. Customary law may provide
procedures and govern how consultations should be undertaken, how disputes should be
settled, how competing claims should be reconciled, and what penalties or remedies should
be applied. Additionally, accepting and/or adapting customary law can ensure the continuing
vitality of the intellectual, cultural and spiritual life and heritage of local communities, who
have also called for various forms of respect for and recognition of customary laws beyond
the scope of their own communities, for example, in claims over land and natural resources
(WIPO, 2016).
Conjointly, a study of the Kanun focussing on the particular elements that have
become integrated in the culture would be essential in determining what parts of the
customary law system could be ratified into national law.

7.2 Scientific recommendations
As hydropowers continue to pop like mushrooms out of the ground, extensive research has to
be done to securely map all the impacts that they have – environmental, economic, and social.
This should be the case for any major construction project that could potentially have
long-lasting implications for both men and nature. As hydropower plants are still undergoing
major construction in the Balkan, it is highly advisable to organise similar case studies across
several countries in order to better map the various impacts. This thesis, therefore,
recommends a number of topics to be addressed in further research.
First, a further development in the research of the social impact of hydropower
activity, whether it be small or large. From this thesis, it is obvious that hydropower activity
can have a serious negative impact on surrounding communities, even before the actual
construction, let alone operation, starts. The focus of future research should be twofold, both
identifying the social impacts and looking for ways to minimize or negate them. This could
aid communities in their struggles with similar problems.
This brings us to the second recommendation. If hydropower plants are indeed built,
more research is needed on ways to minimize potential damaging impacts, whether
environmental, social, or economic. Too often the consequences are being downplayed or
outright neglected, despite being very serious. As hydropower activity is not a unique or
solitary issue, but rather part of the ongoing global struggle against climate change, there is a
desperate need to consider all impacts seriously. And, if they cannot be avoided, how to best
go about them.
Third, a study on customary law systems could provide astounding insights in
democratic principles that are lacking in contemporary democracies, despite being heavily
advocated. Such a study could focus on certain elements of very rudimentary and basic
democratic principles, such as public participation, and the election of representatives; how
they were implemented then and how we could learn from that in today’s systems.
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Annexes
Interview Guide
1.

Introduction

Hello. First I would like to thank you for taking the time to come and talk to me. I really appreciate
that you take the time and effort to help me. Before we begin I will explain who I am and what I am doing.
I came here last year on a trip for a week and ended up staying for three months. I could see the
beautiful nature and the friendly people here. But I could also see some of the issues that are going on here, and
I saw the big conflict that is going on with the river, that things are changing very fast. And I got the idea that
most people were not really being heard, that they could not tell their story. So I wanted to help.
I went back to University (Shkola e Lardh) to study and got the idea that I could use my thesis to help
people tell their story.
So I have come to ask you for your story, the way you see things, so that I can tell it further in the
world, in the form of a report. This report is for both my university and WWF and looks a bit like this (ABA
report).
This report will mostly focus on the hydropower plants that are being built in Valbona and Tropoja,
because that is what my university and WWF want. But if you think that other things are more important or that
there are bigger problems then talk about it! I have heard TOKA’s story and now I am interested in yours.
Objectively and truthful.
I have prepared a number of topic questions that are meant to start the conversation and the guide the
conversation through the topics, but feel free to talk about what you find is important, and feel free to skip
questions if you don’t want to talk about them.
This interview is completely confidential, I will tell no one you came here, and your name will not
show up in the report anywhere. I will record the conversation, but that is so I can better write down the content
later; I will delete it afterwards.
We have about 60 to 90 minutes for this session. You can always take a break or stop the interview if
you don’t feel like continuing.
Is this all clear? Are there any questions?
2.

First question
-

3.

Identity
-

4.

What are you proud of? What do you wish people know about you? What are you happy with?

What do you wish was different? If you could change anything what would it be? (For you
and your children)
What would you need for that to change? How can you get what you need?
*In answer to these questions* Do you think that the construction of the HPPs had any impact
on this? How so?

Culture
-

How do you decide what is best for you, your family and your clan?
If you could decide, what would be the best way to organise yourselves and make decisions?
Can you tell me about the Kanun and what it means to you? (law? ettiquette? correct
behaviour?)

-

Is nature something you would consider when you make a decision? (Use, damage, protect)
In what way is nature translated into your culture?
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5.

Water
-

6.

Can you say something about the importance of the river? (is the river important?)
- Its value and what it’s being used for
Which is more important: common good or private interest? (culture?)
- Do you feel that the HPPs serve the common good or private interest?
How is water managed between the people using it?
- Does this come from the Kanun? (is this best expressed by: kanun? tradition? eu
law?)
How do you feel about the decision of the HPPs?
- Is it in line with your customary values?
- Were there public consultations? adequate?
Have the inadequate public consultations challenged customary values on water management?
Have the Hydropower plants given you anything? Do you think they will?
Fierza vs. small HPP?

Last question
-

7.

How do you think the construction and operation of the HPPs has impacted your ability to
organise yourself and make your own decisions?
Are there any other things happening beside HPP that you think are affecting your
´vetvendosje´ (self-determination)

Do you have any recommendations for how to continue? What do you think should be done?
Who should do it? What would you recommend be done to better your situation?

Closing remarks

Thank you very much for your time and effort, and for the story you have told. It means a lot and is really
helpful. Is there anything you have missed or would like to add? Do you have any questions? Is there anything
you would want from me? If you think of anything you’d want to say or ask you can always send me an email or
call.

Interview transcripts
Interview I
J: so the first question would be.. uh.. just a general question like, what are you proud of?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: I am proud because I live in Valbona
J: Mhmh
G: Mhmh
[Answer]
L: The climate is amazing there
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
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G: Every tourist that comes here says to me that uh..
L: You are blessed
G: You are blessed that you live here because you have uh.. great climate
J: Mhmh mhmh.. So you are proud of the place that you live in.. proud of your nature
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Yes, a lot.. And we will not change this with any place in the world.
J: Mhmh.. And if you could change something what would it be?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Hydropowers
J: Anything else?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Big Buildings.. because there are some buildings that have more than five floors. And this is what will cause
damage to nature.
J: Uhm.. and personally? In your personal life?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: For the place or for her?
J: For you.
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: When I was young I couldn't go to the university because we didn't.. We are a poor family.
J: Mhmh
G: And I didn't have the opportunity to go. But I am really proud because I have three children and they are all
graduated in school.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: And nobody of them lives in Valbona.
J: They don't live in Valbona?
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G: No.
[Answer]
G: She is building now a guesthouse..
J: Mhmh
G: She didn't finish it yet but she is building it for her children.. when they come back because her son lives in
London and her girls in.. one in Shkoder and one in Tirana.
J: Mhmh
G: Because they are studying and working. So she is building for their futures.
J: Okay. Because your children do want to come back?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: For now no because uh.. They can't find a job here but maybe in the future, yes.
J: Mhmh. So.. for the future.. for you it's important that there is job opportunities and like.. mmh.. that there are
things to do for your children?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: In Valbona there are a lot of buildings and are like buildings in purchase so..
J: Mmh.. What do you mean exactly?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: She is saying that we will have a lot of uh.. buildings and less work because everybody has his own
guesthouse or..
J: Ah, so too many building for the tourists.
G: Mhmh
J: And.. What do you think you would need for your children to come back? Like you're making your own
guesthouse but would anything else help to create opportunities for your children?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: She has to have more activities.
J: More activities.
G: Yeah..
J: What kind of activities?
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[Translation]
[Answer]
G: To have a bigger guesthouse and to have more tourists.
J: Mhmh.. and..
[Answer]
G: They hope to.. this Pandemic, Corona Virus, to go away and this.. quarantine life..
J: So the tourists will come back.
G: Yeah.
J: And do you think the hydropowers are limiting the opportunities that you have? Or your children have?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Yes, they have a.. they have a big.. how to say..
J: Impact?
G: Yes impact on their.. on her childrens life and because she is saying that hydropowers have changed the..
climate.. In Valbona.
J: Yeah I mean they are visibly..
[Answer]
L: And after.. She thinks she'll be afraid if.. people start calling Valbona an Electricity park.. or.. And not a
national park.
J: Mhmh. That is what you are afraid of?
L: Yeah
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Yeah
J: Uhm.. okay. And another question..
[Answer]
L: She thinks we don't need these small hydropowers because uh.. in Tropoja is the biggest hydropower in
Albania, in Fierza, so it wasn't necessary to.. to..
G: It's not for our needs.
L: And it's not for our needs, yeah.
J: So.. why do you think they have been build?
[Translation]
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[Answer]
L: Just for their..
[Answer]
L: Just for their interests and.. for them to make money..
G: For the government
L: Not for the people.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
L: They don't give permission for locals to.. build any guesthouse or something. But for hydropowers they give
permission and everything. And for the locals, there were arrests and were sent in court if they start to build
something, any guesthouse. But Nothing happened about hydropowers.
J: Mhmh. So.. you have been living here for a long time.. and do you feel like you have been involved at all?
When they decided to build the hydropowers?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: People.. the people that.. they fight for not building the hydropowers.. they don't like them. The community.
J: They don't like them.
G: Yeah.
J: But when they made the decision to build them, do you feel like you were involved in the process?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: She was not involved.. When they are building hydropowers, she have been fighting with TOKA, with us,
and she was sent on the police.. to the court because he have an old building there in Valbona.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: Have a lot of people in Valbona that wanted to fight against hydropower but they couldn't because of the..
because they are afraid of the government, because maybe they will build something. But the government will
not approve it.
J: Mhmh. And.. before the building of the hydropower plants, like in the last twenty, thirty, fourty years, like
how would you normally come to a decision regarding water management?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: She lives in the neighborhood.. up the hydropowers. And she doesnt have..
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[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Before they make.. they community.. make a kind of a canal, a small canal
L: Irrigation canals
G: Yeah, to water the plants and one day, takes for example Edmira and one day another one.
L: Yeah, they all together, every year they fix the canal.
G: But the government is not included
L: And after.. take the water one day, one family, another day another family. They collaborate all together,
without the government.
J: So there were certain rules, like.. you have your own system of rules.
L: Yeah, but after she said.. last years they build something about uh.. They build to build something.. I dont
know they about this.. To drink water..
J: Like a fountain?
L: Yeah..
J: Or like a tap? For the animals or for themselves?
G: No for the people
L: No for families. You know, yeah. She said they build something like that and they build it very bad, the
government and now.. have problems you know. Sometimes have water, sometimes not.
G: They just have four or five hours of water in a day.
J: Really?
G: In the summer.
J: So what kind of decision making would be better? The way you did it before or the way it's being done now?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: I will choose the past time because now we don't have.. we don't use the water for..
L: They don't have now water
J: Mhmh
L: For irrigation so she said, yeah it was better before.
J: Yeah and.. the rules you were using before do they come from the Kanun?
[Translation]
[Answer]
L: She is not sure, don't have information if it's from Kanun..
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J: Mhmh
L: But she knows people before that use like this
[Answer]
L: But she's not sure if it's like this rule from Kanun.
J: But the rules that she was talking about have been going..
G: Yeah people during this day were so well communicated with each other..
J: Mhmh
G: They decided everything together.. communicating with each other.
J: And would you say that preservation of the river, like the.. how do you say.. the pristine nature of the river is
important to keep? Like now, for example, the river is slowly being drained into tunnels.. uh.. but with the rules
you mentioned would it be important to keep the river the way it is?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: She says that it's better to have the river on the way it was without hydropowers
J: Mhmh.
[Ringtone]
J: Ska problem.. And can you say.. because the river will be important for drinking water and irrigation and
animals. Can you say something on the importance of the river?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Water is life, say people here.
[Answer]
G: When the water stops at my house, my house.. I think that my house is dirty.
J: What do you mean exactly?
G: Because in summer the water goes off in Valbona..
J: Mhmh
G: For maybe..
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: For example at night from 10 of the clock till 7 o'clock in the morning they dont have water at all.
[Answer]
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G: They have 2 or 3 hours water in the morning and then nothing till 6 or 7 o'clock.
J: Mhmh.
[Answer]
J: And this is because of the hydropower? Or this is..
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: She is saying that maybe it is because of uh.. climate change..
J: Mhmh.
G: Becuase here.. last year.. was.. doesn't have like too much snows? Snow. So when have snow in the summer
have more water.
J: Yeah, yeah. So wait, I was thinking of something.. ..
[Ana interrupts]
J: Okay so.. obviously nature is important. Uhm.. and you consider.. to keep nature as it is as an important factor
in your life?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Yeah, a lot.
J: And.. okay. A different question. What do you consider more important: the common good or the private
interest? Like for yourself or for.. the whole village.
G: Sorry, again?
J: Uhm.. I think it's from number five the second question..
G: Aha.
J: What is more important like.. common good or..
G: Okay
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: She says that more.. everybody is more about his own interest, private interest, but without having uh.. like
common interest?
J: Mhmh.
G: You can take decision or do something you want. This may include uh.. other peoples too.
J: Has that always been the case? Has everyone always been about their own private interest?
G: Sorry?
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J: Uhm.. Like she says, right now it's most people about themselves..
G: Yeah
J: But has that always been the case?
G: Mhmh.
J: Have people always been about..
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: In the past, people had more each other than now..
[Answer]
L: They help each other without interest before but now it's a little bit more commercial.
[Answer]
J: And why do you think that changed?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Because of people want.. think more about their needs and..
L: Money..
G: About their earning
J: Mhmh
G: About their future
L: And money
J: People are more thinking about their future..
G: And money, yeah.
J: Uhm.. mmh. And do you see this as well in the hydropower plants? Do you think it's mostly for private
benefit.. private interest?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Yes they build it just for the government and about.. just for the businessmans.
[Answer]
G: And it's not for the people that live in Albania and it's not for the people in the village in Valbona.
J: Sorry can you repeat that?
G: It's not.. Hydropowers are not building for the people that live in Albania..
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L: Albanians..
G: And not specially for the Valbona village.
J: Okay, yeah. Uhm.. .. I think you have answered most of the questions already actually uhm..
[Translation]
J: But perhaps, do you think that the hydropowers will give you.. will give you anything?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: No.
J: Nothing at all?
G: No.
J: Well, I think one last question to finish, do you have any ideas for the future?
[Translation]
[Answer]
L: Sorry.. future you mean about hydropower?
J: No in general
L: Or in general?
J: Hydropowers but also..
[Translation]
[Answer]
L: She.. she say just about hydropowers, she say it's like.. they are already finished and.. she hear people around
saying like.. maybe they want to build more.
J: Mhmh.
L: So she saying just.. I hope if they don't build other..
G: Hydropowers
L: Hydropowers
[Answer]
L: And she said as well for this have hydropowers that are already.. she says I dont know they are already
finished.. I dont know if somebody can stop it. She hope so
G: People have said to her that uh.. the.. people that are building hydropowers have told that to the government
and to us, that they have stopped the work for the water hydropowers. They are just building two but this is uh..
people say they think this is a game of them.
J: Mhmh
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G: After they finish those two that are building maybe they will start building more..
J: So.. what do you think can be done?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: We should do what we can, we should have to like..
[Answer]
L: To inform people
G: People, yeah. That government doesn't.. can't do nothing to them if they.. want to be to talk about the
hydropowers and uh.. ..
L: Yeah she think just to inform people if they can change mind and to be old together and to be next to the river
to protect the river.
G: To be against the hydropowers.
[Answer]
L: She say.. in.. another site.. same if happened that..
G: If people protest..
L: We have this example about theater.. What they protect two years and.. after two years government win
because they take them out with violence and they broke the building.. old theater. So she says that.. We feel
without any power.
J: They feel without any power?
L: Yeah.
J: Mhmh.
L: In front of goverment.
[Answer]
G: She doesn't like to see the river going in pipes.. all the river.. all the water to go in pipes. But she wants to see
like a part of the river going on its own.
L: How it's..
G: How it was before.
J: So to destroy the hydropower plants again
[Answer]
G: Uh.. she is saying that uh.. from the place where the hydropowers are..
J: Mhmh.
G: Because they.. the river goes down from Dragobi and has it's own bed you know?
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J: Mhmh, yeah.
G: River bed.. and she doesn't want to destroy it. Doesn't want to put it in pipes.
[Answer]
G: All the tourists that came.. comes in our place wants to see the mountains, river and everything that there is
in Valbona.
J: Mhmh.
G: So this is a big change.
J: So you think less tourists will come because of the hydropower?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: She thinks that the number of tourists will be the same, because they love Valbona. Just if the.. government
doesn't destroy it more than it's now.
[Answer]
G: She is praying uh.. that to have no more hydropower buildings in Valbona.
J: But okay.. one last questions, perhaps.. If you don't trust the government or if you can't go to the government
yourself, like where would you go in order to change?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: She doesn't know, just to pray to god.
[Answer]
L: She think to try with other courts.. like
G: Out of Albania..
L: Out of Albania, not in Albania because.. it's the only way what.. can hope to change something. Because she
thinks in Albania all courts are corrupt..
J: Mhmh. European Union perhaps..
[Translation]
[Answer]
L: I hope other European courts as well.. can be corrupted.
J: It's better I guess.. in Europe than here.. Well, it was quite short but I want to thank you again for your
information and for helping me and to take the time to come here.
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: I hope it will have a good result at the end.
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[Answer]
G: That it will be like.. how to say.. will be.. will work for something.
J: Mhmh. Yeah I hope so to. Do you have any questions or do you have anything you wish to say?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: No..
[Albanian...]

Interview II
J: So, the first question I would like to ask is uhm.. What are you most proud of?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: I am proud because I am Tropojan
J: Yeah, uh..
[Answer]
G: I am proud for the nature that nobody has.
J: Mhmh.
[Answer]
G: I am proud of the hospitality of Tropojans
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: Uh..
[Answer]
G: I am proud about Valbona but I feel bad because of the hydropowers that are..
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: I have fifty years that I do fishing in Valbona River.
[Answer]
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G: I am the only one that has fished..
J: For so long?
G: Yeah
[Answer]
G: I have been part of all protests and courts with Catherine
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: I am sixty years old and I take every year.. every summer I take one tent and live in Valbona.
J: Mhmh, yeah.
[Answer]
G: Thank you so much..
[Answer]
G: Thank you that you have come because no one was hearing us.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: I am really sorry but here everything is corrupted
J: I.. I have heard some stories from Catherine, yeah..
[Translation]
J: And I.. I..
[Answer]
G: Nobody in the world would touch this river.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: There are 1340 girls that are called Valbona in Albania.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
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G: Uh.. We have like two beautiful places. One is Shkelzen.. the mountain Shkelzen, and one is Valbona.
J: Shkelzen..
G: Yeah. And no one can touch them.
[Answer]
G: But the government.. the corrupt government killed Valbona.
J: And..
[Answer]
G: No we just hope to you.. Catherine and other.. NGO's.
[Answer]
G: And the most dangerous is that people are.. talking more that they will build more hydropowers in Valbona.
J: Yeah.. part of the goal is also to hear about the people what they find so important but also what they want to
see changed. Like what do you want to see different?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: I dont want nothing different.. just what Valbona to be what it was.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: I have been part of a meeting when.. uh.. American ambassador, Denaldo I think..
[Answer]
G: I.. And I have explained to him like.. uh.. how much space want fish..
J: Mhmh
G: To move on the hydropower.. but this is impossible with the hydropowers.
[Answer]
G: On.. every six kilometers.. every.. uh.. water animals dies.
[Answer]
G: It's kind of uh.. how to say.. insect.. on the water that fish eats it.
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J: Mhmh.. so if the insects..
G: To feed.. so if the water goes then that insect can't live and the fishes don't have what to eat.
J: Mhmh. I see. And I hear that you want things to go back to the way they were before?
[Translation]
J: And what do you think you need for that to happen?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: They will not come back.
J: You don't think it's possible?
[Answer]
G: Uh.. stones have moved, the river has moved.. it's impossible.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: The river is so sensitive.
[Answer]
G: I was yesterday from here to the Dragobi walking.. and I saw that the uh.. how to say.. sources that are not in
Valbona.. but in the mountains.. they are all disappeared.
J: Mhmh.. The.. the waterfalls?
G: Yeah..
[Answer]
G: Uh.. this year it's a probability that Valbona will have uh.. just a little bit of water because doesn't have snow
in the mountains.
J: Yeah.. yeah..
[Answer]
G: And hydropowers are.. not.. building because we need electricity but.. just like.. for the personal..
J: And.. part of the hydropowers is also the way they came to that decision to build them.. uh.. Do you feel..
what would be a good way for you to decide on such matters?
[Translation]
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G: Sorry I lost it..
J: Well, so.. I can hear you see that the nature is changing a lot uhm but has it also changed for the way you
uhm.. make decisions for example?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Okay.. when the hydropowers will be build, everything in Valbona will be so different because uh.. the river
will be disappeared in pipes.
J: Mhmh
G: Because in summer, in spring.. Valbona is the first one that have uh.. like kind of.. green.. how do you say..
leaves.. green leaves?
J: Mhmh
G: and everything, all the insects.. fishes will be died. Because the.. they stopped the water.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: The whole part will be changed.
J: Mhmh. I can see that the nature will change, for sure a lot. But I am also interested in uhm.. culture wise, and
decision making wise.. Because you have a rich way of making decisions amongst the different families who
use the river. Uhm..
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Valbona is uh.. have been years that it's been bad used, about fishing because they have put in dynamite.
J: Mhmh
G: And we have been uhm.. arguing for the government and telling other NGOs but we didn't know what to do.
They didn't help us. So Valbona has years of bad use.
[Answer]
G: Trout is the uh.. how to say.. it's the only fish here that can live more than other fishes because in Valbona
river have more stones.
J: Mhmh
G: And people uh.. put dynamite in they can be like..
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[Answer]
G: For 85 years.. all people of Valbona and Dragobi until Fierza have been..
J: Have been?
G: Drink. Drinking..
J: Ah, from the river. But when.. for example, when you were young how did you make decisions on how to use
the river?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Communism and strict rules
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: Uh.. the.. state was like really strict and they have like really strict rules about the river.
J: Mhmh.
G: And if you put like uh.. one dynamite in the water they have like.. will go five years in prison.
J: Mhmh. And it was from the state, but did you make decisions together as a community?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: From 46 till 91 years..
J: Mhmh. Communist time
G: Yeah and people, the community was not asked for nothing.
J: Mhmh
G: So everything was made by the government.
J: And does he know about.. how do you ask this. Before communist time, was there a different way, for
example like the Kanun, that was used to make decisions?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Kanun in 'Malesi'.. Malesi is the
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J: Mountains..
G: Yeah..
[Answer]
G: It's kind of how to say.. it's like the biggest law.. for Tropojans.. For malesore.
J: So.. it was important.
G: Yeah..
J: And, what made it so important?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: It have been like the best law about the.. people that want to get married, people to get divorced, uh.. about
the children, how to..
J: Mhmh
G: Uh.. how to say.. about the lands and water, how to..
J: So Kanun also had rules..
[Answer]
G: People that didn't respect the Kanun, had like.. how to say.. bad things that will happen to him like uh.. his
house will be burned..
J: Mhmh
G: His trees will be cut and he will.. for 100 years he will not never come back in his village.
J: Okay.. that was the punishment for not respecting Kanun?
G: Yeah.
J: And.. did the Kanun have rules about the river? How to use the river?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Nobody can.. uh.. when in the time when Kanun was the more important rule like.. it was the government
and everything. People can use the river to fish.
[Answer]
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G: For example, Kochane and Dragobi are in the same like.. how to say.. They are in the same like space.. based
on the administrative..
J: Mhmh
G: So they were not allowed Margegaj.. Kochanaj.. to fish on Dragobi.
J: So they had their own spaces for fishing?
G: Yeah.. they have their own space for fishing.
J: Mhmh.. and.. aside from fishing? Like how to did you.. for example irrigation water..
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: The irrigation water was for the house and how many people are in the house.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: If people people uh.. take the irrigation water from another one, before it ends, they will..
J: So water was most most important..?
[Answer]
G: Kanun is biblaj.. you know biblaj?
J: Biblaj.. like the bible?
G: Yeah the bible of uh.. albanian alps.
J: So if you could decide between capitalism, communism or Kanun which would be the best way to..
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Democracy.
[Answer]
G: Uh.. Kanun was like against women..
J: Mhmh
G: so.. women didn't have any rights.. and communism is like.. I hope that god will not bring it anymore.
J: Mhmh
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G: Because he had been for a long time in prison. In communist time.
[Answer]
G: If you don't read Kanun nobody can understand it.
J: If you don't read it..?
G: Yeah, you can't understand.
[Answer]
G: It's kind of allowed that uh.. help.. will help people like to.. if they have like.. if they own money to
somebody they can.. based on the Kanun they can find a way how to.. pay back or how to maybe.. he can kind
of give a part of uh.. place, like.. agriculture or something.
J: Mhmh.
[Answer]
G: Communism is.. was bad because people were not asking for nothing. Just everything that government
wanted they will do it.
J: Mhmh
G: But they had something good because they.. leave women to like get away to schools and work.. this was a
good part.
[Answer]
G: The most.. biggest crime.. that communism did was to put people that can.. in their families that.. here is
what happened.. in this family, what they talk, in this family, and they go and tell to the government.. I don't
know.. the right word in English..
J: Mmh yeah I think like to.. uhm.. when your neigbour has done something bad, like you tell it to the police..
G: Yeah.
J: And so they go to the prison..
G: Yeah..
J: Yeah I understand
[Answer]
G: They killed all the people that were like uh.. graduated in schools.. And all the people that were allowed
didn't know..
J: Mhmh
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G: Nothing about the rules.. government..
J: Mmh so.. in Kanun and communist time but also now, there are different ways to make decisions. But do you
feel.. uhm.. how do you say.. the decision to make the hydropower.. uhm.. is it a positive change, the way they
make that decision? Wait.. let me ask it again.. uh.. so you had different ways to make decisions between Kanun
and communist and now Capitalism. Are you happy with the way decisions are made right now?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: His father was like a.. big police.. in communist time..
J: Mhmh
G: And he was like uh.. part of the communist party?
J: Mhmh
G: And he is the first man that was accepted on uh.. democracy party
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: Yeah.. was the first man that was uh.. from Tropoja that was part of democratic party.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: Now Albania doesn't have democracy
J: And for example the decision to make the hydropowers, do you feel it was a decision made in a democratic
way? Like did they ask you what you thought?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: He says that if their.. parents will be alive? They will not leave the Valbona.. they will not leave to be build in
Valbona.. hydropower.. And then his father was like police.. in communist time. He didn't.. nobody can take a
permission from him to cut one tree in Valbona..
J: Mhmh
G: A single tree. So if..
[Answer]
G: The communists have been more strict then democracy now.
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J: Yeah.. But do you feel like when they made the decision, for example for the hydropowers, that they uhm..
like they involved you? In the decision making process?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Uh.. no, he was not part of the discussion, decision making about Valbona and.. uh.. on the first meeting that
Catherine did in Valbona, about the hydropowers, he was the first one that told Catherine that they would not do
hydropowers.
[Answer]
G: I would uh.. never agree with hydropowers.
J: Mhmh.. uhm.. and.. so do you think the construction and the decision to make hydropowers has affected uhm..
your ability to make decisions for your life? About your own life?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: I was uh.. long time.. in prison, I never got married.
J: Mhmh
G: But this building of hydropowers in Valbona river was like a really stress for me.
J: Mhmh
G: Because it was like to.. how to say.. to.. How to like uh.. unrespect to god or something like that..
J: Mhmh.. like it was disrespectful to.. to.. the world or.. And are there any other things, besides the
hydropowers, that are affecting.. or have this impact on you?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: When I go in Valbona and when I see that uh.. hydropowers.. I feel like uh.. very.. person that I really love,
died.
J: Mhmh
G: Because uh.. Serbians couldn't.. Serbia?
J: Yeah, yeah
G: Serbia couldn't take Valbona and couldn't build nothing on it, and they.. came Albanian people and they did
it.
J: Mhmh.. Do you think it serves any.. it serves the common good? Or.. a private interest for someone?
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[Translation]
[Answer]
G: They have did like a (?) corruption.. between like government and uh.. person who is like.. company who is
building them.
J: Mhmh
G: Because they have killed the river, Valbona is dead. It never will be like it was.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: Uh.. starting from now uh.. fishes have start like dying because of the materials that they put on the water.
J: Mhmh.. Chemicals? Or..
G: Yeah, yeah because they put like.. they use a lot of uh.. materials to make the pattern.. the wall of the..
J: The cement?
G: Yeah the cement and everything.
J: Yeah.. mmh..
G: Water is not like so clean like it was before..
[Answer]
G: Uh.. starting from the.. 92' year until now.. if all those like people that have been in the government..
J: Mhmh
G: Like.. if they are.. if they will not go in prison, Valbona and a lot of other places like in Theth and uh.. the
river of Lek Bibaj.. will be killed. They are killing the tourism..
J: Mhmh.. Are you aware that they are already planning to build more hydropowers, in Valbona but also in
Bujan and Dojan too..
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Yeah..
[Answer]
G: Uh.. In Gegusen.. you know where it is?
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J: Mhmh
G: Where the river is.. they don't use the river about uh.. to.. about the irrigation or.. to drink it.. they can build a
hydropower maybe for the good profits of community.
J: For the community..
G: Yeah.. but.. starting from the.. bridge where.. you know..
J: Yeah, yeah
G: And in Valbona they shouldn't touch it.. to build a hydropower.. do nothing..
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: If.. if they will not put the water in pipes but they like.. in the end of river they make a lake..
J: Mhmh
G: That the.. all the animals.. all the water animals will be in.. will be living.
J: Mhmh
G: But when the fishes goes in pipe.. they.. they die
J: Mhmh
G: Because they dont have..
[Answer]
J: So the river is being used for drinking water, for irrigation water, for fishing.. is it also.. uhm.. used in songs
and poetry?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Uh.. Matur (?), now you have learned this word yeah?
J: Mhmh
G: Have uh.. make a song about the water. And they have told that the water is life.
J: Mhmh.. Like, like she said before as well, water is life
[Answer]
G: And.. other peoples from like different countries..
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L: Like from Montenegro have some songs.. that sing for Valbona river.
J: Even about Valbona?
G&L: Yeah
J: Aha, okay
[Answer]
L: Yeah before was uh.. killed almost 70 people.. just to protect Valbona valley, before. Because Montenegro
army wants to.. to take it..
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
L: Yeah, was many fights
J: Mhmh
L: And he said like, and now we give it just like this for free.. to.. for this concession and hydropowers..
J: Mhmh.. yeah..
[Answer]
L: Yeah.. he said I was for fishing in many rivers from Bosnia
J: Mhmh
L: Till here.
[Answer]
L: He said uh.. he.. he fishing some around four, five fishes..
[Answer]
L: Uh.. are some guys when some scientist from Serbia, from Bosnia and uh.. I don't know.. Macedonia
J: Mhmh, mhmh
L: What contact him and he go fishing for them..
J: In Valbona?
L: Yeah.. four, five fishes. And they take it to make uh.. analysis.
[Answer]
L: And.. from when start uh.. hydropower.. they came just one time. To take fish.. but no more.
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[Answer]
L: It's uh.. are three.. three kind of different.. of trout. Fish.
G: Different types of trout.
J: Mhmh.. special for..
L: Yeah, special that don't exist anywhere.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
L: Yeah this.. that kind of trout is uh.. very special..
J: Mhmh
L: And he said like.. he.. they eat some small stones..
J: Mhmh
L: And.. the trout never have any problem, you know? Like, for example, to..
J: To live amongst the stones or..
L: No.. to have problem like, for example to.. be dead just like this, you know?
[Answer]
L: Now he was talking just about uh.. how it's not clean.. now the river..
J: Yeah.. and and.. I mean.. fishes are dying and the river is being destroyed but is there.. does the hydropower
cause conflict among people? For example, amongst the communities that are living there.
[Translation]
[Answer]
L: He said we are.. we come from feudalism.. in communism.
J: From totalism?
G: Feudalism.
L: Into communism
J: Fodalism?
G: It's kind of a government before.. I think it's the time of Kanun
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L: System..
J: Aha okay. I can look it up later anyway
L: Yeah okay. Catherine can explain to you, I'm sure she knows.
J: Sure
L: He said we don't have the education to make protests.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
L: They broke theatre
J: They broke?
L: They broke the theatre, in Tirana
J: Ah yeah yeah
G: He said that we are..
[Answer]
G: He said that we are not educated to like..
L: To protest for our rights.
G: For our rights, yeah.
J: Mhmh
[Anwer]
L: He is saying.. his generation..
J: Mhmh
L: Are not educated because they think.. just if.. this jacket is mine and thats it. Something for example to the
river, it's for the state and don't care. They think like this.. he is talking about mentality.
J: Mhmh
L: But he said in fact it's.. everything is ours.
J: So is the river..
L: Yeah.. But the people are like.. he said, he think.. people have this mentality
J: That the river belongs to the state.
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L: Yeah..
J: How, how do you think that can be changed?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Just if the..
L: Politics change
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
G: If uh..
L: If come new people, new generation that love.. this country..
G: They are responsible for everything
[Answer]
G: Albanian government have uh.. work just for..
L: Last hundred years.. They were just for foreigners, but not for our country.
J: Aha, like this
[Answer]
L: Koniza is uh.. Albanian writer, and.. before 100 years he.. he have expression that say uh.. god protect
Albania from the Albanians.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
L: Uh.. he said as well.. Albania..
G: Albania is made.. just by Albanians.. if the foreigners don't put their hands on it.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
L: Uh.. Albanians don't believe in nothing because.. almost always.. we was like.. how to say..
J: Like oppressed?
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L: Yeah oppressed.. by others..
J: Yeah.. so this, this feels too oppression.. the hydropower?
G: Yeah.
J: And.. is there, for example in the communities living in Valbona, in Dragobi, is.. are there people that think
hydropowers are good?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Yeah..
L: Yes we have..
J: And does this create conflicts between the people?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: No because they think that the river is part of the state and uhm.. maybe somebody has take some money and
have build a house and he.. can talk about the hydropowers. Somebody is working on them.. he has his future.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
L: He still think about this because they think uh.. the river is to the state and they do nothing for us..
J: Mhmh and do you think.. the hydropowers can give you anything? Like, is it.. is there a part that benefits you,
personally?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: Nobody, nothing..
L: To nobody
[Answer]
L: That is just corruption and they clean their money..
[Answer]
G: Valbona is.. it never will be like it was before..
J: Mmh.. do you have any recommendations of what can be done?
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[Translation]
[Answer]
G: He is saying that the hydropowers that are built now.. we dont have anything to do.. but uh.. we should be all
together and don't let them to build more in Valbona or nobody in any place in Tropoja.
J: Mhmh
[Answer]
L: That's it.. no it.. don't was something to connect with..
J: Mmh..
[Answer]
L: He said thank you for your interest.
J: Is.. is there anything..
[Answer]
L: He said I'm ready to do anything.. everything for Valbona river.. You can call me whenever you want and
whatever..
J: Yeah.. I would like to thank you for you time and effort that you came here.
[Translation]
[Answer]
J: Do you have any questions or is there anything you would like to ask?
[Translation]
[Answer]
G: He don't know how to thank you that you are interested about.. Valbona.
J: It's my.. honor, really.
[Answer]
G: He hope that uh.. will not.. he hope that uh..
L: Don't will be other..
G: Yeah will not be other..
L: Will destroy the river.. because this one.. is almost finished.
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[Answer]
<THE END>

Interview III
J: Yes..
E: It is sad to say that uh.. the government decided to develop this region.. uhm.. through the hydropowers and..
another aspects of civilization..
J: Mhmh
E: But.. for us.. for us it's not important that uh.. for us it's not good that the government decided to develop this
region, because they think just about the moneys and..
J: Mhmh
E: Our profit of community is.. is not.. well decided..
J: So.. what would you.. like, for example, the government decides to build the hydropowers, but what uh.. what
would you like to see? To develop here in this area..
E: For me.. my opinion is uh.. to be.. a region that depends from tourism..
J: Mhmh
E: From outdoors.. the people who can hike and.. guiding and adventurism.
J: Yeah..
E: Just like.. in every country in the world. For example in USA.. in Colorado there..
J: Mhmh
E: I think it's.. for the people here.. can make a good living.
J: Yeah.. yeah.. And, I guess together with that goes.. what.. uhm.. what are you proud of, like what would you
like people to.. when they come here to see and think? Uhm..
E: What I am proud of?..
J: Well uhm.. What do you wish people would know about this place? Or about you personally?
E: I don't really understand the question..
[Translation]
E: Mmh.. It's all about the nature. All about biodiversity..
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J: Mhmh
E: And to know how.. Usually the tourists who come here and.. for them what is the first time they come here,
they are uhm.. [Albanian]
G: Strange..
E: Yeah strange about the nature.
J: Mhmh
E: Because they think it's a small place in Albania.. that everyday is something else. You can see something else.
J: Mhmh.. So they.. they are surprised in a way..
E: Yeah..
J: And if you.. Like okay, instead of hydropowers you would like to.. instead focus on tourism. But is there
anything else you would like to see that.. to change?
E: Uhm.. Maybe just the infrastructure.. and the education.. For me..
J: Mhmh..
E: The other things I think are good. The nature is good here. Just to work a little bit ẁith the trails maybe.. with
the outdoor activities..
J: Yeah.. and education for.. the people who are living here..
E: The schools..
J: And what would you need for that to change? Like, how.. how would you make this change happen?
E: Maybe the government.. the government.. can do something with the politics. And especially the
municipality here.
J: The local..
E: Yeah..
J: Do you believe it will change?
E: No.. I believe just.. the people will emigrate and they... (?)
J: Why do you not believe it will change?
E: Because we.. we have 30 years.. we are waiting for changing. These are the same things..
J: The same things?
E: Yeah the same things.. the people are poor and.. they don't work.. they just expect from the uh.. from the
family who lives in Europe or someone else..
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J: Mhmh.. So for 30 years nothing much has changed..
E: Nothing important..
J: Why do you think that is?
E: Because in my family.. I didn't see something that changed.. We work, we are.. we had a low salary and uh..
just living..
J: Mhmh.. But on the larger scale.. nothing much for you has changed but for other families too I guess.. Is it
because of.. the government doesn't do enough or because the people don't really work together or..
E: I think it's uh.. they are both.. The people don't collaborate with the government and the same things with the
government.. don't collaborate with the people..
J: Mhmh
E: And usually everything is corrupted..
J: Corrupted?
E: Yeah..
J: In.. in.. what sense?
E: If the government send someone here.. to fix something.. or to do something about, for example. the
infrastructure.. they.. won't do.. very well..
J: They won't do very well?
E: Yeah..
G: Like, they take a piece of the money for themselves.
E: They steal the money..
J: And they don't do the work they were supposed to do?
E: Yeah.. and they don't have a plan.. what the future brings.
J: Mhmh.. Do you think the hydropowers is a way.. is like this?
E: Yeah..
J: Why? What makes you think that the hydropowers are like a way of corruption from the government?
E: I think that it's all about with uh.. about the.. one business.. not about the community. The thing about the
business. They think to earn money just for business, not the people who lives here.
J: Mhmh.. So it's for the private interest and not for the common good?
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E: Yeah..
J: And is it all negative? Or is there something the hydropower can give you?
E: Yeah comparing with the nature.. with the tourism.. for me it's all negative..
J: Mhmh.. there is nothing the hpp could give you?
E: Yeah well.. this region we have enough hydropowers.. We produce enough energy for our government..
Maybe if they.. think to build in other places or.. to be more.. more intelligent.. more strategic about the
hydropowers.. maybe they can build somewhere else and to leave the national parks.. to leave this part of the
mountains.. to leave free just for tourism. It would be great.
J: Yeah, yeah.. What do you think about uh.. because now they are building the hydropowers already.. but before
they made the decision to build them.. have you been involved in that decision?
E: I have worked for national parks there..
J: Here in Valbona?
E: Yeah it was my beginning of my job and.. I didn't know very well how the government.. handle things.. I
was.. young, maybe 29 years old. And it was my experience, my first experience in.. in this kind of job.
J: So you were working for the national park when they made the decision, when they started building? Or..
E: I think it was the half part of the building.. it was everything decided..
J: They already started?
E: I just followed the projects..
J: And before that? Before they start building.. Was there.. were you informed? That they were going to buid it?
E: I haven't lived here before.. I lived in Tirana for 9 years. I was 18 years old when I went in Tirana..
J: Aha, okay.. so..
E: But what I know is that the people weren't informed about the hydropowers.. and usually the people here,
they don't know.. very much about the nature, what destroys the nature..
J: They don't know? Why..
E: They don't know, yeah.. It's the first things.. the first projects in this region.. About the hydropowers.. the big
hydropowers.. they dont know what they.. inflict.
J: Yeah, people are unaware of the effects they cause.. So looking back do you think.. in general, not about the
hydropowers but about plans that the government makes, do you think they inform the people? About what they
are going to do?
E: They inform just uh.. formally..
[Albanian]
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J: Is there.. are there ways to ask questions? Or.. protest for example?
E: They do have questions but they answer.. the government do and answer the questions..
J: Mmh.. they do answer the questions?
E: They do the question and answer the question.. they dont let the people to.. to answer the questions.. If you
want to build something for development or for hydropower or.. for tourism..
J: Im not sure what you mean..
G: They do the questions by themselves and they answer by themselves again..
J: Ah okay.. like this. So its not real?
E: It's not transparant.
J: Uhu.. um.. I dont know.. we talked a bit about Kanun already but its.. and maybe you dont know much about
it.. but in a way its a different way to make decisions.. uh.. can you tell if you have.. do you have any knowledge
about Kanun? And what it means?
E: I dont have too much but.. maybe I can say something how was the system there..
J: Yeah, for sure..
E: In difficult situation, for example with.. if the family has a problem.. they.. they bring, only family, they bring
the wise man to..
[Albanian]
G: To come and discuss..
J: Mhmh
E: To say something like a judgement.. The wise man..
J: Like the elder..
E: Yeah.. and they solve the problem between the wise men.. and for example if the wise men decided
something.. it was something like a commission..
J: Mhmh
E: Like now if you go in the bank you have a commission?
J: Yeah, like a small group of people..
E: Yeah, this is what the wise men was.
J: So they came together to.. decide upon what to do?
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E: Yeah, they know the rules and they think about how to.. solve the problems..
J: Mhmh.. and.. what do you think about this way of decision making?
E: They didnt respect the laws and the kanun.. I am saying for the people who build the hydropowers..
J: No I mean in general.. like uh.. what do you think about.. when a group of wise men or elder men come
together and make decisions.. do you think this is a good way? To make decisions? In general.. about anything..
E: If they are not corrupted then yes.
J: Mhmh
E: It depends.. life has changed too much. In all the world. Now it's.. everything about the money, and before it
wasnt.
J: Yeah.. and.. those decisions that were being made.. they also.. do they also involve the river or water?
E: Sorry?
J: So when a group of men came together I can imagine they make decisions about uh.. also about water from
the river.. how to.. how to use it. Uh.. do you know anything about this? The particular rules for water?
[Albanian]
E: Ah.. I dont know..
J: And if you could choose.. well.. how to say.. uh.. if you could choose between uh.. that old way of decision
making and this new way.. what do you think would better serve you?
E: What do you mean with new way? New way with uh.. the laws.. or the new way what they did..
J: What they did..
E: Its better with the Kanun..
J: Why?
E: Because its more transparant.
J: Mhmh
E: The people who build now the hydropowers they.. if you see the laws.. they dont allow to hydropowers to
build in a national park.
J: Yeah.. and yet they still do it..
E: Yeah..
J: So.. mmh.. and is nature something you would consider? When making decisions? Like it's of importance to..
to keep it preserved the way it is when you make decisions about it?
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E: Sorry?
J: Uhm.. for example, a decision to make hydropowers is not transparant.. but is nature something you keep in
mind when you make decisions? How do you say.. uh..
[Albanian]
E: Uh.. do you mean with my opinion or.. if I want to build something?
G: To do something?
J: Yeah, to do something..
E: Generally or..
J: Generally yeah..
E: Generally the people dont know..
J: They dont know?
E: They dont know, they just have money and I want to build a house.. they dont follow the plans.. the urban
plans of the municipality.. it's.. I think we dont have a.. strategy about the.. how this region will be in the future..
in the..
L: There is not any good management..
E: Yeah there is no good management..
J: Yeah, so there is no vision..
E: There is no vision.. Because usually the main man of the municipality.. how you say?
J: They mayor?
E: They mayor yeah.. the mayor is of an old generation, they dont know what tourism is.. and what we can
develop with the community..
J: Mhmh
E: They.. yeah..
J: If tourism is so important for this area.. how come the mayor doesnt know so much about it?
E: I think it's mentality..
J: Mhmh.. like they dont care?
E: They dont know.. they dont know..
J: Mhmh
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E: They think just four years, they want to steal something..
J: They want to.. steal?
E: They want to steal something, yeah..
J: Ah.. for the time that they are there..
L: Yeah..
E: With the projects and to do a person.. for every projects..
J: Mhmh, okay.. and maybe a bit more about the river itself, like.. is the river important to you?
E: River?
J: Mhmh
E: Yeah it's very important.
J: What is important for you about it?
E: First it's important for biodiversity. Uh.. it's important for the people who want to be a little bit relaxing or to
do an activity.. like fishing or swimming or something.. we have had before.. 100 or more.. 200 years..
J: So relaxation.. tourism for sure.. anything else?
E: Biodiversity..
J: Biodiversity yeah..
E: Yeah, biodiversity includes everything.. for animals, for trees, for temperature, for.. it's a cycle with nature..
an ecological cycle..
J: Yeah, it has an impact on each other.
E: Yeah..
J: And what about.. uh.. in your culture.. is the river important in songs or in poetry? Or in stories?
E: Uh.. maybe this part is in the side of traditional.. I dont know very well.. I have no information..
J: You dont know songs.. for example where the river is mentioned?
E: Yeah we have heard songs.. many songs.. but I am.. I am in the side of the outdoors man. I dont like too much
the.. old songs or.. about the people what people usually want now here (?).
J: What do you mean exactly?
E: I am saying that the outdoor activities is a new thing in this region.. they dont know what, for example, they
see someone of this region with a.. to do hiking or climbing. They think he is a tourist or.. something else.
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J: Mhmh uh.. mmh.. but if uh.. wait, so.. how do you say.. nevermind.. How do think the construction and
operation of the hydropower.. has it changed your ability to organize yourself? To organize the way you want to
live your life?
E: I think yes but it's better to wait for the future.. I dont know very well.. I believe they have changed
something..
J: You think the future will be better?
E: Depends, depends.. Depends because we have all the parks, maybe we'll be famous in the world for hiking
trails, or.. tourists who want to visit this part of Albania. Maybe they will be increasing every year, with many
tourists.
J: And.. outside of tourism.. do you think people will still need to go.. need to emigrate for example, from here,
to provide for their families?
E: Yeah, for the moment yes. Like myself, in the summer I work, guiding for tourists and.. in the winter I try to
emigrate somewhere just to work and have some money, to invest in tourism. We have to think for the other
people who want to work with tourism and are staying.. they think to emigrate somewhere..
J: Yeah.. what are you doing to invest in tourism?
E: Usually I have invested in equipment.. for hiking and climbing. And now I am trying to invest in.. in.. how
can you say.. in filmmaking.. the people who..
J: With a drone?
E: With a drone yeah.. and some other cameras.. and now I am just waiting to take them and to do something
with editing videos and promoting.
J: Mhmh.. and aside from the hydropower plants, do you think.. Is there anything that.. is obstructing you or
limiting you in.. your ability to do this?
E: I dont know.. I dont have experience in other countries. But as I have heard this is not a good thing, for this
kind of sports.
J: But for example do you feel like you can uh.. you feel like you have the opportunities you need to create what
you want? Or is there something missing?
[Albanian]
J: No I mean more like.. you are trying to.. to create this uh.. place of tourism, and then there are the
hydropowers that are kind of you know.. obstructing it.. But is there anything else that you feel like this is
getting in the way of.. the future I see for this place.
[Albanian]
L: Wait, what do you mean exactly?
J: Mmh..
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E: It would be great if in the future of.. I think.. for my opinion.. if the government takes one strategy to balance
the tourism.. not just to have many tourists and then after 10 years to be empty. But if they balance the tourism
and choose something what to do and what to not do.. I think it would be good for all of us who do something
about the tourism..
J: Mhmh.. Do you think the government knows? Like for example the mayor here doesnt care but.. do you think
there is a way to make the government aware of what to do?
E: I think they know but they.. it's not in the..
[Albanian]
G: Priority..
J: Mhmh yeah.. I think I have already asked most of my questions.. Yeah.. is there.. do you have any ideas or
recommendations? For how to continue?
E: In the future?
L: You mean continue fighting against hydropowers? Or continue..
E: Fighting or developing?
J: Fighting the hydropowers..
E: I think now it's not.. the main things we can fight.. because everything is.. is built. Maybe it would be great if
we have.. plans how to develop.. this region. And to stop all the other hydropowers.. if want they want to build
something.
J: Yeah, actually I was going to ask if you're aware that they are planning, not only in Valbona but also in Bujan
and Dojan and.. further down..
E: I have heard they have some projects..
J: Mhmh.. So the main strategy for you would be to keep developing uh..
E: I am saying not to develop with the hydropowers..
J: No no I understand.. And who should do this?
E: The people, the municipality.. First the people.. they have to know what.. how much important tourism is.. for
their economy. And municipality..
J: To assist them? Do you think people know already?
E: No, they dont know. Maybe they have to be informed or.. with examples or.. maybe we need two or three
years to include most of the people here, what tourism is and.. to let them working and to know how the tourism
brings them money, and it's good for their economy. And maybe.. after they want to know what the tourism is.
J: Mhmh yeah.. okay. Yeah, thank you, very much. Is there anything you would like to add or do you have any
questions?
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E: No, for the moment no..
J: Yeah I mean, if you think about anything you can let me know for sure.
E: Okay..

Interview IV
[Albanian]
C: Everything comes from the earth.. but only water comes free.. from.. But now we start with the interview..
[Albanian]
G: Every population, every people.. all the people.. cries and laugh the same. And to sing, they sing different.
C: But singing they sing differently. They cry and laugh the same but they sing differently.
[Albanian]
C: Which is to say that every place has its own culture, its own language.. its own education..
[Albanian]
C: Families are a blessing, and if you and I go for a coffee.. or a glass of raki.. doesnt matter who pays..
[Albanian]
G: But, the most important thing is.. the wish and the respect to talk and to have a conversation together.
[Albanian]
G: When we leave we will go to my house or to your house. If we go to my house I will try to make.. coffee or..
the house is blessed. The house is not a business.. when you are at the house you do not pay for a coffee. This is
tradition. Because the house is protected by god.
C: You have to respect the house and its rules.. because you are a guest in that house.. you have to adapt. In the
house you dont pay and in a bar you have to pay. Though this is changing. It changes the roles of people.. what
to expect.
G: If you are a bad person and you come to my house you have to.. adapt to the rules and respect the rules. The
house is something blessed by god.
C: The change, when I came ten years ago it was still a closed world and the outside world hadnt come yet. But
now the outside world is coming in. Which he says is politics.
So can we say now that we are in a situation where two world are existing in parallel. With the traditional world
here, where everything is the same, it doesnt matter if I go to your house or you come to mine, its the same, its
the place where each of us gives to the other. So we have this world which is based on these values and
everybody is equal.. And we also have this sort of capitalist world where everything is done with money. You go
to the bar and have a coffee and pay for it.
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[Albanian]
C: Relating to that.. people are people..
G: People are people and for example, when they were at a study trip in Bosnia. And he was really impressed
with their education and hospitality (in Bosnia).. and they are people and we are people so why dont we have the
same hospitality and education as they have.
They are three rules in the whole world. Hospitality.. is the same in the whole world. The operation is the same
in Tirana as in the USA.. drivers are the same here as they are there because they have to drive.. sports are the
same..
C: Why are they all the same? I say that when people are born they are born without any pre-determination.. you
are born free. Like birds in nature. Birds are free. They just eat and sing the melodies of nature. Why are you
like.. judging me when I have done nothing to you?
G: I have fifty years that I walk with Lulzhim in the mountains. We have been in the highest and most difficult
places. We have stayed days and weeks there without coming back. We have seen the beauty and miracles of
nature that is created by god. We have seen caves without bottoms.. as nobody else has except us..
J: So you say.. nature takes an important place or role in your culture.
G: Yes a lot.. the most important role is for nature. Nature is the base of the people. Nature is relaxing, it gives
you breath.. nature has a lot of.. medical plants that can help with illnesses.. that people think dont have a
medicine. Nature has oxygen.. has the snow.. and forests and pine trees. It's life..
C: He wrote this beautiful poem about four girls and a pine tree.
J: And if nature is so important here, how do people interact with it here?
G: They dont.. its a scandal.. they dont value it. They cut the trees.. the roads up the mountains are a curse.
Because all the trees are cut with a chainsaw.. It breaks the virginity of the alpine meadows.. Nature has life..
and it has a lot of different types of animals. They are free there. When I see a place without people I ask god
why he didnt make me.. a deer.
C: because to be a deer.. they are not aggresive, they are soft.. they dont hurt or attack anything, they just eat.
J: I can hear you say that nature is the base of life, but that people dont value it.. yet how could you explain this
discrepancy?
G: They know the importance of nature but they have a different or wrong mentality of it. They are mistaken.
They see more the private interest than the common interest. They dont leave the river in its own bed..
J: Has this always been the case?
[Albanian]
G: It has changed.. when I was a kid it wasnt so bad because we had certain rules that said not to damage the
nature. Because nature was protected by the law. People were not allowed to cut the trees, the pines and beech.
Nature was something beautiful in his time, when he was a kid. Now they cut the trees without any criteria..
J: So the rules to protect the nature changed?
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[Albanian]
G: Now they dont have any rules..
J: And where did the old rules come from?
[Albanian]
G: Every place has their own rules.. In the beginning, in the time that has passed, they have made rules because
they see that nature protects you. If you cut the trees in the forest in a place where people live, the wind will
destroy more easily that place, through erosion. But the trees make the oxygen to breath. If you dont have clean
nature, you dont have nothing. Nature makes everything for people.. it protects them.
Now, Albania has tourism everywhere, from Sarande to Valbona.. they come hiking in the mountains here.. but I
see a difference.. that hiking is the air and that air is the most important thing for people because without it they
cant live. Oxygen keeps you alive. You (in the west) have all the good things you need in live, but you dont have
the air and the nature. Places that dont have clean nature go and buy it with money.. and we have it but we dont
protect it.
C: If a person is sick in the lungs or thorax.. in Tropoja there is clean air, good food, and the nature can help you
clean out your system.. People used to come here specifically for the pines.
G: An example: if they go in the mountains and dont have any water they melt to snow.. when we wash our
hands with soap and snow, the foam will not come.. the water from the snow doesnt have oxygen.. When you
wash your hair with snow.. its the best shampoo. The same with the animals that drink the water from the snow
and eat the flowers from the mountains.. they make the best cheese etc.. So all those who come to Albania but
dont go to Tropoja havent seen a thing. We have all the four seasons in a day here. The places that have snow
and forests have life. Tropoja is the ambassador of all Albania.
The roots of the language are in Tropoja. The most important language is Gheg.
J: So.. earlier you talked about protecting nature and organizing themselves, and each area had their own rules..
and.. do those rules have a name? Like Kanun, is that what it is?
[Albanian]
G: People have names and rules and paths. People are in the mountains in summer, not in winter. Based on
Kanun, people were not allowed to go in the mountains by themselves, only if the community went together.
Not even one family alone.
C: Nobody was allowed to go before anyone else, because if somebody went first maybe they could grab more
land or pasture.. Everybody had to go (with the animals) so they could be equal, since everyone had an equal
right.
J: And this was every summer?
G: When the Kanun was active.. it was the rule that was repeated every year.
C: Kanun is just rules.. But because the Bjeshk have their own difficulties.. so before, if someone was hurt, like
fell off a mountain somewhere.. the people that live there had to help him.
J: People had to help each other.
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G: Yeah.. they HAVE to help each other. According to Kanun. And based on the Kanun they would organize a
meeting.. and for example, if someone had a problem with his house, like someone is sick.. and they would have
to leave.. the other community members would care for his animals, his stan, his children..
C: So this is starting from the Bjeshk, if someone had to leave and go down into the valley again..
[Albanian]
C: And what do you mean with a meeting?
G: And he was saying the it was a group that was operating together, they have an agreement to take care of
each other. And they dont have the right to attack each other, it is in the rules that you cant harm each other.
J: And how big is this community?
C: For a practical example, he and Lul have a stan in the same place. And it goes back for generations.. so in this
case it is two families that includes a couple of generations.. and it goes on for generations.
G: But sometimes all the village would go to the bjeshk, so they would all have to respect these rules and take
care of each other. This is in the name and honor of the highlanders.. the Besa.. to keep these rules (Besa
Malesori).
J: and.. another question.. Kanun also has rules about how to use the water, I imagine?
[Albanian]
C: Kanun had it's own temporal context. It comes from a place in time. For the time it was like a constitution. It
filled the void of the law. It is a group of rules that has made the communities. People respected the Kanun
because it was the basis of their lives. In the time Kanun was used, the rules were very much respected and
people had to follow them. It was mainly involved with how to regulate rural areas. It was tied to earth, to water,
and with the relationships between people. It includes marriage, family relations. Conflict resolution... When
someone kills for example, someone from your family.. he owes you a life...
You have two words.. (Albanian).. and people treat them like they're the same but in fact they are not. One is
revenge and one is blood revenge. It was a normal process to avoid bad things from happening in rural places.
So what I heard.. this idea of revenge.. you hear the foreigners saying like, look how wild the highlanders are..
they tell each other to go kill each other in their rules. But it WASNT that.. it was dont kill each other because if
you do this is what will happen, and this is bad. It wasnt something that told you to do something but to not do
something. A deterrent.
[Albanian]
C: There is also another misunderstading.. Kanun was not only used in Albania but is spread all over the
Balkan.. There are the different Kanuns.. here we use Dukagjinit.. in the south is the Kanun of Mireditë. The
basis, however, was always the same, which was that it was needed to regulate and create order.
[Albanian]
G: As for the water rules.. people today dont use the rules that were part of the Kanun anymore but they still use
elements of it.
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C: Yeah.. it is still like.. present.. you dont say we use it because it is Kanun but it is somehow infused..
[Albanian]
C: Very often.. foreigners that come.. think that Kanun is still functioning and alive.. but special elements of the
Kanun, which were positive in some aspects.. are saved, or protected.. in very rural places.. and are still used
there. Not all the rules but just some elements. The things that worked are still functioning in the culture..
[Albanian]
C: For example.. It's Liridons turn to have the irrigation water from the canal. And he has a set time from five to
six. For example.. if Liridon is watering his plants or the garden.. it's not.. nobody then will take the water
because they know it's his time. But it's not because the government is going to get them.. and its not because
the Kanun said so but its because its now.. like a mentality of people. It has become an integrated sense of how
to behave.
[Albanian]
J: And this is one of the elements that is still..
C: Yeah, so people have it in them that this is how you behave. Not because somebody is telling you or because
Kanun is telling you.. It started in Kanun but now it is in culture.
G: Like, you dont want someone to do it to you so why do you do it to me.. to others.
[Albanian]
C: So Kanun.. is something interesting to study and its interesting to talk about. But its not.. its important to
understand it and how it effects.. but you cant say its functioning today. But how is it gone.. Foreigners come
and think it is something exotic and want it to exist but.. that doesnt make it exist... The bad and the good was
important.. and it existed.
J: So.. I have a few questions..
[Albanian]
J: Well, you said that Kanun does not exist like the way it did. But some elements are still so much integrated in
the culture.. positive elements mostly.. But one of the elements that Shaban said earlier was that its also about
the common good of people, that you help each other. Yet now.. which I consider a positive element.. yet now
it's mostly about personal interest. So why has that aspect of the common good disappeared?
[Albanian]
C: So.. things are changing with globalism. But before family was the most important.. aspect of life in Albania.
And Kanun reflected and reinforced the importance of family. There was a respect for the elders.. there was a
written law for this, to respect the elders. Now the social structure has changed today.. Before.. men had the
right to beat their wifes. It was a rule. Now that we are globalised.. men want to be beaten by women. Women
are life.
[Albanian]
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G: Men used to pay tax if they weren't married. This was to drive men to get married and have a family. A
strong family is also a strong society.
C: When you wanted to offend someone you'd call them an Italian.. because they were sort of open and free..
C: After democracy.. when people went to Italy.. But in fact they have something in common.. a strong family.
Also maffia related.. it's a strong family.. it's organised around families, it protects families.. that's why it's easy
for Albanians to get involved there.. So this is a social structure that makes sense. The base of the Kanun was
the family and to protect the family.
C: People say the Kanun wasn't good to women but in fact it protected women a lot. For example.. you couldn't
go looking at Gerta.. Women wouldn't go in the room with the men, and didnt wear a dress above the knee. But
this was to protect them. The family had a room for the men and one for the women. Also to protect women. But
it was very much a masculine society. The men is the central pillar, the main support of the house.
J: But what I heard you say is like.. due to globalism like.. the social structure about how family was most
important has changed.. is changing.. and about the how the common good of the family has become less
important...
[Albanian]
C: So the changes come here slower. So we're still.. Social change is still in transition..
[Albanian]
J: Then I'd like to ask some questions about.. because there are rules about common good versus personal
interest.. about water.. rules about decision making too.. If you could choose.. do you have a preference for how
it is done now or how it was done before? Do you think one of the two is better or..
[Albanian]
C: Kanun is now like a document in a library.. it's historic.. yet elements of that book are still taken and included
in our daily lives. We Albanians like to have a head of the house.. Zoti Spish.. He had to take care of the family..
and often then the family was compared to the state. It functioned as a state.
G: When the family has a good head of the family.. will function. When he respects the rules.. It is the same
with the state. It will function when it has a good head. Often people think that Kanun supports individuals.. but
in fact the Kanun has a structure of the parlement of men. Like a Council. A group where everyone can speak.
The intelligent people were included. People that were ethical. Smart people, good and gentle. They hear each
other speak and listen. Then together they make a decision. Which is how democracy is supposed to funtion.
This was functioning.. but it can come back today too.
J: And do you think the democracy here is funtioning well now?
[Albanian]
G: Yes.. we have some elements that funtion.. But we dont accept them..
J: What do you mean exactly?
C: So we like for example marriage.. People for example get engaged and live together but never get married. In
Kanun you ask for the brides hand. Then you get engaged and live together for a little bit. Then you go to
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marriage. Now you have a contract. In Kanun you had a moral contract, now you have an economic contract.
Before people divorced by Kanun, now they divorce by the economic contract.
C: So here you can see that elements are moving, or changing. But I am not saying we are obeying the Kanun.
J: And with decision making, for example, you said that the smart people, or empathic people or the ethical
people came together to make a decision. And everyone was.. like the community was involved with the
decision that had a impact on them. Do you think that today people are as involved as they were? In the decision
making process?
[Albanian]
C: No, I think not. Today we have the council of the municipality. We as citizens choose the members of that
council. They are our representatives to make decisions. But they are not always decisions that are in our
interest. This is the reality.
[Albanian]
C: Kanun was absolute. You either obeyed it or you were thrown out of the community.. exiled. Homosexuality
was forbidden under Kanun.. it was considered a deviation. Kanun did not allow deviations.. it was focused on
family. Here there were muslims and catholics. So you also had the church that propagandized the relationship
between man and woman.
[Albanian]
C: There was a harmony of faith. Between religions. It didn't matter if it was a mosque or church, they
represented the same thing. But the Kanun also said that if you got married you had to go to one or the other, it
didn't matter which. But it should be somehow.. sanctified. It was a very precious thing of Albania, this harmony
of faith. And it still functions like this today.
J: And you mentioned that the community is not as involved, or not as well represented as they used to be.. what
makes this current democracy less respectful towards the interest of the community?
[Albanian]
C: We have to learn how to choose the right people. We don't choose the right people. But this is a problem in
many places.
[Albanian]
So one of the first things that communism did was it took the rules of the Kanun and it.. didn't repeat them but..
it took over the role of the blood feud. Instead of your brother killing the intruder, the state would do it. So it
was the same punishment but it didn't end up in a vicious cycle because the state stopped it.
[Albanian]
J: I would like to ask a few questions about the hydropower plants.. Because in a way, the HPP are a way of
industrial development, with globalisation and the changes that are slowly happening. And.. do you feel that, as
you are from here, the hydropower plants are in the interest of the people of Tropoja?
[Albania]
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G: He is a public person.. and is ready to with Catherine to go to the parlement and talk about the HPP. And as
he knows.. the last government has approved 11 HPPs and this government has approved another 4. And this is
a good thing, to have 4 and not 11. So it's good to have less.
C: Every Tropojan is proud.. because everyone has been outside of Tropoja. But if you ask a Tropojan 'what is
your pride?' the answer is Valbona. And now Valbona is a woman that has lost her virginity. In Kanun a woman
who got married but wasn't a virgin was returned.
[Albanian]
C: Except for the economic aspect, which I am sure must be there. But I, as a citizen, think that this economic
value can't compare with what has been lost in the nature. The trout of Valbona are endemic, they exist only
here. But now it's destroyed, biodiversity is lost. It's outside of the imagination.
G: We as Tropojans.. We couldnt get all together to protest and cancel the HPP. Or to send them somewhere
else. We could not come together to destroy them. And now the chance is lost. It is flooded.
J: And why couldnt you come together?
[Albanian]
G: Because our democracy is not developed enough.. the community does not know how to protest. This is the
reason why Catherine and TOKA was at the head of the protest. This is the reason why she comes to our houses.
[Albanian]
C: What he saying is true.. Democracy doesnt work this way, where you wait for the state to funtion. You have
to go to the state and tell them what to do. People dont.. its the interposition of higher authority. Because when
the people regulated themselves it worked very well in a democratic way.. But then communism came and
introduced this idea of a higher authority which took the punitive role. And that has now been replaced by
democracy which seems not to work at all.
J: Before they started building.. they made the decision to start building.. do you feel involved when they made
the decision?
[Albanian]
G: I am convinced they did not organize public meetings to communicate with the community.
J: So not involved.. And you said democracy is not developed enough in order to listen to the people and make
decisions together. What do you think is needed to develop democracy further?
[Albania]
G: So the government has to ask its own population about what it is planning to build. The central role is also
for civil society. NGOs have to teach people how to use their rights, and what rights they have. Using this civil
society, we can know how to react to the government.
C: We had in Tropoja here a representative of the national government. It was the only time a member of
parlement came to Tropoja to talk to the people. And I came, not for politics.. but to learn how to vote.
J: So it's also very much about the basics.. how to vote and participate..
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[Albanian]
G: It was a meeting for the way how democracy is funtioning. Civil society is an example of how to make a
member of parlement come down and talk to the people.
C: This is how it should funtion. Civil society steps in and brings the politician to talk to the people.
J: I feel like we have been talking for a long time. Maybe take a break. Just one last question. Is there anything
you'd like to ask or say?

Interview V
J: So, my first question would be, what are you most proud of?
[Albanian]
G: I love the place where I am born and where I am living now. I am a real Tropojan. My family was born here
for generations, like me. People ask each other here where you come from, like a game, how many generations
your family goes back.
C: So you say to people, where do you come from? Because everybody here can count back the generations. I
can count back 16 generations. And if you assume there are four generations in a century, so we have been here
for four hundred years. But then the joke is.. but yeah, where were you before that? And then people dont know
anymore. It's also to remind yourself how long you have been here and a source of pride.
[Albanian]
C: So I am muslim, most are muslim or catholic but one blood. But really what an Albanian will say is that my
faith is the land. Everybody is related and brothers. And if you look at Nika Martur, its catholic.. but the names
just change a little bit if you're muslim. So the names change but the relations are the same.
[Albanian]
C: When people started to adopt different religions.. 500 years ago when the Turks came.. So in one tower.. you
could have two brothers.. one was muslim and one was christian.. and they would celebrate different fests but
they were in the same building. This wasn't a problem.
G: But then people started to separate.. in different neighborhoods..
[Albanian]
C: So these things would evolve.. and you would end up with a small social unit.. kind of like a clan.. with their
own flag.. and the head of it is the Bajrak Tar.. So you would have boundaries, like rivers, between the clans..
but they were still brothers.. but this is how you'd end up with these groups..
[Albanian]
C: And even groups would come here to settle, for example from Shkoder.. because there was free land here to
settle. Groups would come and start a new thing here.
[Albanian]
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C: So then we were working with the land and livestock.. and we would develop traditional clothing, with
beautiful thread and sewing. It was practical and beautiful.
J: And you said.. faith.. there are both christians and muslims.. and even though they are separated they are still
brothers.. so instead you have faith in the land.. what do you mean by that exactly?
[Albanian]
C: So the rhapsodes are the traditional mythologies.. and there is an expression.. with father.. or fatherland.. So
it's not just land.. but it's land that gave me birth is my faith. And the flag.. is what you swear on. "The land is
my father and I swear on the flag". And we fight when we war.. with montenegro.. because they have different
faith, different language.. different costumes..
[Albanian]
C: So before, when there was no state.. we had to identify ourselves and this is how we did it. Language is the
founding stone of identity.. and we dress differently.. so we knew who we were. We had to know where the
boundaries were. We had to define ourselves..
C: The Serbian empire that existed at the time.. said to people.. if you want to be here.. around Kosovo, from
Mitrovice to Nis.. you have to assimilate and learn the language.. and you have to become orthodox.. So you had
to give up your identity if you wanted to stay on the land.
G: And if you were a muslim you had to either assimilate or take a train to Anatolia. Hundreds took the train
through Kosovo and Macedonia..
[Albanian]
C: So this train was like an artery.. everyone went on and got off. So people spread around.. and some ended up
in Peleponnese, in Greece.. and in 1921, when Greece became a state.. it was 60% Albanians and 40% Greeks.
The Albanians had been there for 400 years.
[Albanian]
C: So the identity is linked with the land.. but the symbol of the identity is the language and the faith.. But the
identity is really the land. But to keep the symbols of their identity - faith and language - people had to leave
their land.. So the land is the reality, but the sign of the belonging to that land are these things.. language and
faith and costumes.. But to keep those, you had to leave the land.. So there is still a really strong idea that the
land belongs to you whether or not you are there. You are tied to it.
[Albanian]
C: So when Greece was fighting for its independance.. all the Albanians came to fight with them.. And helped
them win. Lord Byron went to help, with Albanian troups.. where he died.. and they made all the Albanians
leave then.. from Greece.. They were there for fourhundred years.. how could I leave you? We fought against the
Turks for the Byzantines.. There are so many abuses against the Albanians.. in all the treaties from Europe..
Everyone knows..
G: And when they killed all the brothers and husbands in Greece, the women and children had to walk into the
sea.. because they were abused and had everything taken from them.. So they could only stand in the ocean to
cover themselves.. and had to wait for a boat to take them to Italy..
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[Albanian]
G: Eventually.. the Greeks and Turks collaborated together to get rid of the Albanians..
[Albanian]
J: So.. what I hear a lot.. is about how Albanians define themselves.. with the land.. language.. costumes.. faith..
and they still sing songs about it.. but do you feel that there is the same relevancy today amongst the people?
[Albanian]
C: Yes it is important.. because the world still doesn't know us.. they still dont know us with love.. In the
congress of Berlin in 1878.. the 10th of June.. They didnt know us. They recognized Serbia, Bulgaria,
Montenegro.. but not Albania.. So with the league of Prizren they declared independance from the Ottomans..
but at the congress of Berlin they refused to acknowledge it.. with all the documents included and everything..
they said you don't even have a physical place..
[Albanian]
C: And year by year we arrive at the second world war. So after that we had our 'dictatorship'.. Where we had
some really strong rules.. for example education, you had to be in school. It was the greatest responsibility. It
was required to do.. So then people got educated and made all these things.. airports, hospitals.. every village
had a clinic. To combat diseases.. Most famous Albanians who took part in the League of Prizren died of
disease.. So maybe it was a dictatorship but it did bring lots of progress.. there were no more diseases.. Now
there are no more clinics..
[Albanian]
C: And everyone learned a trade after school.. like metallurgy.. so young people learned how to use tools.. And
people build hydropowers.. big ones at Fierza and.. So during the dictatorship none of the facilities existed..
nothing.. so they build everything.. This city (BC) was created in the fifties.. So the fact that people learned
these things and could finally build things came from the dictatorship..
[Albanian]
J: Well.. but before the dictatorship, I guess there was Kanun.. but how does Kanun become a part of the
identity? How does it fit in with your identity?
[Albanian]
C: Before communism there was no jurisprudence here.. no courts.. The Kanun was mainly in the north.. There
were the rules from Leke Dukagjinit.. it had its own rules.. but today we use it badly.. Now today people say
why do you use Kanun? It is bad.. it is used to kill.. but the truth is different.. The Kanun says not to kill,
because you will be killed. There was no state.. there was nobody to protect you so you had to do it yourself.. It
was a kind of constitution.. it had economic rules.. how to sell cows.. for how much.. how to get divorced..
everything was there.. also for revenge.. it was defined. If one was killed, then one was killed.. Now for one
problem they will kill four people.. And if you broke the law of the Kanun, the Bajrak Tar of the Fis (Clan).. will
throw you out of the town.. They would take away your house, your sheep.. they would eradicate any means of
you living there.. Because you broke the understanding of the people.. It talked about how to borrow money and
how to record it.. how to be and stay honourable..
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J: And did it talk about water as well?
[Albanian]
C: About everything! You know the canals.. Everything was exactly in the canal.. there was a level of the water..
and if the level was here I was taking my water.. and if someone else would take water when they werent
supposed to the level would go down.. and you would see it and know. There is no discussion.. when it's your
turn it's your turn.. if not you go home and wait for your turn.. If the water was taken without permission you
would denounce.. because you need the water to grow crops.. beans.. corn.. animals.. You had to secure the
food.. and there wasnt too much water so you had to regulate it..
J: So those regulations about water are very important?
[Albanian]
C: Of course it was important.. it was for life..
[Albanian]
C: The problem was bread.. because with lifestock you can take them to the bjeshk when it's peaceful.. you can
go and make cheese and protect it and everything.. but bread you need water.. We hardly had bread for long
times.. because we had to get the flour from Kosovo, where they had fields.. and carry it back here.. You had to
walk for days to carry the flour back here.. But they family would eat it so you had to keep going back and
forth..
[Albanian]
C: So when there was no flour.. often because of wars and the border with Kosovo was closed.. So you had to
make Byrek and put lots of filling in it.. and just eat the filling but leave the dough.. So sometimes you had to
walk to Shkoder on foot to get flour.. 12 hours.. if you're young.. and for salt.. Because there were no roads..
And people say 'these are old times'.. but it is not so long ago..
[Albanian]
J: So you said.. for example your daughter.. when you speak about these things they say 'oh it's from long ago'..
But how do people in general look at Kanun today?
[Albanian]
G: In modern times we dont like to work with Kanun rules.. but when the laws and courts dont funtion.. we have
to use Kanun and go back to it..
J: So you are still using it?
[Albanian]
G: Yeah but just in a few small cases where the state doesn't funtion..
C: Intelligent people, or clever people.. can collaborate and figure out a few to deal with problems they have
together.. To solve their problems through collaboration.
[Albanian]
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J: Because Kanun was, in a way, about collaboration? About people working together?
[Albanian]
C: Yeah, it was.. because there wasn't anything else.. So even when we made government, after our
independance.. it wasn't a strong state.. it couldn't reach or cover all the areas..
J: And.. how did you make decisions together? Under Kanun? Like, was there a certain method or..
[Albanian]
G: After the second world war had ended, people were not allowed to buy or sell land.. And if you killed
someone, you would be killed too. If you killed someone, the government would kill you too.
J: Well, but it's more about.. like now, when a state doesn't function there are still small cases where you use
Kanun. But.. when Kanun was the main method of collaboration, how did people come to decisions together,
like what was there method?
[Albanian]
C: There are books here in the library you can go read.. everything was written down, point by point.. just like a
constitution. But not that people went off buying books to read this.. they just knew. The books just confirmed
that it was very exact. It was written in the minds of people very specifically. For every kind of decision there
would be a discussion until they would came to an agreement..
[Albanian]
C: For example.. there would be twelve people that formed a council under the Bajrak Tar.. who is the head of
the.. They would be intelligent, honourable people.. they need to be known to have these qualities.. And then
this council of the twelve respected representatives from the community.. So these twelve people would
represent different villages, and the Bajrak Tar would say to each of these twelve elders.. 'did so and so steal this
cow?'.. And they would swear that 'no.. this person didn't do it or had no guilt'. And you would believe them,
you would take there word. And this is how you resolved things.. when someone stole something or someone
snuck out in the middle of the night and moved the land boundary a little bit.. Then you would go and..
Hundreds of times there were these debates.
J: And so each.. for example, there were twelve representatives from each village.. and all the people that were
involved were represented in the decision making process?
[Albanian]
C: So maybe one neighborhood with ten houses would have one representative.. Not every house had one.
Cause there weren't such big populations.. Dojan had one for example.. and Bujan and Markaj.. But yeah, they
spoke for the houses that were theirs.. For everything.. for social, economics.. conflicts..
J: And if you compare that to the way decisions are being made now, do you still think that the community is
being represented, when a decision is made?
[Albanian]
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J: So what I understood is that when making decisions under Kanun, each community was represented through
one or two people.. but now, for example, decisions are being made by the municipality.. but do you feel that
you are still represented in that new way of decision making?
[Albanian]
C: The roads are very open today, there are many possibilities.. so the road is open but there are also lots of
problems.. So progress is possible.. to develop.. it's there.. but the voice of the people doesn't go to the right
place.. to the right people..
J: The voice of the people isn't as well heard as it used to be, maybe?
[Albanian]
C: No, I didn't say that exactly.. development is possible.. the laws now are very clear and exact, but they are not
enforced or used. And people are better now, they are more comfortable today.. Like people today have to do
sports to lose weight.. we are not starving anymore.. We don't suffer for food today, the times of only cheese and
bread are gone.. people go to the beach, to see the world..
[Albanian]
C: In the desire of parents today.. it is to free their children and to.. give them a good education. Ten thousand
euros I found for my daughter to study medicine to become a doctor. To give that possibility for her to do a
specialisation in Germany, in Nürnberg.
[Albanian]
J: And I was wondering actually.. you said the road is open now, in that there are lot more possibilities and less
problems.. but there are still some obstacles.. What do you think needs to change in order to really open up the
road completely?
[Albanian]
C: Theoretically everything is fine.. it's just the bureaucracy of the administration.. the system.. the impossibility
to work in Albania, so all the children leave the country to go to Germany and France.. in Kosovo it's the same.
Catherine herself: And this is really interesting because in the rest of Europe there have all these debates going
on about their own lives. Where there are these movements now, with for example the idea that a lot of
modernisation, with computers and stuff.. removes a lot of work, because things are automated.. or economic
arguments with having so much growth and consumption where we have almost consumed everything..
C: And yeah he said.. it's true.. these thing are done better but the quality has dropped.
[Albanian]
C: Take wheat for example.. you can now get this hybrid form that grows much more.. but it's not as nutritious..
there is less quality.. Or like with pesticides.. like everyone wants to eat meat now.. all the poor people who
couldn't afford it want to eat meat too.. but you have to produce it quickly.. but the quality has gone down, and
the same with tomatoes and pesticides.. it's not organic anymore.. But the world produces whatever you want
now today.. Good and bad..
[Albanian]
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C: Now I am not content to buy something cheap.. it's just going to break and you have to buy it again..
[Albanian]
J: Actually I would like to ask some questions about water and its importance..
[Albanian]
C: In the whole world they say water is life.. without water there is no life.
G: Water is the most important thing for people who live in rural areas. But also in cities.. but here it's more
important because they use it for irrigation, for cleaning, for people, for lifestock.. Even for bees it's important..
because if you put the water in tubes there will be no humidity or condensation.. If you put the river in a tube, all
the living things in the area will die, even the frogs and worms.. It will break the ecosystem. It will turn into a
dead zone.. People will settle and live in places because of the water..
[Albanian]
J: So how do you feel about the decision to make 15 HPPs on the river?
[Albanian]
C: So it's not good.. we can translate it more carefully later because it damages the ecosystem severly.. but if
you're going to make one, make a big one that is really efficient and works well.. Because even Fierza damages
the ecosystem but it makes 500 times more development for people, while these ones just take the water and
dump it further down, so the people in Dragobi are without water. The Fierza make 500 MW.. But that feeds so
many.. And when they made they destroyed some fields but those weren't so productive.. but the government
rebuild the houses and employed the people.. even replanted the trees..
C: Whereas today.. it is more the pattern to give one private business man the right to build something small that
doesnt even do much.. and just profites him and some politician and it's all corruption.. and they are not held to
production.. doesnt matter if it works or not.. and they destroy a lot but they don't care.. they just want to make
some money..
[Albanian]
C: These are the nerves and veins of life.. And there are some who are intelligent that say 'okay make one.. but
the object and the reason that these HPPs are made is hidden.. it's in the shadows. But okay make one big one
that provides a lot.. but all these small ones that are destroying everything will destroy Albania and just for
private interest..
J: So it's for private interest and not.. ?
[Albanian]
C: The network of water in all the world is life. And it's a massacre to do this. For nature and the people.
J: And is there something.. like you said it's damaging nature and people.. and there are no benefits for the
people.. is there something the people can do to object?
[Albanian]
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C: You need fines and sactions.. But yeah, lots of people have a desire.. but the laws are not being obeyed..
People care but they don't see it is being done.. but it should be done.. But the state doesn't take it seriously..
They burn acres of chestnut forest every year.. But maybe it's just out of jealousy.. you have something and I
don't.. And you have to put it in a law that this is a crime, the same as if you kill a person.. Burning all these
acres.. Tropoja has 3500 acres of chestnut.. From the border of Kosovo to Fierza.. and this is one of the greatest
wealths we have.. and the state should show an interest.. They come from all over Albania with their bees to
take from the flowers here.. from the chestnuts.. This is wealth.
[Albanian]
J: Maybe a last question.. Industrial development, like the HPP, is destroying nature and the people.. what
exactly do you mean exactly by destroying the people? Like destroying social structures..
[Albanian]
C: So what I think.. like there were the big HPP, four in a row.. and as Enver Hoxha said.. we use one line four
times.. so the water is used again and again.. And it didn't damage such clean areas of nature.. Because
originally you had your house close to the river with this much land and you grew things.. it didnt destroy big
areas.. because it was in a very narrow valley so the water went up, but it didn't spread and destroy a lot of land,
it was just this very narrow valley and basically people could just go up and it is the same up here as it was
down there. Whereas these little ones.. they are directly affecting the water of life..
[Albanian]
G: So even Fierza destroyed a bit more, because there were historical sites there.. but all the same it was so
profitable for the people..
C: There were 25 government owned businesses in Tropoja, looking for minerals, mining.. all the fields and
forests were regulated and cleaned.. people were payed to look after the land and everything. There were
agricultural cooporatives. Education, health.. production of all kinds of goods.. Factories..
G: If you close a working place with 5000 employees in Tirana.. but in the 90s all such factories were closed, all
over Albania, destroying the entire economy.. Other communist countries would come and build all the factories
but in the 90s they got destroyed..

Interview VI
J: So, my first question would be.. what are you most proud of?
[Albanian]
C: So I, we as a family, were always the most proud that we are workers.. not office workers but real workers..
with our hands.. we work with livestock, tools.. with strong traditions..
J: What kind of strong traditions do you mean?
[Albanian]
C: With the word that you give.. your Besa.. hospitality, honor..
[Albanian]
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C: For example, if a young girl from Holland came here, not a boy like you but a girl, she would be as safe and
as protected for those months as a member of my family. Whereas the change of the system for example.. with
the old system for example.. which is communism.. the party system.. everything was organized differently but
very well.. there was a functioning organization of young people.. an organization for women.. today we would
call it an association or NGO.. One was called the democratic front.. for a big problem you would gather the
whole village.. discuss everything.. every disquiet.. for education, medical.. or.. somebody could propose
someone as the head of the village.. and they took the opinion of everyone, thinking of everyone. If one or two
were better, straighter or more sincere, they might be listened to more.. So if there was like one or two persons
known for .. who like never lied.. and ẁere known for being very honorable and sincere.. they could be given
more responsibility within the clan or family..
[Albanian]
C: Education was required by the government.. and the government would choose a profession for them.. but the
community could say 'we need this many for this profession and this many people for that'.. and so they would
take the young people and the government would educate them for those jobs and then they would return..
[Albanian]
C: The government made sure you got everything you needed to get educated.. like today your family would
worry that you would have the right means to get educated.. but then the government would do this..
[Albanian]
G: This society was so civilized, for example if your wallet fell on the street.. whoever found it would send it to
the authorities..
[Albanian]
C: This boy took a passport as a guide from tourists and he dropped it somewhere at the border with
Montenegro and somebody found his bag with the passport in the middle of the mountains and brought it back..
So it is also in the culture..
[Albanian]
C: We talk about change.. but now people are more free, they can move around and can leave the country.. This
is better.. In the end, everything is better now, but three things we have lost. Love for each other.. humanism and
solidarity..
J: And why do you think these things are lost now?
[Albanian]
C: Bad government.. bad direction.. We don't choose people who deserve it.. Society is destroyed, Albania is
destroyed..
[Albanian]
C: There was this theory to destroy everything, to go to 0 in order to build 1. So you just throw everything away
and then you go and take everything new. They destroyed the factories.. everything from communism.. This
village used to have a doctor, a dentist a pharmacy..
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J: All in Dragobi? That's crazy..
C: It's bad.. what happened..
[Albanian]
C: There was a school that went through eight grades.. today they say it's nine grades.. Inside the school every
class had a laboratory.. for physics, chemistry.. we had theory and practica.. and all the teachers were educated
through graduate school, like the highest level of education.. they were well educated teachers..
[Albanian]
C: So if people didn't get good enough grades, they would get teachers from the other side of Albania to bring
here.. So they would see if it wasn't going well it was the fault of the teachers.. There was a blacksmith, a barber,
a tailor.. All in Dragobi.. there was a breakfast place, with byrek and coffee.. all this food was made in Bajram
Curri but was brought here early.. Anybody who wanted there was also a kitchen, you could go eat there..
[Albanian]
C: But today, in our village there isnt a single service.. supposedly there are two nurses here but they havent
even gone to school.. There was a birthhouse, for maternity.. And these people that worked in all these places
were from here.. if possible. If not they would bring them from somewhere else. If there wasnt someone in the
village who could do that job you would go to Bajram Curri.. or a little further..
J: And you said earlier, when there was a problem or issue to be discussed among the people who lived here,
they would come together.. maybe you can give an example of this?
[Albanian]
G: They came together just when they would do irrigation.. With irrigation they came together.. and they would
say this day is yours, this day is mine, and would make a list of names..
[Albanian]
C: Whereas with energy.. every village in Albania had a little hydropower.. so they produced their own energy,
for that village. They destroyed those and built big ones.. which was at the time the biggest one in the Balkan..
Today we have need for renewable energy, but they dont do studies, they dont look for the right place where it
wont damage things.. they dont plan them well. Those that have more money will steal more, grab more. Today,
like two percent of the population has money and they can do whatever they want, they can buy the courts, they
can buy the government, they can buy the laws. This is how it's working..
J: And.. so you said people only really came together to discuss irrigation.. why was water so important, to all
come together?
[Albanian]
G: To keep the respect for each other and not to create any problems between the people.. why would you get
water and not me?
J: And why was water so important?
[Albanian]
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C: It's very very important.. before we could drink the water from the river without fear. It was safe.. as if it was
filtered. Today we don't use it because people throw trash in it.. I would put them all in jail.. What a disaster they
made of this stream up there.. my son won't let us throw anything, only to take it to the dump in Bajram Curri..
J: So the water, the river is spoiled?
[Albanian]
G: To drink it it's spoiled, but for other things no.. Before we used it to drink but today we use it just to wash our
hands and face.. like it's not going to kill you or anything..
C: Forty years ago, they started the system to bring the water to the houses, from the springs.. There were
springs higher up and there was a system to bring the water down.. and all houses had drinkable water inside.
Forty years ago. And it is still working today.
This is also a remnant of the system of communism, and you don't pay for it. And you only paid 30 lek a month
for electricity.. It was just one coffee a month for energy.. You never paid anything for the hospital.. my mother
was operated three times.. they didnt ask you for any money.. The doctor was so proud of his job.. you just gave
him respect and offer him a coffee at your house..
[Albanian]
C: It is a big contrast with today and we dont have a lot of faith that things can get better.. it is hard to return to
the way it was before.. In that time doctors were proud and happy with the work they were doing.. they just took
the pay from the state.. But today they say.. 'we want this much money if you want us to save your life'.. it is
such a small period of time for such big change..
J: The mentality of people has changed?
C: It is such a short time for such a big change in the character of people..
J: But yeah the mentality of people has changed?
[Albanian]
C: Doctors now, who are 40-50 years old have passed through two systems.. both systems. It is different when
you give to the doctor something of hospitality because he did a great thing and saved your life.. today is
different because they ask you for this much money if you want to live.. The interaction has completely
changed..
[Albanian]
C: It's the same with education.. if you want a better grade, especially if you dont deserve it, you can pay the
teacher and they will change the grade. Even if you dont go to school at all, at the end of the four years you can
pay some money and get a diploma..
J: But what I understand is that this change of mentality is also.. like, instead of doing something for the
community you're doing it for yourself..
[Albanian]
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C: The nurse would come to the house in the middle of the night if you needed her.. and this is exactly what it
is..
J: And.. why do you think this has changed? Like, it's a very profound change in people.. how can this happen?
[Albanian]
C: They dont let young people take on work and they opened really quickly..
G: The head of the government came like old people.. and offended Enver Hoxha.. because they thought it came
from him but it was actually from the people..
C: So they actually destroyed the people when they destroyed everything.. in the name of the dictator..
[Albanian]
C: When the system fell.. there was a state reserve of food, flour, pasta, rice.. everything.. for five years there
was enough.. If noone worked for five years there was enough.. They destroyed everything to make it but they
also took it because this was the stuff of the dictator, so we didnt want it anymore..
[Albanian]
C: And everything they stole they put in work for private.. so even the official seals of the government they
stole.. so if you wanted a certificate for anything you could go down to the crossroads at the market.. and they
would make you one and stamp it officially.. And they did all the machinery, they took everything and would
make it for themselves, for private..
[Albanian]
C: Then, if you wanted to get votes.. foreigners would start to send food and stuff, because the reserves had been
finished or thrown away.. they started to lie to everybody to get votes..
G: People would sell their votes.. the government would buy votes and wouldn't keep their promises.. they lied
to all the villages..
C: Like if you vote for us we will give you this and this.. but this is the same everywhere.. We can call it
corruption..
[Albanian]
C: All these countries have helped us with investments.. and things have changed.. Like Germany and the US..
But there was a time that with the resources from Albania we didn't need to look for help from anybody in the
world.. Under the earth and on top of the earth we have so much wealth.. If we had a straight government.. with
laws and order.. as it is in Austria or Germany.. This place would be like switzerland in seven years..
J: How do you think you can change the government to be this way?
[Albanian]
C: It is like a faith now.. cheating and lying.. Life is not so long.. you just do like this and.. Once there were
these unions that functioned to protect people.. Both dependent and independent.. but even these are corrupt
now.. If it functioned.. these unions.. together with civil society.. young people who have gone out and were
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educated or worked outside of Albania.. create a new party.. with simple people and bring all those crooks
down.. But nobody beliefs any more..
[Albanian]
C: With the funtion of the justice system..
G: We should threaten them.. to let them know they are responsible for what is happening now.. and you will go
to prison..
C: To threaten the government.. It is the only hope we have.. without functioning justice it is hopeless.. there is
no other road..
J: And I'd like to ask a few questions about Kanun as well.. because I understand it was a system before
communism even..
[Albanian]
C: Kanun was a system and it functioned.. like with the Leke Dukagjinit.. like a constitution.. where it was done
so that it was straight.. and everybody was safe..
[Albanian]
C: So for example in Communism you didnt have to do revenge because the state took care of it.. The state was
working well enough that you didnt need to use Kanun.. Women could walk from here to Bajram Curri, not to
be afraid of anything, not being attacked or robbed..
J: And did it function for the people.. for all the people?
[Albanian]
C: You could travel anywhere, even if you didnt have any money and you could lie down in a park with all your
stuff and nobody would bother you.. A person that was identified as a thief.. who steals.. They would put the
photographs of all the people who were dangerous.. to warn people for these people.. they would steal for
example..
[Albanian]
C: If you lost something, or someone took it.. you would know in an hour..
J: Because, what I am hearing.. is that there used to be a functioning system.. Like, you said we need
functioning justice in order to move forward.. do you think you could take aspects from the Kanun or
communism and apply them to today?
[Albanian]
J: Like the things or aspects that used to work before, you would take them to fill the gaps of what doesnt work
today..
C: So things that worked before, could they be used today in this new system..
[Albanian]
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C: That is in the hands of the state.. the state doesnt want things to work well.. The problem of streams and
rivers hasnt been fixed because they just think to grab all the streams and rivers for themselves.. The same with
landownership.. They dont want to give letters for the land.. landownership is a huge problem in Albania,
because no one has the right documents.. But they dont want to fix it because they want to be able to steal all the
land if they can..
J: They dont want to fix the problem because they want to keep it for themselves, the land? They want to have it
for themselves? Even though it belongs to the people..
[Albanian]
C: There is no desire.. everything is with money.. you cant get document.. if you dont have any money you can
just leave it.. you cant get anything done.. It used to be that in 10 minutes, with a pencil, you could get it.
Because everyone knows this is your land, it belonged to your father and to your grandfather.. it was on all
maps.. and it was just 10 minutes work..
[Albanian]
C: And there was also stateowned land.. so if you wanted to develop something they would look at your
proposal and say 'okay, you can have this land and do that, but when you open it you have to give this many
people a job..'
[Albanian]
C: When Albania became independent they didnt have anything.. nothing.. so one of the first goals was to make
it so that everyone could eat bread. Wheat bread.. Albania was like a junkyard.. where you throw old cars.. From
'44 to '90, when the system fell.. everything was linked with asphalt roads.. all the villages with dirt roads.. all of
Albania was electrified.. Every city had a good school.. people could go to university..
[Albanian]
C: When the system fell.. and they wanted to go for this zero theory.. but that's crazy because it didnt belong to
any one person, it belongs to everyone.. so if I become the president, I am only president for four years.. it is not
mine..
[Albanian]
C: If you looked at Albania before from an airplane.. the farming was completely systemized.. it was like a
carpet.. with canals and neat fields.. There was also an investment in security.. with all the bunkers.. every
village had one, so there was a guarantee that if they would bomb us you could get to safety.. this was a good
thing.. All of Bajram Curri had a tunnel system.. all of the population had a place there.. with electricity and
everything..
[Albanian]
C: In '68 we gifted food to Greece.. for free. In the 70's Albania was great, except for the fact that it was closed..
otherwise it was fantastic.. But then they started to invest too much in protection.. and poverty rose in Albania..
All states do stupid things.. So much they invested.. so bad that when the system fell people just wanted to
leave..
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J: If you could choose.. I've heard you said like, even with all the mistakes the system has today, it is still better
now.. Every system has its mistakes, do you still think todays system is the best system to live in?
[Albanian]
C: No, it's not better.. From America to here, you can see the system doesnt work anymore.. Social-Democracy,
the theory of Marx and Engel..
G: The poor class.. should be helped by the government to reach middle class.. Stimulate the middle class that
they can go higher.. whereas the high class has to look after themselves.. Then humanity will find peace..
[Albanian]
G: Five percent of the rich people.. would like to visit the moon or mars or whatever.. and around 40 percent of
the population are always hungry.. This is not right. Life is a gift, and it doesnt last longer than a hundred years..
When you die you take nothing with you, nothing material..
[Albanian]
C: Kids start school in September, and everyone buys new clothes, books.. When someone doesnt have the
possibility to buy these things, he looks at the other, he looks at himself.. It is not right.. The government isnt
looking after its people now.. You see on TV, like here is a woman with five children.. doesnt have a house,
doesnt have land.. nothing. The government knows and sees this too, but doesnt do anything about it.. The next
morning they should go and help.. two trucks with bricks.. 200 euros.. it doesnt cost so much.. You can build a
house really cheap.
J: And maybe, a few last questions.. do you think the hydropowers are an extension of this.. do you think the
HPPs are build for the community or for personal interest?
[Albanian]
C: No.. the community doesnt need these.. We have Fierza.. We dont need these at all.. with this investment that
they have put here in HPP, they could have made factories.. they could have hired people from Milot to
Valbone.. everybody could have been employed and paid.. with as much as they have spent on these..
J: So in that fashion, it is also.. an example of the government not looking after its people..
[Albanian]
C: What care? This is just to make one boss rich.. Everybody here is without work.. with one cow.. some land..
J: Do you still feel hopeful for the future?
[Albanian]
G: I will go kill myself in the river.. that is how much hope I have..
C: It is not hard.. it is really easy.. to change everything and do it quickly.. but they dont want to.. everybody is
the same.. They are not going to give justice..
J: So what is it you would most like to see changed?
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[Albanian]
C: He wishes that there would be made.. these studies of what could be done here.. like to put people to work
and create work for everyone. And why go to Holland to buy chocolate.. we could make wonderful chestnut
chocolate here.. Factories to make fruit, milk, everything.. One million workers could work here. Take the
blueberries from the Bjeshk. It original, its traditional.. biological.. organic..
G: For example, if we sell some land to an investor from abroad and tell him to build a factory.. that we can
produce our own organic products.. and to employ our own people..
C: There was a study done in Gashi a few years ago that one kilo of stone has 40 percent of mineral wealth. A
factory that processed minerals.. would not only employ people, all the immigrants would come back.. people
would have pensions.. and noone in Albania would need welfare..
[Albanian]
C: In fact there is a lot of mining in Tropoja, but it is all private.. one person is taking all the money.. this is
crazy.. it is the people's asset or resource.. And yeah, someone can make a factory but you have to employ
people and give them minimum wage and feed them and clothe them.. now they just treat people like
disposable.. they get killed in the mines.. families dont get looked after..
[Albanian]
C: In Italy it is a tradition that when a girl is born.. you plant a really pretty tree. When she gets engaged, you
sell the tree and you have enough money to get everything the bride needs. Whereas we use the best wood we
have to light fires..
[Albanian]
C: We cant just tell people to do whatever they want.. you have to have rules.. or order.. In the end we have
protected ourselves here.. we have protected our blood here. Because we know, with seven generations you cant
marry or whatever.. They take care of health.. We have a super understanding between religions.. we protect our
hospitality.. we respect foreigners.. we respect all races.. no bigotry.. everyone has a life.. the world has now
need for peace, justice, social justice, work, order, law.. a straight road.
J: Thank you, I think I have enough information to work with.. is there anything you would like to add?

Interview VII
J: So, my first question would be what are you most proud of?
[Albanian]
C: For our birthplace, for Dragobia, for the valley, the beautiful nature.. and how it has affected the life of
people, their health.. that it has fed us with organic things.. the beauty of nature, of people.. It has been a virgin
place of nature.. clean. Even when the state wasn't functioning, under whatever system.. Everything was
protected.. because the understanding between the people functioned even if the state didn't. To protect the
mountains, the river, the land. This was protected with real passion, almost with fanaticism.. because it was in
everybody's interest. You dont damage the water, you dont damage the source of the water. Valbona River was a
rare, rare precious beauty.. and not just in Albania but in the world. And it was with such cleanliness. Before 30
years we could take our drinking water from the river, there was no black water or waste water going in. The
biggest tragedy or bad luck is the approval of HPP by the previous administration.. which were supported by the
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local government in the village.. they wrote falsified documents.. to do with family ties.. they used and included
dead people.. who died before the date of the meeting.. the falsified documents.. and they put other people in
that we denounced in court and everywhere.
[Albanian]
C: With all that.. we still resist it.
[Albanian]
C: The falsified documents were bad because they were supported by the local government. This was bad
because they didnt ask local people.. it was nepotism. It was just one family and some dead people, and this kind
of thing. Like there was no.. understanding with the larger community. With the majority..
[Albanian]
C: But we protested, we were on all sorts of different media and television.. We were given unjust decisions in
court.. People were obviously paid by.. the company, the developer, Gener 2..
[Albanian]
C: A lower level court overthrew a decision by an appeal court in Tirana, which is a higher level court..
Everything was as much sabotaged as it could be..
[Albanian]
G: People who are corrupted by this are.. justice reform.. are like.. left their job and everything.
C: The biggest scandal is here. You see the dam, and this three kilometer long tunnel.. the river of Valbona is
going to go underground. And that is going to damage.. the animals, all the fish.. the fish are going to have to go
in a tunnel.. It will have a great effect. All of this work that has been done is a scandal against nature, the
beautiful nature.
[Albanian]
C: With the insulation of the electrical lines, from here to Shoshan, from the mouth of the valley.. For this,
laying the electrical lines and the internet.. But everything they have dug up, to do this, they have thrown in the
river. All the waste. They broke the road as well, it is not like it was, it is damaged. It's a scandal. The repairs are
just a facade, they are false. Any repairs they have done are just fake.. on the road..
G: And the canals are like 1.5 meters deep.. if you put asphalt on the road, over where the cables are put in the
trenches..
C: But all these inert materials that have been taken to make this tunnel and stuff.. it comes from an area of
minerals, with boxide.. polymetals.. So now all this water is running through it, which is going to make these
metals dissolve.. who end up in the river.. Im not an expert but the sun and the snow will decompose these
things.. so it's not the same.. It will never be the same. And the damage is evident.
[Albanian]
C: And even the rehabilitation of the zone.. they are planting poplar and lime trees.. which dont grow here..
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G: Like, if you dress me up like im 20 years old doesnt make me 20 years old.
[Albanian]
C: The wealth of the people of Dragobi.. there are now 30 hectares of land that cant be watered. It's Guri Hol, up
at Florants land. With pears and.. and these orchards were known to be fabulously producing.. but now they are
destroyed. Guri Hol.. when the irrigation canals were working, and the water from Cerem came there.. These
huge containers would come, even from the south, from Sarande.. and they would buy the plums to expord
them, with a good level of quality.. There was nowhere who had better plums.. they were really valuable.. now
you cant even graze cows there.. there is nothing to drink.
J: And there is no more water because of the HPP?
[Albanian]
C: Yeah, and there is a dam in Cerem.
G: We cant use the water anymore for drinking, young people cant even go and swim in it, because the water is
polluted..
J: And, I heard you say in the beginning, you used to protect nature, like there were very strict rules between the
people.. can you tell a little bit more about that?
[Albanian]
C: Before there was a unique system where the people had an understanding, and now those rules are broken.
They dont ask the community (they ask dead people). They make falsified corrupt documents, for their own
interest. For the state's clients. They have their own interests and their own profits.
J: And this unique system, how did it work?
[Albanian]
C: With the understanding of everybody, of the community and neighbourhood. The understanding of
everybody together. Everybody respected and protected those decisions correctly..
[Albanian]
C: So from the council of elders and the Kruj Plak, the village head. Everything was done with correctness,
which has a special meaning here.
G: There were no conflicts.
C: When everything goes correctly, with justice, there is no conflict. (When you deal with dead people there is
conflict).
[Albanian]
C: (But now) everybody was called in to the courts, to the prosecutors office.. the road blocking was dealt with
violently.. everybody has been repeatedly called in to the prosecutors office and threathened.
G: This resulted..
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C: Like, they called me in and threathened to arrest me.. but I dont have a problem, arrest me, go ahead. Im
registered. I have had the most pressure of anybody, but I dont care. They are not taking my head.
[Albanian]
C: Why do they say that liars have short legs? Because they said we are going to make energy for everybody.
They put cables on my land, I have a certificate. They dont have the right.. Not one tractor can touch my land..
This is MY land.. the state didnt inform or tell me to do this.. They left with force.. they threathened me.. they
called me into the prosecutor.. They made threats.. But I am right. It is my land. The state didnt take the
ownership.. there is this cable with all this energy going through it, why are they putting it on my land? It is not
right. I dont have any profit from this. And I am an expert in this field.. All this energy that they are making with
our water, they are going to sell it and put it in their own pocket.. there is no benefit or profit for the community.
J: So, what I hear you say is like, they build it for personal interest and not for the common good?
[Albanian]
C: Exactly right.
[Albanian]
C: They put this transport line without asking anybody.. taking it all the way to Shoshan, where they are going to
make another one. And when they finish there.. when they are done.. every drop of the Valbona river will be
taken by an owner. And the community has nothing, as it was.. just the same old electricity line from
communism.. The lines now are just to take and sell.
[Albanian]
C: Because I am an electrician, I work on those lines.. I know. I have worked on defects, when they dont work..
I have my registration in the car, to proof. But in the end it is not right. It is done without the.. the water is given
by god..
[Albanian]
C: Does god exist in Holland?
J: Not so much anymore.. He has been replaced by money..
C: God gave us nature.. not the owner of Gener 2 (Name), he didnt give us this.
[Albanian]
C: It is not only a bad effect, the damage to the people.. it is also for tourism.. the reason people want to come
now is because it is contained, and bordered.. but it has broken the image of the place. The part down here, in
Dragobi.. was the most beautiful. People would make excursions, trips.. It doesnt exist anymore.
J: So, one of the differences I hear, like before with this unique system.. like decisions were made by the
community and for the community, like everyone was represented and agreed..
[Albanian]
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C: Before the 90's there were rules to protect the environment, the rivers.. in the time of communism.. workers
party.. they were actually fanatic with protecting the nature, the rivers and everything.
[Albanian]
C: The system for the function of these things, to take the production was correct.. the system of Uncle Enver.
The water worked, the canal worked.. all the fruits.. Enver took it.. it wasnt for the people.. but it did function..
[Albanian]
C: So the whole system that was for Enver is now for Bashke Mulaj, the owner of Gener 2.. and the people still
have nothing.. One time it's the owner, one time it's Enver.. but the people are still left with nothing. This we
dont like. Now we got rid of Enver and comes another, who takes our things again..
G: And we cant talk as we used to talk in communist times because if we talk something, if we say something
that is against the government or someone who is powerful, they will call us to the courts.. or to the police. So
we dont have the right to talk about what we want now..
C: In the valley of Valbona.. the fellow guilty person, not just Berisha.. they are accusing each other. Berisha
says he is destroying Valbona..
G: For example.. if they find a space.. like a river, they will build another one.
C: So basically everybody is at fault, everyone is equally guilty. Because every time there is an empty space
they just put another one.
[Albanian]
C: Edi Rama says it's Berishas mistake.. but then Rama comes into power and he signs them as well. And we
dont know everything, for that I apologize.. we only know what we see and hear on television.. this is what we
know.. there is a serious issue of being informed.
J: Mmh.. so you talk about.. there are many things you are not informed about... why?
[Albanian]
C: It's good to be very transparant here.. the point of public consultations or communities were people can talk is
that you have information, so now we dont have any information is significant..
J: Yes I see, but why dont you have any information?
[Albanian]
C: Ask Edi Rama.. he took 200 million euros.. No but seriously, there is no kind of transparancy. For example,
in Dragobi I was head of the socialist party. A former minister of health came for a meeting in Bajram Curri, for
a party meeting in a restaurant. The minister came and talked and talked, and at the end he asked: 'does anyone
have anything to say?'. I put my hand up to say something, and there were more than 300 people there.. 'Can you
clarify this work of HPPs, that they are building? Our own head of our party, our prime minister went in front of
parliament and said they were only going to build two. Can you come with me? I will show you around Valbona
that there are three instead of two.. Mashkollate, Shidonice and Dragobi.. Three! Not two'. And he said 'No you
are wrong, there are only two, not three.. sit down'. I went on the internet with my phone when the meeting
ended. I took the interview with Edi Rama where he said there are only two and they are not ruining anything in
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Valbona. The minister smiled and said we will talk later, so I left. What can I do? I cant force him.. And when
the voting came, I was taken from the party. Because the party decides who the candidate is and I was no longer
a candidate, I could no longer be in office. And there is no other reason why they would have taken me.. On the
head of my children this is the truth. I was taken so I no longer had a way to tell people my problems.. my
disquiets. I was silenced.
[Albanian]
C: If we are going to talk politics. They put these people in.. just that you know. They took away the possibility
away for me to face this politician.. they took me so I couldnt talk anymore against him.
G: So he works as an electrician.. and has protected the valbona river and he has come in protests.. and is against
all the violence and threats against him and the others in Valbona. He was taken of from his job in politics..
luckily he still has his real job. But they have threathened to take that from him too.. but there is no one else to
do that work so they cant fire him.
[Albanian]
C: But what do you want to know mainly that I can tell you?
J: Well, I know from the Netherlands that when you ask me if there is a god in the netherlands and I said no..
What I meant is that there is such a rich tradition and culture still like.. there is this very strong connection to the
community and the land.. And we have lost this in the Netherlands.. and I can see that the same changes are now
here happening.. and I can see that many people are leaving, and I am interest in what this connection to the
people and to the land means to you and how you see.. what your opinion is of this change.
C: But why?
J: I see it more in the movement of globalization, in this global trend where local traditions are being lost and
every country is basically becoming the same..
[Albanian]
J: It's important to listen to the people here.. because I am afraid that most will be lost. And I hope this can also
help you in the fight against the HPP
[Albanian]
C: I will not discuss too much because I can see you are sincere.. but what can we do? It is done, they are built..
and we have come to the point where they will arrest us and nothing has changed.. we cant do anything else..
And on the basis of the character of this place.. If you try and stop them they will make it personal.. they will
attack you personally.
[Albanian]
C: They have money, they have power.. and they will make the conflict with the individuals.. with the small
ones.. they wont fight equally with everybody, they will pick people to attack. Everything we have done and
said.. the protests.. they still havent put an end to it. They havent stopped.. Where and what is the problem now?
J: All I can say is that I know it is not fair.. they have the money and power.. But in the end I believe you are in
the right, you are on the good side. You are correct.
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[Albanian]
C: We are not afraid.. they bought the courts.. we are not afraid of them.. we know.. But we lose the nature and
we lose the water.. the only thing we did good was that we choose some conflicts.. But all the same there is bad
and more bad.
G: So if Catherine wouldnt be with us they would be planting even more than three HPPs. And we stay silent
again they will build even more..
C: They made three but we cant let them make eleven... They bought people.. infrastructure.. with that they have
the possibility.. but we have to make sure they dont destroy everything.
J: And you said God gave you this valley.. God gave you this river. You are trying to protect it so you are.. You
are trying to protect what God gave you so you are on the side with God. It's more important than power and
money.. It is important to remain hopeful and belief in a better future.
[Albanian]
G: We are doing something good because we are protecting something that God gave us. You are right. What
more can I do as a person? I risked being arrested.. I risk my job.. I risk being in prison.. But I dont want to fight
with people physically.. I want to fight the way it is supposed to happen in a democracy.. But what else can I do?
They are not stopping.. I will let all these things happen to me just to see nature not being destroyed.
J: I think you have done so much and ultimately, all you can do is be the person you think others should be. To
be a good example.
[Albanian]
G: I would die for the nature and the river.
J: I have some more questions.. I would like to hear about this unique system you had before. Is it called Kanun?
What you were talking about?
[Albanian]
C: It was an internal understanding.. like internal rules. You can call it Kanun if you want but it was our internal
understanding. Like an agreement between the people, between the communities.
[Albanian]
C: So is it more cultur, tradition or a legal system? And he said.. without a law, culture is nothing.
G: Kanun was a group of rules that people were using. They were rules of the Kanun but we didnt really call it
Kanun because it was communist time.. so it was just what we did.. So after WWII we still used Kanun but we
didnt call it that.. but we did keep some of the rules of Kanun..
J: Can you give some examples of rules that are still being used?
[Albanian]
C: Before 1944.. and in the absence of justice it will function today as well. When laws dont work, we need the
functioning of the understanding between people, to deal with conflict. The development of the hydropower has
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broken things, it has broken the understanding, for private interest. It has given a bad name for today, tomorrow
and forever.
J: What was given a bad name?
[Albanian]
G: People who have given permission for the HPP and.. people who are bought.. four or five people have sold
the whole area for the benefit of themselves.
J: And were there any specific rules regarding water?
[Albanian]
C: The understanding that I mentioned in the beginning, between neighborhoods.. were for water, for irrigation,
drinking water.. for grazing the lifestock. Drinking water we could take from the river but now we can't. The
irrigation water was gathered for the neighborhood and then shared equally between the community. This was
the Kanun. (Now if you drink the water you'll die..). But this was the understanding.. I grew up with this, my
mother and grandmother. They would carry the water from the river and we'd drink it. That is all gone, sold for
nothing. The water is not clean now, you cant wash yourself. Everyone would come from Bajram Curri and now
you cant even shower in your own house. The inert material, there is this acid they put in the tunnels to soften
the rock.. i dont know what it is, but that what they put in there to dissolve the rock.. all of that went into the
river, and now there is no fish. Hours of fishing and no fish. I must be some sort of liquid.. the river has a
different color now.
[Albanian]
C: They brought large deposits of this stuff in containers and poured it in and now there is no fish.
[Albanian]
G: Can I tell you something mr Hollanda? I dont care if i have to sacrifice myself.. it is no problem.. I will die
for this work. Because I love this place, this nature. What happened happened, we should not stay silent. We
have a history here.. of the story of the castle of Shkoder. And they could not build it, it would fall down every
day.. until someone made a sacrifice. For this I will be that person.. just so that it stops and this nature is okay.
To not damage more.. I would give my life just so that even these dont work anymore. And everyone in the
world can enjoy it. It would be a pleasure to do it. As long as it stops..
J: I can feel how much this means to you. I was wondering, like there used to be this understanding that
everyone agreed that this is very important.. But now something has changed, like not everyone shares this
understanding anymore.. why was this understanding lost?
[Albanian]
C: Money, because of the interest.. as long as their own thing is okay they dont care about other people.. it all
about money.
J: And when did this change?
[Albanian]
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C: When we changed to capitalism. The capitalist system only works on personal interest.. and you lose the
opposite.. the interest of everybody, the common good. On this basis, where things are damaged easily, you take
care of your own work, and for other people you dont say or ask anything. People are just worried about profit.
G: The netherlands was the last state to give us the green light for negotiations with the EU.. I believe more in
EU parliament than Edi Rama and here.. They have 15 rules for entry to EU, with the green deal... and one is no
hydropowers that destroy nature. Our politicians just want to launder money..
J: And if you choose a system, the understanding between people, communism or capitalism.. which would be
your choice?
[Albanian]
C: This is not something I can choose alone, or decide by myself.. democracy with free speech.. it is something
blessed.. But the functioning of it is another story. We are a democracy but we are going back to the system of
Enver Hoxha.. this is a misunderstanding. This is not your pride, that you take us back to where we were. We
have done everything to change the system.. America came to help.. we wrote the rules on paper.. but we need
to enforce them. But to enforce them is something else, and for this I cant give a simple answer. In a democracy
that is functioning you can not be bought with money.
[Albanian]
C: But a democracy that is written on paper but doesnt work.. where everything is written down but doesnt work
is worse than Enver Hoxha.
[Albanian]
C: Everyone wants democracy. But its been 30 years, and we are still in tradition. And you see that there are two
parties, and they are just working for their own interests. The new generations are not finding themselves.. the
children cant do anything and leave the country.. there is wildness.. and corruption by the oligarchs. We are not
happy with the system. Work is given through nepotism..
G: All our hope is based on you.. because you can tell it to higher levels.
J: So what would you recommend to continue?
[Albanian]
G: We thank you so much.. people from other countries are more interested in our nature than we are.. and I
dont know what to do anymore. And I am ready to die just for this nature. Because I believe in God, I have my
house and land that my parents gave to me. I am correct with God. If I have money I would give it all as thanks.
J: It is my honor to be here and do what I can.. I dont want money..
[Albanian]
C: I dont give any money.. but if I could.. it is because you are so valuable.. and so with us.. that even if I gave
you all my money I wouldnt be giving it away because you are with us. I respect you. And as I have come here
today all I can give you now is a coffee.
J: I have learned very little Albanian except Tourit ndere.
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[Albanian]
G: I hope god may bless you and help you.
J: I think I have asked all my questions, but perhaps you want to ask or say something?
C: Just to thank you from my heart.. and we are ready to contribute with anything we can.. whatever the cost.

Interview VIII
J: My first question would be what are you most proud of?
A: I am proud of myself?
J: In what way?
A: That things I dont see right I can try to fight.. so..
J: So you fight against the things that you dont see as right?
A: That I dont see as right, yes.
J: Can you give an example, of what is not right?
A: To give an example.. maybe it takes time, so I will keep it short..
J: Like for example, when I see someone is lying I think this is not right and then I will say it to him or her.. like
it is not a real fight but I will say something about it. Just so I understand what you mean..
A: Yeah.. lets say that and other stuff..
J: And why is it important for you to fight these things that are not right?
A: Even in fact to be honest, here, is not so easy. Because you can make a lot of enemies. So you have to find
the right way to do things..
J: It is not easy to be honest?
A: It is not easy because other people feel bad.. And then they find other ways to fight you, or make you.. how
can I say.. to make YOU the bad person in the general opinion.. So in fact you are honest and it is true what you
are telling them, but they are more.. or have time and energy to change it.. so that you are the bad person. So you
really have to know how to play the game.. otherwise you will be the bad person.. So I dont know.. It is a small
place but they have a lot of intrigues..
J: So its difficult being honest because then other people can turn it around and say bad things about you and
make it seem like you are not being honest..
A: Yeah I dont know if you understood me.. But if I say something bad about you and it is true.. So you dont
know.. In the opinion you are trying to make me bad.. maybe the things I said to you.. maybe you'll attack me..
Its hard to explain.
J: So I understand it is not easy, but for you it is still important to be honest..
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A: Yes. And I fight all the time what I see is not right. But it will take time.
J: You try to change it?
A: Yeah what is right.
J: How do you try to change it?
A: In my way..
J: And what is your way?
A: I am not going to explain..
J: Maybe a different question.. if you are proud of yourself, do you feel pride of this place where you live?
A: Sometimes, yes. And.. that is the reason I try to invest and.. because I like my country and my place.
J: And what would you like to see changed?
A: Maybe democracy?
J: Like, to get democracy or what you have now?
A: No, to get a democracy.. because now it is not democracy it is communism.. Because of the way they do
things.. the way they pressure people is exactly the same.. and you dont have the right to say what you feel.. you
can say it but as soon as you make a problem they find a way to attack you.
J: And this has happened to you or someone you know?
A: It happens in general, to most.
J: And how come.. like communism has fallen 30 years ago in Albania.. and like now you have, on paper and in
words, democracy.. so how come it is still in practice communism?
A: I think it is easy.. because people who were in charge during communist times.. they still rule Albania..
J: The same people are still in charge?
A: The same people, so it is easy.. and if they are not the same people then some friends..
J: And you say you'd like to see democracy change, what would you like to see change exactly?
A: People to be involved with everything, they must know what is going on..
J: Like decision making..
A: For sure, yes. Things must function better you know.. Because for example.. I can see they change the Kruj
Plak.. without doing the.. where they call in the old people, the elders, and they have to make the decision. So
they.. elected (Name) again.
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C: Yeah so the Kruj Plak is the village head, and it is supposed to be an elected position. It is like the most basic
level of local functioning democracy and always the municipality ends up appointing them.. And there was an
incident in Dragobi, like two years ago, where people wanted to appoint a new Kruj Plak`and this had never
been heard of before.. in Albania. And we thought that with the next election we could choose a new Kruj Plak..
but no, again the Bashkia has just appointed someone, they didnt get everyone together to make a decision.
A: So there you can see that.. your right are..
J: So in practice you dont feel like you have a lot to say?
A: No..
C: Or a chance to say it.
A: It's crazy.. and they put some people higher up without community involvement.
J: And how was this.. it was happening like this under communism too?
A: Yes, exactly.
J: And before, I know there was this system called Kanun.. how did the decision making go under that system?
A: I dont know much about that in fact..
C: There is like a traditional way of doing things.. for example with a conflict where families get together to
discuss it.. uncles from each family coming together. And I dont know if you would call that Kanun or just
culture or tradition.. Often in the survey and interview we call it Kanun.. but.. before communism started
functioning and people just had to fix things themselves..
J: Well the thing i have heard before is that like, people here used to make decisions regarding themselves..
living very close in a community.. and when a decision had to be made they would send representatives..
A: That is normal.. it's logical to do it like that..
J: Because it seems to me that then you had a certain level of involvement, which is now lacking, like you say
you dont really have a chance to speak out or say something but back then I feel like people..
A: But I dont know if Kanun is a law or a tradition..
J: We dont have to lable it but this did happen..
A: Yeah..
J: And how do you feel about this way of decision making? Where the people come together..
A: It is right you know.. they have to come together and make things because they are living there, they have to
make the decisions.. and choose the right to represent.. for sure. I thought things would change but they are
crazy..
J: Do you think things will change in the future?
A: For sure they will change, but not fast. And we need change to come fast.
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J: And what do you think you need for things to change faster?
A: To get rid of communist people.. which is not easy.
J: And to ask something about the HPP, because I understand that when those decisions were made.. did you
know about the decision? Or had something to say.. like could you speak out..
A: No.. they didnt ask us.. we found out after everything was said..
J: And right now, there is the municipality that appoints the Kruj Plak.. do you know of any way to influence or
address this issue? Of not being able to give your opinion or choose someone..
A: It is hard..
C: But with all the fighting we have done.. we still havent changed anything.. we still dont participate..
A: This whole system is the problem..
C: But in fact for the Kruj Plak you can complain to the advocati populi.. but nobody knows that..
A: You can complain for sure.. but then you get enemies.. and still you cant win.. I know that I cant.. because if
you have all the people then you can do something, but if you are only one person then still you are the bad
person.. and I have experienced that.. And these people dont really want to fight.. they have things to take care
of and dont have time to fight with police and stuff.. in small places you have these things.. to change this you
have to find the right person to rule this place you know..
J: And then it is possible?
A: Yes if you find the right person to be in charge.. then the whole place will change..
C: But do you think democracy can find that person?
A: For sure.. there are right persons.. there are good persons..
C: And they could be elected and could do their job..
A: Could be yes.. but the problem is the party.. they will choose someone who is..
J: Maybe something else.. can you say something of the importance of the river? And why it is important to
you?
A: For sure the river is important.. and the people who decide to live there do so because of the river.. If there is
no river there is not much reason to live there you know?
J: mmh.. and what do you use it for?
A: Farming.. drinking.. fishing.. but now they can use it for other things.. with tourism.. with sports.. not
hydropower..
C: Have you been fishing? Is there any fish?
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A: Not much.. there is hardly any fish.. because of construction.. of fishermen who fish without any criteria..
But like some people, some families are dependent on fishing you know.. they sell them.. so if they overfish
what can you say.. go starve instead?
J: And when it comes to decisionmaking, is the river something you would keep in mind? To be protected? For
example, when they would come together under Kanun would they make decisions regarding water?
A: Yes, for example.. when they made the channels.. they made a program.. they would divide the water
between the families.. and it worked well..
J: And I guess what I mean is.. when you would build something new.. would you consider damaging the river
or river flow would you then not do it?
A: Yeah for sure.. people know where avalanches come and could impact your house.. for sure they had to find
the right place.
C: So if you had to make a decision about something and it had like different aspects.. like it would make a lot
of money but it would hurt the river or nature.. like would hurting the river be more important than..
J: Yeah to consider whether or not you would conserve or preserve it..
A: I dont think we would have that kind of problem.. because people knew it was dangerous and it would flood
and stuff..
J: Mmh
A: And are they supposed to fix the road? They destroyed it and got a grant from the government to repair it..
which is crazy..
C: Yeah I dont know.. we have to get more into public participations and stuff..
J: Yeah that kind of brings me to another question.. they are working on the HPP, destroyed the road and now
they are asking for more money.. do you feel like these HPPs are built for the community?
A: No.. no.. what community? why they didnt ask us what is right for us? And what we want?
J: So why are they being build?
A: For their own interest
J: For the private interest of some people to make money.. and is this common? Like does this happen more
often?
A: What do you mean?
J: Like not only politicians.. but also people here.. do they often live in a way just to get rich or.. try and..
C: Like do common people too make decisions based on personal interest? Or like how often do you think the
government thinks of the people when they create new policies..
J: I guess what my question was is does this mentality of private interest being so important.. trickle down to
people like you and me..
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A: People like to do good things.. but some individuals yes.. will go for their own interest. But it is not within
our tradition.
J: What was in your tradition?
A: To help people, to do good things.. try to change things for good, for all..
J: And do people still value that tradition?
A: Yeah sure.. but unfortunately the bad people have been ruling for 30 years in Albania.. not the right people..
that is why the things are not in a right way.
J: And just maybe a few last questions.. and what I understood before.. each system had good and bad things.. if
you could choose.. which one would you prefer?
A: I think.. right now we have good laws.. they are made of logic and the time.. but the problem is the way they
are being used.. we use them in a bad way.. so that is why we are not very happy. But if we were to use them in a
right way..
J: So the system itself has potential.. if it was being used properly.
A: It was a different time you know.. different times, different rules.. so here they made rules but dont use the
rules.
C: Well take the construction permits you know.. if we build a shed the wrong way they come and give you a
huge fine and threathen to knock it down.. if we dont have the right permit.. but HPP destroy half a national park
without a permit at all.. so the rule isnt being applied.. only when it suits them.. to put pressure on somebody.. so
they are not being used as laws, they are being used as tools for pressure and..
A: To pressure yes..
J: Do you have any recommendations for how to continue..
A: Change the people.. it is hard to find the right people.. those who want to do it for the country.. We say that
the fish rots from the head.. so you have to change the head and then things will change for sure..
C: But can you?
A: I mean, these people are really powerful..
J: And what about Europe? Could it help?
A: For sure.. but I hope they are not involved.. or have any interests.. they are not doing their job so well..
C: It's always a bit fishy with people here.. having various interests..
A: It is money you know.. everyone can be corrupted.. people who come here for sure.. they just want some
money and go back.. and they need countries like Albania to clean money.. for some years until they move to
another place.. and then they fix it here.
J: Let's hope so.. thank you for your time.
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Questionnaire/ survey
Dependent
Variables

Factors

0.
Sociodemographic
s
Personal

Age

1 How old are you?

<18/ 18-29/ 30-39/ 40-49/ 50-59/
60-69/ >70

Gender

2 What is your gender?

Male/ Female

Education

3 What is your education?

Elementary / High school / University
/ Graduate

Residence

4 Where do you live?

...........................................................
.........

Emigration

5

Have you lived outside of Albania? (e.g. for work or
study)

Agree / Disagree

6

Do you consider leaving Tropoja for another
country? (before & after?)

Agree / Disagree

7

How many regimes have you experienced
personally while living in Tropoja?

Kanun/ Monarchy (king Zog)/
Communism/ Capitalism

Regime changes

Possible Questions

Answers
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Household

Family household

Income sources

HPP

1. Identity

Awareness

Self image

8 How many people are living in your house?

9

10

What sources of income does your family depend
on? (can be more than one)

<4/ 4-5/ 6-7/ 8-9/ >10

Privately (i.e. self-sustaining,
farming) / self employed (i.e.
generating income through own
services) / employed (salaried) /
Pension / Public assistance

Who was your main source of information regarding Community/ TOKA/ Gener 2/ The
the HPPs on the Valbona River?
government/

Do you believe you have all the information
11 regarding the HPPs? (i.e. how many there will be,
where and when they will be constructed)

Not at all/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

12 Do you feel hopeful about the future?

Not at all/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

13 How important is being honourable to you?

Not at all/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

Produce

14

How dependent are you on produce? (i.e. farming,
livestock, dairy, collection)

None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

Ability to function

Has the construction of the HPPs in Valbona
15 changed your sense of security? (i.e. work, family,
land)

None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very
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2. Culture

Nature

16

What system do you believe offers you the best
ability to make decisions over your own life?

17

Do you feel that life 10 years ago had aspects which
Not at all/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very
were more positive than the current situation?

18

How do you think your quality of life will be if 14 HPP
Worse/ The same/ Better
are built and operating?

19 I perceive nature as something :

Kanun/ Communism/ Capitalism

Dangerous/ Harmful/ Indifferent/
Pretty/ To be protected

20

Has the construction of the HPPs on the Valbona
River changed your ability to enjoy nature?

None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

Legend

21

Do you or anyone you know believe in Ora's,
Zana's, Shtojcevalli?(water nymph)

None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

Regulation

22

If you had a conflict, what would be the first resource Family/ Popular judge/ Police/ Kry
to go to for resolving?
Plak/ Court

23 Do people still refer to the Kanun regularly?

None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

24 Do you think the HPPs have increased bad gossip? Yes/ No
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Public participation
& Decision making

3. Water / The
River

The importance

Cultural significance

25

What are ways you have participated in decision
making? (Can be more than one answer)

Family/ Elders/ Council/ Bashkia/
Public consultations/ Regional gov/
National gov

26

Is your honor affected by participation in decision
making?

None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

Do you feel like you are properly equipped to
27 participate in official public decision making? (i.e.
education, government assistance)

None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

28

Are you satisfied with your participation in decision
making concerning HPP?

None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

29

How important is the river to your community? (i.e.
irrigation, income, happiness, sport)

None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

If you didnt have access to the river, are there
30 alternative water sources that can be used for
these? (i.e. irrigation, income, happiness, sport)

Yes/ no

Do you think that the HPP will affect your use of the
31 river in your daily life? (i.e. fishing, irrigation,
watering the plants)

None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

32

Does the river play an important role in your culture?
None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very
(i.e. stories, songs, poetry, legends)
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Water management

33

How strongly do you feel people should be involved
None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very
in water management?

34

Does the Kanun have good rules regarding water
management?

35 Was the decision to construct HPP a good one?

Private interest

Overall impact

None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

Yes/ No

36

Have you had the opportunity to object the HPPs
(i.e. through protests, demonstrations)

Yes/ No

37

Do you feel that the water is being stolen from you
by private interests?

None/ Little/ Neutral/ Some/ Very

38

Does the Kanun have good rules regarding private
interest versus common interest?

Agree / Disagree

39

Do you think the HPPs have a mostly positive or
mostly negative impact for you?

Mostly negative/ Neutral/ Mostly
positive
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Map of hydropower plants in Tropoja
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